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Drowning or Waving?
New Media, Journalism and

Democracy

Natalie Fenton

News is often claimed to be the life-blood of a democracy – newsjournalism as contributing vital resources for processes of informationgathering, deliberation and action. The ethos and vocation of journalismis embedded in a relationship with democracy and its practice. It is alsoembedded in a history of commercial practice, regulatory control andtechnological innovation – it is the tensions between these aspects thatunderpin this book.Journalism comes in many forms – from the entertainment-driven andcelebrity-laden to the more serious and politically focused; it is manythings to many people. Here, we are concerned to address news andcurrent affairs journalism that purports to be for the public good and inthe public interest, even if this is experienced as no more than an idealethical horizon both by those who produce it and those who consume it.In aworld of communicative abundance this ethical horizon is still pertinent:there remains a sense that there are many things that news journalism
ought to be doing – to monitor, to hold to account and to facilitate andmaintain deliberation – that forms a line in the sand against whichcontemporary practice can be critiqued. It would be wrong, however, tosee such an approach as peddling a ‘golden age’ thesis that harks backto a time that never was. We are more concerned with a time that is yetto come but is nonetheless worth aiming for. In a world of informationoverload and one-click communication, news matters (maybe more thanit ever has) and interrogating the nature of news journalism is one of themost urgent challenges we face in defining the public interest in the con-temporary media age.News is also what journalists make it. How journalists make newsdepends on their working environment. Their working environment isshaped by economic, social, political and technological factors, all of whichform a dense inter-meshing of commercial, ethical, regulatory and culturalcomponents. If we are to understand the nature of news in contemporarysocieties then we must interrogate news in all of its contextual complexity.This book attempts to do just that: it is a book about journalism, news and
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4 NEW MEDIA, OLD NEWS

newmedia in the digital age.1 It explores how technological, economic andsocial changes have reconfigured news journalism and the consequencesof these transformations for a vibrant democracy.The discussion is rooted in empirical enquiry from one of the firstlarge-scale studies in the UK into new media and journalism.2 Usinginterviews, ethnography and qualitative content analysis to investigatenews production processes in a representative sample of news media, theresearch combines macro-social critique with micro-organizationalanalysis to gain a complex, critical understanding of the nature of newsandnews journalism in the digital age. Our central concern in this endeavouris to subject to empirical scrutiny the ways in which newmedia, news andjournalism contribute to democratic political practice and feed publicinterest. This book is not, therefore, an edited collection of loosely connectedchapters. It has been written by the entire research team engaged in thisinvestigation. Although each chapter considers a different dimension ofthe research, all are closely inter-related.Many commentators have claimed that journalism is undergoing afundamental transformation. One of the key reasons cited for thistransformation is the changing nature of technology, which is claimedto impact directly upon the practice of journalism and access to theprofession. The nature of this transformation is considered variably asa negative and a positive development. The judgments made are usuallybased upon the perceived contribution of news media to fully functioningmodern democratic systems and hence upon journalism’s role incontributing to the public sphere (Habermas, 1989). In all approacheswhat is described, in one way or another, is the dismantling of thestructures of news media as we know them. Certainly, on the face of itthere has been a step change in the nature of news productivity. Ofcom(2007b: 34) reports that the
Daily Telegraph launched the first UK online national newsoperation – Electronic Telegraph – in 1994, followed three yearslater by the BBC’s news website. The last major UK nationalnewspaper to launch its website was the Daily Mail, in 2004. Withinthe last decade, web-based operations have come to be viewed asessential for newspapers – national, regional and local – and for allmajor broadcasters and news agencies.These debates raise critical questions that run throughout this book:Has new technology revitalized the public sphere or become a tool ofcommerce for an increasingly un-public, undemocratic news media? Inwhat ways have economic and social change contributed to this process?Has technological, economic and social change reconfigured the job ofthe journalist and the production of news in terms of enquiry (including
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media-source interactions), observation, research, editing, and writing?Who are the journalists and how do they exert influence on one another?Does this influence support or challenge economic and/or regulatoryconstraints within the newsroom? In what way is technological, economicand social change influencing the prospects for and nature of online newsand participatory journalism as well as increasing the role of citizenjournalists and NGOs as news sources?The chapters that follow present insights from across a range ofperspectives employed to interrogate these questions. From an historicalperspective – through a critique of past (mis)conceptions of the power oftechnology to transform perceived inadequacies in public culture anddemocracy; an economic perspective – through an investigation into themarket dynamics, pressures and technological responses of the newsindustry; a regulatory perspective – through a consideration of theopportunities for and threats to the practice of ethical journalism; a socio-
political perspective that seeks to understand journalism and politicsfromwithin a critique of the cultures of new capitalism; an organizationalperspective – through analysis of journalistic practice in different newsproduction contexts; a socio-cultural perspective that examines how oldnews sources are adapting to the new news environment and how newnews sources are emerging and the consequent impact this may have onnews content – we explore the nature and context of new media andjournalism and its contribution to democratic practice.In adopting a holistic, multi-dimensional approach we have sought tochallenge traditional divides in media and communication studies thattend to prioritize either structure (mostly from within political economy)or agency (largely situated in cultural studies) (Fenton, 2007), to reach aposition that understands the place of both and seeks to uncover thedynamics of power therein. Although the political economy and culturalstudies have often been seen as entirely contrasting with irreconcilabledifferences (Garnham, 1995; Grossberg, 1995) this research reveals thatin practice such distinctions are less clear-cut and there is much to begained from embracing a dialogic inter-disciplinarity. To understand newmedia and the news requires a consideration of the role of structuralfactors such as commerce and finance along with the cultural complexitiesof journalism and, with it, journalistic subjectivities.It should be clear from this introduction that we do not attribute thenature of change to technology alone but rather the convergence of manyforces that may be contingent upon local circumstance at any one time. Inhis study of American online newspapers, Boczkowski (2004) stressesthat ‘newmedia emerge bymerging existing socio-material infrastructureswith novel technical capabilities […] this evolution is influenced by acombination of historical conditions, local contingencies and processdynamics’ (2004: 12). In other words online newspapersmerge print’s old
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ways with the web’s new potentials in an ongoing process in whichdifferent local conditions may lead to different outcomes. In this manner,we foreground technical novelty rather than technological determinismand place the research within a media landscape structured by acontemporary history of globalization, deregulation and marketization.Our approach is particularly mindful of the fact that there has alwaysbeen ‘new’ technology in one form or another and it has usually beenaccompanied by eulogizing on its democratic potential, its ability to becomea tool of the people wresting power from the elite structures of society(explored here in Chapter 2). These debates echo the celebrations of plurality,accessibility and participation. Likewise, journalism and journalists havefaced a long history of criticism. The (supposed) decline of journalisticintegrity and the professional standards of journalism have been attributedvariously to journalists’ egomania, their being parasitic, exploitative ofhuman tragedy and generally squalid and untrustworthy. Hargreaves(2003: 12), a former journalist, writes:Journalism stands accused of sacrificing accuracy for speed, purposefulinvestigation for cheap intrusion and reliability for entertainment.‘Dumbed down’ news media are charged with privileging sensationover significance and celebrity over achievement.It is no surprise that new media has offered a fresh means of anxietyand an extension of these concerns but the hopes and fears of new mediaare not new. Importantly, we acknowledge from the outset that theseconcerns do not arise because of the technology per se or indeed becauseof the diminishing ethical behaviour of journalists. Rather, they are partof a more complex socio-economic, political and cultural history.Since themid 1990s a number of studies have explored the implicationsof the internet for journalistic practice (for example, Reddick and King,1997; Miller, 1998; Singer, 1998; Deuze, 1999; Garrison, 2000, 2001,2003; Rivas-Rodriguez, 2003; Gillmor, 2004). They have looked at thenature of news content, the way journalists do their job, the structure ofthe newsroom and the shifting relationships between journalists, newsorganizations and their publics (Pavlik, 2001). In their quest to makesense of the impact of new media on the news they have consideredthe interactive nature of the internet; the complexity of its content involume and variety as well as its accessibility and its convergence acrosspreviously distinct media. The majority of these studies report that theinternet brings new ways of collecting and reporting information into thenewsrooms. This new journalism is open to novices, lacks editorialcontrol, can stem from anywhere (not just the newsroom), involves newwriting techniques, functions in a network with fragmented audiences, isdelivered at great speed, and is open and iterative. In this manner thetechnology of the internet is said to have reinvigorated democracy.
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In stark contrast, others (see below) denounce the impact of newmediaon the news environment largely from a position of criticism of neo-liberalism more generally. Often these are the same voices as those thattake a dim view of the present concentration of ownership and dominanceof commercial imperatives. Whatever their take, all studies coalesce atsome point around three paired, central characteristics of the internet innews production: speed and space; multiplicity and polycentrality;interactivity and participation – which taken together, are argued to havecreated a new brand of journalism (Deuze, 1999). It is these debates thathave informed this study and it is to these that we now turn.
New Media and the News:
Reinvigorated Democracy or
Throttling Good Journalism?

Speed and SpaceThe argument begins simply enough: more space equals more news. Thesheer space available online is said to open up new possibilities for newspresentation that cannot be found in hard copy form. Through archivingfacilities the ability to provide more depth of coverage is increasedexponentially. Similarly the ability to update regularly is vastly enhanced.The space for multimedia formats also allows news to be presented ininnovative and interesting ways (Gunter, 2003).Space is also linked to geographical reach. Some theorists believethat the web is capable of linking communities of interest across theglobe, thereby creating greater political participation. Reach is furtherenhanced by speed. The speed of the internet enables journalists toget to data without having to leave the newsroom (Quinn, 2002).Reports can be downloaded in seconds, public databases interrogatedin a fraction of the time it would have previously taken. These changessignal potential improvements in the relevance and timeliness of newsand journalism.But there are also negative assessments where speed and spacetranslate into ‘speed it up and spread it thin’. Researchers describe howestablished news organizations are encouraged by the speed of the internetto release and update stories before the usual checks for journalisticintegrity have taken place (Gunter, 2003; Silvia, 2001); how the increasingemphasis on immediacy in news coverage is frequently satisfied byreporters working for news agencies (Ofcom, 2007) to the detriment oforiginal reportage (Scott, 2005; Davies, 2008), turning journalists into‘robohacks’ (Hargreaves, 2003) practising ‘churnalism’ (Davies, 2008),rather than reporters and editors.
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An intensification of pressure in the newsroom to produce morearticles in less time is claimed to have led to fewer journalists gatheringinformation outside of the newsroom. In these accounts, often the entireproduction process is a desktop activity with journalists not only writingbut also composing a complete presentation package onscreen. This formof multi-skilling has been argued to lead to a reduction in levels ofprofessionalism associated with standards as individuals are expected todo everything from acquiring the pictures, to writing the copy anddesigning the page (Gunter, 2003). As newsrooms have becomeincreasingly decentralized and flexible, employing staff with a differentrange of skills from those traditionally associated with journalism, soworking conditions are also reported to have become more flexible andworkforces more transient (Pavlik, 2001), bringing with them lessjournalistic autonomy as job security becomes paramount.
Multiplicity and PolycentralityThe space available also gives rise to the potential for a plurality ofnews providers that threatens the monopoly of provision from majortransnational corporations, opening up news production to all citizensable to get access to a computer and the right software. The internet isclaimed to provide a many-to-many model of information dissemination,putting the smaller and the smallest news providers on an equal footingwith the transnational conglomerates (Rheingold, 1993). This in turn,unlocks the possibility for smaller online news providers providing spacesfor minority views and news that do not make it into the dominant newsmedia because of their apparent lack of appeal to a mass audience (Rivas-Rodriguez, 2003).McNair (1999: 213) states that a proliferation of news platforms calls intoquestion the notion of the public as a single, monolithic construct ‘definedand serviced by a metropolitan elite’, and encourages its replacementwith a vision of ‘multiple publics, connected in key ways’. As a result,online journalism is claimed to offer audiences a view of the world thatis more contextualized, textured, and multidimensional than traditionalnews media.In this space it is more difficult for journalists to claim privilege and foranyone fully to control its flows. The internet provides a space whereinterested readers can check the validity of one news report againstanother and even access the news sources referred to. The nature ofnews gathering is exposed like never before, placing notions of journalisticobjectivity and impartiality, the holy grail of professional journalism,under scrutiny. In online journalism these normative anchors becomedislodged in favour of the acknowledgement of the impossibility ofobjectivity and an increased awareness of subjectivity. The multiplicity of
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views and voices from a diversity of cultures and viewpoints is claimed tokeep the mainstream news ‘on its toes’ and render its construction moretransparent. The omnipotent voice of the journalist is diluted andjournalist–audience distinctions blurred (McCoy, 2001).However, multiplicity does not always translate into diversity. Contentanalyses of online news have found that mainstream newspapers withonline versions use a fraction of their print stories in the online edition(Singer, 1997); use mostly the same news stories with similar newsjudgments (Redden and Witschge, this volume) and operate under similarfinancial constraints. In other words it is more of the same only in a lessextensive manner.In an online world multiplicity does, however, add up to increasedquantity. There are now more news platforms available to more citizensthan ever before. Quantity, of course, has never been a predictor ofquality. Finding information can be an ever more difficult task as peopleattempt to navigate their way through a morass of search engines andnews sites. Many have argued that the sheer abundance of news across arange of different media is nothing more than sophisticated marketingand the ever-increasing commodification of the news product. This, it isargued, leads us irredeemably down the path of tabloidization andinfotainment. More simplymeansmore opportunities for the newsmarketto sell its wares – in a manner that maximizes audiences (and hopefullyprofit) rather than public interest. Issues of political discourse becomeassimilated into and absorbed by themodes and contents of entertainment.The idea that in a fragmented news environment with the most popularonline interfaces being situated in social networking sites (such asFacebook and MySpace) personalization is on the increase is argued tohave a negative impact on the processes of rational, democratic thoughtprocesses. Sunstein (2001: 192) writes that ‘a market dominated bycountless versions of “Daily Me” would make self government lessworkable [and] create a high degree of social fragmentation.’ News, we arewarned, will be transformed further into a discourse of personalization,dramatization, simplification and polarization.In this argument more translates into more of the same. The majornews sites online are said to provide little by way of original material andhave a heavy reliance on the limited news spread of the major newsagencies. Paterson (2003) discovered that major news organizationssimply provided almost verbatim foreign news reports from AssociatedPress (AP) and Reuters 43 per cent of the time. The major internet portalslike Yahoo and AOL provided unaltered Reuters and AP material 85 percent of the time. Similarly, Ofcom (2007: 3) reports that despite theproliferation of news sources, ‘news outlets of all kinds often tell the samestories, from the same perspective, using much the same material.’ Ourown research (Chapter 5) found that journalists frequently use rival news
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organizations as news sources. Hoge (1997) puts a different slant on this,arguing that the internet provides information aplenty on the newsagendas as fixed by the dominant news players but little on subjects ofwhich we may know hardly anything. Far from providing a diversity ofviews we are left with a public discourse that is largely homogenous (seeChapter 10).
Interactivity and ParticipationThese negative consequences are rebutted by those who proclaim thatthe interactive and participative nature of the webmeans that everyone oranyone can be a journalist with the right tools. Civic journalism isincreasing and access to public information and government services isexpanding (Pavlik, 2001). Citizen journalism is said to bleed intomainstream journalism and vice versa. The blogosphere has beencredited with taking on the major news corporations through instantfeedback that is often lively, openly subjective and highly critical. In themore renowned cases bloggers have been attributed with helping totopple Senator Trent Lott and the New York Times editor, Howell Rainesfrom their offices; helping to organize and co-ordinate protests over theIraq war; boosting the presidential hopes of Howard Dean and BarackObama by gaining them followers and cash contributions (Hachten,2005). In the online environment, it is argued readers can have a greaterimpact on the news through an increase in the intensity of theirexchanges with journalists and for example the presentation of their ownviews in online papers. News online is thus open to a higher degree ofcontestation than is typical of traditional news media. This demystificationof journalism is claimed to break down the barriers between audienceand producer facilitating a greater deconstruction of the normative valuesembedded in the news genre and a re-imagining of what journalism couldand/or should be.But for many, the open and iterative world of online commentary isnot seen to be taking journalism to new heights. Rather the limitlessopportunities for anyone to have their say on anything, is decreed toresult in opinion and vitriol replacing the hard-won gains of investigativejournalism. One-off fragmentary commentaries are the norm rather thansustained analysis. ‘Old news’ values are argued to be replaced by populistranting or those more interested in self-publicity than the ethics of publicvalue. Spaces for online discussion blur into the wider provision of news.The lack of accountability and anonymity of those responding online alsointroduces concerns of verification, accountability and accuracy. Thereare criticisms of the blogosphere as doing nothing more than opening thefloodgates to unverified, de-professionalized gossip (Silvia, 2001). Similarconcerns are voiced regarding consumer-generated video and audio
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material. Worse, it is feared that this new interactivemultiplicity threatensto economically undermine traditional professional journalismwith graveconsequences for politics and public life (Singer, 2003).The arguments are multi-faceted and contradictory because the terrainof their discussion – new media, journalism, news and democracy – isuneven (across many different types of news industry and newsplatforms), and often in uncharted territory (what do people do when theyare given the ability to challenge the ‘facts’?). In this volume we hope toprovide the first steps towards a detailed examination of these issues in alltheir complexity.
A Note on MethodologyAnalyzing the practices that enact apparent technological and social/political transformation helps us to understand them and contemplatetheir potential consequences. Social histories of the news media havedemonstrated how institutional and technological factors have shaped thenews over the last 200 years (Schudson, 1978; Blondheim, 1994),establishing that news is a culturally constructed category. Ethnographicaccounts have revealed how local contingencies impact upon thereporting therein. Carey (1986: 180) summarizes this body of work,writing that news is not ‘some transparent glimpse at the world. Newsregisters, on the one hand, the organizational constraints under whichjournalists labor [and] on the other hand, the literary forms and narrativedevices journalists regularly use to manage the overwhelming flow ofevents’. The understanding of these ‘organizational constraints’ and‘narrative devices’ was key to our study; so not surprisingly, journalistsand their tools were central subjects of analysis.But we also needed a research design that could reflect the massivechanges in the nature of news and news production over the last twodecades. We have seen the globalization of news (Boyd-Barrett, 1998) takehold; the concentration of ownership increase; and technology transform.A non-technologically deterministic and anti-essentialist approachsuggests that studying new media and news still purports that news iswhat those contributing to its productionmake it. And this is precisely thepoint – those who contribute to its production are changing. The socialactors involved in the construction of news have expanded and extendedoutside of the newsroom resulting in the expansion of the locus of newsproduction.These new voices form a crucial part of this research. They includethe news users who, by voicing opinions in chat rooms, forums andinteractive news pages, may seek to shape what is seen as newsworthyand how it is reported. But these voices are not the only ones increasing
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in relevance. In an era of electronic news media marked by economicliberalism, globalization and the potential of the internet, other crucialvoices, often forgotten, enter the fray with ever more importance. Forexample, advertising and marketing personnel influence what getscovered via topic selection and budget allocation to a greater extent thanin traditional media as online news sites strive to be profitable. Technicaland design personnel also have a greater contribution to play in how newsgets reported from the use of multimedia and interactive tools to thevisual interface (Boczkowski, 2004). News is as much about these actorsas it is about journalists and we were at pains to include these voices inthe research.To reflect the changing dynamics of news production the researchwas based on three methodological strands. The first was based on 160semi-structured interviews3 with a range of professionals from a cross-section of news media, stratified by type of media, geographic reach andprofessional roles (generalists, specialist correspondents, dedicated newmedia staff, production and editorial staff, managerial and businesspersonnel), and from commercial and public sector broadcasting relatingto news. These included interviews conducted with a range of personnelin local and national (UK-based) print newspapers and local, national andinternational (UK-based) television news (both public service in the formof the BBC and commercial) with particular emphasis on their onlineservices. We also interviewed representatives of news agencies andfreelance journalists.We did not presuppose control or dominance of the news agenda bynews professionals and we were conscious to include a range of newssources. This part of the sample comprised of traditionally privileged andauthoritative voices such as Members of Parliament (MPs) and those withtraditionally less news authority such as NGOs. New news sources wereclearly important and a range of bloggers, ‘citizen-journalists’ and producerswithin alternative news platforms were also interviewed.In order to flesh-out the interviews and add contextual depth the secondstrand of research included mini ethnographies in three places of newsproduction: the BBC, Manchester Evening News and the Guardian.Although the time spent in each place was not long in ethnographic terms(up to two weeks), it did allow for a greater sense of the organizationaltexture and better insight into the daily realities of working life incontemporary newsrooms.To further critique emergent findings a third research strand, aqualitative analysis of online news content, was undertaken.4 This analysistracked a range of story types across online mainstream news media,online alternative media, social networking sites and YouTube.The research team of nine (all represented in this volume) included twojournalists. Each member of the team took part in data collection and
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analysis. Interview data was analyzed with NVIVO software and a centraldatabank maintained allowing all team members access to all data. Eachauthor(s) explains in more detail the precise nature of the data underdiscussion in each chapter.5 However, all of the data collected informs, atsome level, each of the chapters since a critical part of the researchprocess was the regular research team meetings where we discussed atlength each aspect of the research practice. All data collection and analysiswas cross-checked and critiqued by members of the research team, oftenleading to further data collection or re-appraisal of analysis. This form ofteam interrogation and critique enabled ever deeper mining andexplication of the empirical data.
Conclusion: Drowning or Waving?What follows is a critique of an industry and a practice in flux. There havebeenmassive changes to theway inwhich news is produced and journalismperformed. We should remember that the history of communicationstechnology shows us that if innovative content and forms of productionappear in the early stages of a new technology and offer potential forradical change this ismore often than not cancelled out or appropriated bythe most powerful institutions operating within dominant technologicaland socio-political paradigms (Curran, Chapter 1). ‘Newness’ of form andcontent is quickly smothered by predominance, size and wealth (Winston,1995). But history does not always repeat itself.The argument that in a digital age, the relations of power remain on thewhole the same to the increasing advantage of global media conglomeratesis difficult to dispute yet similarly simplistic. It is true that analyses rootedin models of media ownership and control show nothing more than adeeper entrenchment of power and neo-liberal consensus. Undoubtedly,as our interviewees remind us, news media are (mostly) businesses andthe news is a product. The economics of news remains stacked againstnewcomers on the national news stage be it in traditional or new media.Concentration of ownership is likely to filter ever outwards to theinternet – and how to make online news profitable is still a puzzlewaiting to be solved (see Chapter 2). As mainstream news providers ploughmore resources into online operations that are generally lossmakers, thisresearch explores how further commercial pressures are likely to increasethe temptation to rely on cheaper forms of newsgathering to the detrimentof original in-depth journalism (Chapters 2, 5 and 10). It seems everlikely that the voices on the web will be dominated by the larger, moreestablished news providers that will duplicate the same commercialinterests according to the same understanding of how news fits thosecommercial concerns, leading to anything but increased diversity.
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But we should equally be wary of economic reductionism. Theframeworks of news on offer in the digital age are articulated by thenexus of interests producing them. This is neither a straightforward nordirect relationship between wealth and power. The codes and conventionsof professional journalism are being challenged as they are beingreinstated. The cultural dynamics of capitalism and markets are concernednot only with economics but also with questions of representation, identityand meaning. A straight political economic analysis misses, or cannotaccount for, the possibility that under certain conditions ‘journalism orjournalists’ (whoever these may be) may transform power relationsboth within their own domain and in others. The increasing presence ofnon-professional or ‘citizen’ journalists is suggestive of a type of journalisticautonomy that may be able to disrupt and change institutionalizedjournalism in particular ways in certain circumstances (although currentlythese instances are rare).So where does this leave us? This book argues that the two prominentviews outlined in this introduction are wrong. The techno-optimistswho see the internet as reinvigorating democracy, enabling activecitizenship and forging new connections across old frontiers withinnews remain firmly wedged in the starting blocks of potential. Thetechno-pessimists who see new media as commodified by corporationsand the market as any ‘old media’ have also missed the point. The Ludditepessimism that subscribes to the socio-economic logic of capitalism inwhich any change operates inevitably in favour of a business model andagainst the public good is misleading. The internet has modified things,sometimes in positive and productive ways. New voices have foundexpression – from soldiers’ online complaints (Couldry, Chapter 8) toalternative e-zines in civil society (Curran and Witschge, Chapter 6);new means of brokering intelligent dialogue across nations haveemerged. It has enabled established communities of interest to be moreefficient in their circulation of communication and sharing of informationwith one another (Fenton, Chapter 9). Alternative interpretations of newsand current affairs have found space and voice online (Redden andWitschge, Chapter 10). And as a repository of information and knowledgethe internet is unparalleled.But this book is also at pains to point out that the utopian vision ofa brave new world with everyone connected to everyone else, a non-hierarchical network of voices with equal, open and global access, is alsofar from true. Curran’s chapter notes that many of the forecasts of newmedia visionaries have been risibly inaccurate, though they have oftenbeen taken seriously at the time and promoted a media deregulationagenda. Rather, this study is testimony to enduring forces that cultivatecontinuity and limit change. This latest ‘new’ world of ‘new’ media has
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not yet destabilized the ascendancy of dominant news brands; it has nottransformed news values and traditional news formats sustained bytenacious journalistic cultures – news is, what news always was; and ithas not connected a legion of bloggers to a mass audience (Couldry,Chapter 8), or NGOs with limited resources to spheres of influence(Fenton, Chapter 9).One of the unexpected conclusions of this book is that the internet canin many ways be seen as contributing to the stifling of journalism for thepublic good and in the public interest. Davis (Chapter 7) describesjournalistic iron cages wherein technology is enshrined in news practicethat foregrounds rationalization and marketization at the expense of idealdemocratic objectives. Phillips (Chapter 5) details how some journalists,subject to the need to fill more space and to work at greater speed whilealso having improved access to stories and sources online, are thrust intonews production more akin to creative cannibalization than the craft oforiginal journalism. As news production becomes more expansive soengagement with the public and news sources diminishes, becomesmoresymbolic and increasingly ‘virtualized’ (Davis, Chapter 7). Redden andWitschge (Chapter 10) reveal how, far from breeding a diversity of views,online news content is largely homogenous.New technologies of production operate within the systemic constraintsof media institutions. They do not liberate these constraints but are seenmore as a technical fix to the increasing problems of cutting costs andincreasing efficiency (Lee-Wright, Chapter 4). For newspapers in particular,a decline in advertising revenues and reader figures since the 1970s hasforced them to increase output while cutting back on staff and diminishingconditions of employment (Freedman, Chapter 2; Davis, Chapter 7). Thematerial conditions of contemporary journalism do not offer optimumspace and resources to practise independent journalism in the publicinterest. On the contrary, job insecurity and commercial priorities placeincreasing limitations on journalists’ ability to function ethically (Phillips,Couldry and Freedman, Chapter 3). Indeed, we found little evidence of newmedia being deployed to allow journalists to do more journalism or toengage the publicmore effectively (although therewere notable exceptions);rather new technology both facilitated and was dependent upon cuts infunding (Lee-Wright, Chapter 4).But the social and political context of technology is a contested domain.The contemporary mediation of news is complex and contradictory –ranging from traditional bulletins on the BBC to discussions on MySpaceto user-generated documentaries on YouTube; the future of journalism isbeing carried on a tide of uncertainty. Is it drowning or waving? Sometimesit is difficult to tell but one thing is for sure, it is far too important toignore. Read on.
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Endnotes1. Though this is a book that is ostensibly engaged with ‘new media’, thediscussion frequently focuses on the internet because our empiricalinvestigation consistently revealed the internet as having the mostramifications for journalism and news. Other new media – such as mobiletelephones and digital cameras – figure less prominently because they werenot perceived by the various actors in this study to be as important; but alsobecause in an increasingly converged mediascape, most forms of digitalmedia have an online configuration at some point.2. This research has taken place under the auspices of the Goldsmiths MediaResearch Centre: Spaces, Connections, Control and funded by the LeverhulmeTrust.3. This is not the final sample. The research is ongoing and data is beingcollected up to and beyond the submission date of this book. The number ofinterviews stated here refers to particular sub-sections of our sample. Dataexcluded from this discussion includes related personnel on national and localradio news, Yahoo! and AOL news and a complete sample of national tabloidnewspapers.4. The research does not extend to an audience study in the traditional sense asour intention was primarily to explore news production. We do not take theview, however, that the audience is absent from this investigation. Ouranalysis is informed by audience data generated by others while in theinterviews, news sources from bloggers to MPs to NGOS were consideredboth as news source, news audience and news producer; and in the contentanalysis postings on YouTube, Facebook and MySpace were analyzed inrelation to particular news stories.5. As interviews covered a range of different types of people the conventionsemployed for attributing quotations differs from chapter to chapter. Some publicfigures in high profile positions were more comfortable with being namedwhereas others, either reflecting insecurity about their position, or as in thecase of bloggers, protection of their off-line identity, requested anonymity.
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ChapterOne
Technology Foretold

James Curran

IntroductionThere is a long tradition ofmillenarian prophecy in relation to newmedia.1It was predicted that the ‘facsimile newspaper’, dropping ‘automaticallyfolded from the home radio receiver’, would rejuvenate the monopolisticAmerican press (Hutchins Commission, 1947: 34–35); citizen’s bandradio, said to be ‘taking the US by storm’ in 1975, would recreate a sense ofcommunity;2 computer-assisted print technology was destined to subvertthe established press;3 the camcorder would democratize television, andempower the people (New York Times, 26 June, 1989); the CD-Rom wouldtransform publishing and ‘replace books in classrooms entirely’.4 All thesepredictions, mostly American, proved to be wrong.5The case studies that follow look at what was predicted, and whatactually happened, in relation to four ‘new media’ developments duringthe last quarter of a century in Britain. While they are British in terms oftheir specificity, they have more general implications. They underline theneed for sceptical caution when assessing the impact of new communica-tions technology. They offer an explanation of why techno-fantasies areconstructed, and circulated, that probably has parallels elsewhere. Thisstudy suggests also that spurious projections about the future of themedia were sometimes used to justify media deregulation, something thatclearly happened in other countries, though in complex and variable ways(Horwitz, 1989; Galperin, 2004; Mosco, 2005; Hart, 2007). Thus, whilethis study is UK-centred, it has a wider resonance for our times.
Cable TelevisionIn 1982, few people were better placed to discern the future of themedia in Britain than Kenneth Baker, the newly appointed Information
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Technology Minister. A rising star destined to become a long servingmember of the Cabinet,6 he had been briefed by civil servants and lead-ing industry experts. His considered judgement, delivered in a Commonsspeech, was that the advent of cable television ‘will have more far-reach-ing effects on our society than the Industrial Revolution 200 years ago’.7Not one member of the opposition benches rose to contradict this confi-dent pronouncement. It was based on the apparently secure premisethat ‘wide band’ cable television would deliver a popular ‘film-on-request’service; a multiplicity of minority channels including some for the deaf,elderly and adults seeking education; and, above all, a range of new con-
sumer services that would be delivered through ‘off-air television sets’.These last, according to Kenneth Baker, ‘could literally change the fabricof society in which we shall be living in the course of the next few years’.8Speaking on another occasion, Baker promised that ‘by the end of thedecade [1980s], multi-channel cable television will be commonplace coun-trywide’. By then, cable TV ‘will be used for armchair shopping, banking,calling emergency and many other services’ (cited in Goodwin, 1998: 62).In fact, we now know that cable television did not even eclipsethe industrial revolution in terms of its impact. It did not even becomecommonplace during the 1980s: cable TV was adopted in just 1 per centof homes by 1989,9 and by only 13 per cent in 2008 (Office ofCommunications (Ofcom), 2008b: 211). Many of cable TV’s much vauntednew services, such as facilitating utility meter-reading, opinion polling,home security services, home banking, and home visits by the doctor,either never materialized or were short-lived.Yet, Kenneth Baker was not alone in misreading the runes. Much of thenational British press, during the period 1992–4, gave prominence toconfident forecasts that cable TV would usher in an entertainment-ledrevolution, accompanied by information channels and exciting new serv-ices that would boost economic growth. Publications differed primarilyin terms of what they stressed (with the partial exception of the some-times sceptical Financial Times). Thus, the Times Educational Supplement(4 November, 1983) likened the advent of cable TV to the arrival ofpublic libraries, and excitedly predicted that its educational programmeswould be consumed by the home-bound, the very young, and adults whoshunned evening classes. The Financial Times (13 October, 1982) in anupbeat moment foresaw cable television as enabling ‘direct buying andselling from the home’, while the Times (11 January, 1982) conjecturedthat cable televisionmight usher in amore decentralized, leisured society.The Sunday Telegraph (26 March, 1982) reported the expert claim thatcable TV would destroy the postal service, apart from ‘one postal deliv-ery a week’. Yet, despite all these differences of emphasis, the underly-ing message was the same: cable television was going to have a profoundimpact. Even the normally sober Economist (6 March, 1982) declared the
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cable TV initiative to be ‘the most important industrial decision’ of theThatcher administration.
Interactive Digital TelevisionHowever, there were some early cable TV sceptics, and their numbergrew significantly by the mid 1980s. But if neophytes did not have it alltheir own way to begin with, they carried all before them in the 1990s.Essentially, the same story that had been told in relation to ‘two-way’cable television was re-told about ‘interactive’ digital TV. But this time,the story was repeated at regular intervals from 1994 onwards, andencountered little criticism. The technological messiah had at last risen,and the good news was spread to the four corners of Britain, and unto allthose who would believe.Thus, it was claimed that interactive digital TV (now sometimes callediTV) would be endowed with the same ‘killer application’ that had beenpromised for early cable TV. However, ‘film-on-request’ – now named‘video-on-demand’ – was to be even better than anything promisedbefore. According to the Independent (12 January, 1996):Video-on-demand, once fully operational, will allow us to call upalmost any film in the world, to watch any TV programmes, and tocompile ‘dream schedules’ – our own perfect evenings’ viewing.A heart-warming vision was again invoked of a caring technology: inter-active TV, according to the Sunday Times (4 October, 1998), would offera ‘glut of new services for the sick, elderly and infirm.’ A futuristic fan-tasy, this time pitched at a new level of extravagance, was projected onto the interactive consumer experience that digital TV would provide.Viewers would shortly be able to have ‘elaborate conversations’through their TV sets with travel companies about the kind of holidaysthey wanted (Independent, 24 October, 1994); women would be able totry out new clothes on a virtual catwalk (Times, 27 November, 1994);and viewers would soon be sauntering down a shopping mall, walkinginto virtual shops, and buying whatever they liked, without ever movingfrom their sofas (Independent, 6 October, 1994).As before, it was anticipated that the new technology would havefar-reaching effects on society. ‘This futuristic device,’ proclaimed the
Sunday Times (30 April, 1995), ‘is an “interactive TV”, poised to revo-lutionize the way information, education, media, commerce and enter-tainment are channelled into the twenty-first century home’. But inone important respect, the good news message of interactive, digitalTV had a different rhetorical register from before. It laid much greater
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emphasis on empowerment. ‘Within a year’, according to the Guardian(21 June, 1994), viewers would be able to ‘vote on key issues’. Theywould also ‘be able to choose the storyline for a drama and [specify]whether they want a sad or happy ending’ (Independent, 16 August,1997). Viewers would soon order their TV sets to scan and select fromhundreds of channels of information overnight, ‘to report whatever newsyou are interested in’ (Sunday Times, 20 November, 1994). In short,interactive digital TV meant the kiss of death for the couch potato, andwould lead to a ‘fundamental shift in power from the TV director to theconsumer in the home’ (Sunday Times, 30 April, 1995).In fact, the iTV that was developed in the late 1990s and early 2000swas neither very interactive nor empowering. Shopping on TV meantchoosing between a limited number of heavily promoted products; video-on-demand offered a restricted number of often not very good films; homevisits by the doctor amounted in the end toNHSDirect, in effect the accessingof a glorified medical dictionary; NatWest pioneered an interactive TVbanking service in 1995, only to close it down in 2003;10 there was arestricted choice of camera angles for some football games on certainsubscription channels; and iTVprovided an alternativewayof placing a bet.Yet, despite the fanfare of press publicity, viewers were mostly unim-pressed. A mere 20 per cent, in a 2003 Ofcom survey, indicated a will-ingness to pay in principle for interactive television services (Ofcom2004: 4). Indeed, interactive services accounted for only 36 per cent ofBritish television’s non-broadcast revenue in 2006 (Ofcom 2007a: 120)11and most of this was attributable to premium rate phone calls.12 Themost important form of commercial TV interaction was probably massvoting in the Big Brother show. However, Big Brother discontinued theoption of red button voting in 2004, and SMS voting in 2006, but retainedvoting by telephone,13 a technology first developed in the late nineteenthcentury. This was not what the transformation of ‘dumb’ television setsinto ‘intelligent machines’ had been intended to achieve.According to a number of market research studies, only a minoritywith red button facilities actually used these (New Media Age, 27 April,2006). The number of interactive users even decreased between 2003and 2006 (Precision Marketing, 9 March, 2007; cf.NewMedia Age, 6 April,2006). The epiphany that iTV disciples had been expecting for a quarterof a century never materialized.
Local Community TelevisionThe rise of local community television was another hardy perennial offallible forecasting. It was predicted in the early 1980s that cable TVwould give rise to local community TV services which would
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strengthen local communities, and improve the flow of communicationwithin them (Information Technology Advisory Panel (ITAP) Report,1982). This conception of a new tier of local television stations, com-parable to the local newspapers, captured the imagination of politi-cians, journalists and activists alike in the 1980s and 1990s. Thus, thetelevision journalist, Richard Gregory, wrote in 1990 that ‘new cableoperators have tremendous opportunities’ to create through commu-nity channels ‘a television equivalent of the best of the weekly news-papers’, achieving ‘a closeness with the community that not even localradio can match’ (Guardian, 6 August, 1990). Some like Graham Allen,Labour Opposition media minister, went further, hoping that local tel-evision would regenerate a sense of local community, democratizeprogramme-making and ensure that a plurality of social experiences‘found life on the screen’ (Times, 24 May, 1995).This mixture of prediction and advocacy was repeatedly confounded.The leaden growth of cable TV in the 1980s ‘delayed’ the anticipatedgrowth of local community television. It was not until the mid 1990s thatambitious local television news channels were launched in major urbancentres like London, Birmingham, and Liverpool. Most of these faileddisastrously, dampening hopes that new technology would give rise to arenaissance of local journalism.A different strategy was then embraced, based on the issue of short-term, localized (RSL) licences for new local TV stations authorized by the1996 Broadcasting Act. This gave rise to renewed expectations thatgrassroots television journalism was about to take off (even though itwas actually employing ‘old’ technology). For example, the Sunday Times(27 September, 1998) reported lyrically that ‘a quiet revolution is takingplace in British television’, based on the plans of ‘50 new local companies’to launch new local community channels. The same, arresting image wasinvoked by the Independent (14 February, 1998) when it reported that ‘ina backroom in Oxford this week a small revolution was under way…’.The Oxford Channel, was being launched with 30 professional staff,numerous local volunteers and an appealing schedule of local pro-grammes. According to its joint managing director, the new channel aimedto ‘get the community involved in programming’.As it turned out, most of these newly licensed local channels did nothave a viable economic model to sustain them. They gained only smallaudiences, and therefore limited advertising, and had no significantpublic funding. Fatality among local TV channels was consequentlyhigh. Out of 23 local TV channels licensed after 1996, only 13 were stillin operation in early 2006 (Ofcom, 2006a). Many of the survivors hadonly a vestigial connection to the dream of grassroots, locally pro-duced programming that had so excited sympathetic journalists. Thus,Oxford Channel’s employees were all sacked in 2000, and replaced with a
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skeletal crew by its new owners, the chain-owning Milestone Group.Under the new regime, the Oxford Channel transmitted Sky News, popvideos, ‘advertisement features’, and ‘up to’ three hours of new localfactual programming each week (Ofcom, 2006b).Apart from a few hopeful exceptions, local community televisionproved to be a failure. In 2007, all local community TV channels com-bined accounted at most for a mere 0.5 per cent of viewing time inBritain.14 The ‘quiet revolution’ had been postponed for another day.
The Dotcom BubblePanglossian predictions about the impact of new communications tech-nology reached their apotheosis in the dotcom bubble. Extravagant fore-casts of the immediately transformative impact of the internet on theeconomy were reported in the business sections of the press, supportedby a large volume of news stories recording the enormous fortunes thatwere being made by dotcom entrepreneurs. Thus, the Independent on
Sunday (25 July, 1999) recorded, under the headline, ‘Web Whiz-KidsCount Their Cool Millions’, that ‘the precocious and proliferating breed of“dot com” millionaires are fabulously rich and ludicrously young. Theirfortunes reduce national Lottery jackpots to peanuts … ’. Similarly, a
Times (31 December, 1999) article commented that ‘it should be impos-sible for 14 men to make £1.1 billion in twelve months out of nothing buta few second-hand ideas, a handful of computers, and some petty cash.Yet that is exactly what happened … .’The implication was that readers could also share in this marketjackpot. The Sunday Times (26 December, 1999) reported that ‘themania for investing, to hitch a ride on the road to wealth, is reflected inthe cover of the current Forbes magazine, which proclaims that:“Everyone Ought to Be Rich”’. The Sunday Mirror’s (17 October, 1999)advice was characteristically more direct: ‘Your Wealth: Get on the Netto Get Ahead’. The Independent (14 July, 1999) concluded that the goodtimes were still rolling due to the ‘Billion Dollar Brains behind the Net’.Financial analyst, Roger McNamee, was reported as saying: ‘logicwould suggest that this market [cycle] would have ended four or fiveyears ago. But anyone following logic would look foolish today. Thefools are dancing, but the greater fools are just watching’. SiliconValley venture capitalist, Joel Schoendorf, echoed this view: ‘I wouldn’t besurprised if we saw a 5 per cent increase in investment next year, andevery year for the next five to 10 years.’In fact, the dotcom boom came to an end less than twelve months later.Yet, very few British publications – with the notable exceptions of the
Financial Times and The Economist – clearly foresaw the bust before it
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happened (resembling in this respect the American press that was noless gullible (see Cassidy, 2003)). For the most part, British newspaperswere content to chronicle the accumulation of wealth during the dotcomboom without properly investigating whether it was based on a securefoundation. There was little informed discussion about the extent of costreductions secured through net retailing (which varied widely betweendifferent market sectors), or analysis of which consumer groups weremost accessible to net retailing. Indeed, there was very little awarenessof just how low home internet penetration then was in Britain – still onlyaccounting for 3.23 million households in the first quarter of 1999(Curran and Seaton, 2003: 279).15While the internet is potentially a transforming technology, its impactis contingent on the wider societal context (Livingstone, 2005, amongothers). In this instance, a large number of dotcom companies in the UKwent bankrupt during 2000–2 without ever making a profit. Pensionfunds were seriously depleted, and Britain only narrowly missed follow-ing the US into recession.
Influence of News SourcesBritish journalists are not a naturally trusting group of people,untouched by scepticism. Yet, the mistakes they made in reporting thedotcom boom were not an isolated event, but part of a recurring patternin which they responded uncritically to the hyping of new communi-cations technology. What, then, explains this blind spot?The mistakes that journalists made in reporting the advent of newmedia were also mistakes that authoritative people – seemingly wellbriefed politicians, entrepreneurs primed with the latest market infor-mation, financial analysts, and academic experts – also made. This goes along way towards explaining journalists’ lapses: they were exposed tomutually reinforcing misjudgement.This conclusion is consistent with a large body of literature whichargues that how journalists report the news is strongly influenced bytheir news sources.16 It is also corroborated by differences in the way inwhich new media were reported. There were more cable TV sceptics inthe early 1980s than there were interactive television sceptics in the1990s, and this resulted in more doubts being registered – at least sotto
voce – in the earlier period.Those questioning, in the early 1980s, whether cable TV had an assuredfuture came mainly from two quarters: terrestrial television executiveswho argued that cheap entertainment programmes, vital for cable TV’ssuccess, were not easy to find, and some city analystswho doubtedwhethercable TV would be profitable in the short run. The former tended to be
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discounted on the grounds that they were self-interested rivals withobvious axes to grind. Their scepticism was seemingly refuted by theoptimistic report produced by industry experts (ITAP, 1982), in whichthe government placed so much faith. But senior terrestrial broad-casters were nonetheless an ‘accredited’ voice, and their doubts aboutcable TV’s future, were reported occasionally (e.g. The Times, 9December, 1982). Sceptical city analysts of cable TV’s prospects hadthe ear only of the Financial Times during 1982–3, but contributed toits more critical coverage.Another potential source of scepticism was insider knowledge. Anadvanced cable TV experiment (QUBE) had been pioneered by WarnerCable Corporation in Columbus, Ohio in 1977. It offered multiple chan-nels, pay-per-view films, computer games, interactive services, andoffline services like domestic security and energy conservation systems.A similar, though more civic-oriented, interactive cable television exper-iment had been developed in Nara, Japan in 1978. Both experiments hadyielded disappointing results, because interactive services had proved tobe very costly, and consumer responses to them had been less thanenthusiastic. This information had already leaked out, and been docu-mented for instance in an academic study in Italian (Richieri, 1982).However, most British journalists reporting cable TV in the early 1980swere not experts, and had seemingly little connection with the Americanand Japanese TV industries. An exception was Brenda Maddox, anAmerican journalist with extensive US media contacts and author of agood book about the media (Maddox, 1972). She broke free from thejournalist pack by attacking the ITAP report. ‘Based on wishful and selec-tive reading of American experience by a panel composed of vestedinterests in computing and cable television,’ she wrote, ‘it made opti-mistic and unfounded calculations about the likely popularity of cableservices in Britain’ (Time, 10 June, 1982). Her specialist knowledge hadenabled her to be critically independent.17By contrast, there was no significant group of sceptics in relation tointeractive TV during the mid 1990s. Broadcasters – in the terrestrial,cable and satellite sectors alike – were all committed to developinginteractive services, as were major players like the telecommunicationsgiant, British Telecom. City analysts were also more convinced of thecase for iTV than they had been for early cable TV. Governments, led byJohn Major and Tony Blair, provided third party endorsement of the iTVhype during the 1990s. Overseas specialist expertise among Britishjournalists was again sparse. TimeWarner launched in 1995–7 a secondexperimental interactive television service (this time deploying moreadvanced technology and a wider range of services), called Full ServiceNetwork, in Orlando, Florida, only for it to flop (Richieri, 2004). Yet, itwas some time before this was reported in the British press. The BrendaMaddox equivalent in the mid 1990s was sceptic Azeem Azhar, who did
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something unconventional: instead of relying on accredited briefing, heactually interviewed people who had taken part in a local BT interactivetelevision experiment. His respondents complained about ‘totally naffcontent’, and technology that sometimes did not work and delivered little(Guardian, 18 January, 1996).There was also a difference in the duration of the cable and iTV hype.The cable TV spell broke by the mid 1980s when it became clear thatthe cable TV industry was having difficulty in attracting both investorsand customers. Kenneth Baker was pointedly asked why there wereno homes with 30 TV channels in 1985 when he had predictedin September 1982 that ‘over half the country’ could have thesewithin two years. His uncomfortable reply was that ‘we have shown acapacity bordering upon genius to institutionalize torpor’ (Guardian,19 February, 1985).By contrast, interactive TV’s hype lasted for much longer because itwas sustained from 1994 through to the 2000s with new interactiveinitiatives often supported by impressive endorsements. When the
Guardian’s current Director of Digital Content, Emily Bell, concludedthat it was impossible to ignore evidence of some iTV failures, she nonethe less insisted that ‘iTV is threatening to be the hot platform oftomorrow’ (Guardian, 7 May, 2001). Seven years later, she was stillwriting enthusiastically about the power of ‘red button interactivism’(Guardian, 24 November, 2008).The early doubts that were entertained about cable TV’s prospectswere thus the exception. There was far greater agreement that the inter-net would be an immediate money-spinner (at least until 1999) and thatinteractive digital television would make a major impact. Journalists ineffect reproduced the ‘informed’ consensus of the time. This, then, raisesthe larger question of why this consensus was wrong.
Dynamics of MisjudgementThe principal source of misinformation about new media was, in everyinstance, the business interests promoting these new media. Thus, thehyping of cable television in the early 1980s came primarily from elec-tronic consumer, computer and cable television interests (Howkins,1982; Dutton and Blumler, 1988; Goodwin, 1998). They deliberately pre-sented an industrial case for cable television partly in order to outflankthe prevailing consensus in favour of public service broadcasting. Theirextravagantly optimistic projections for cable TV growth, and the way inwhich it would generate new services and economic growth, were alsointended to promote deregulation. Their promise was that cable TVwould succeed providing it was allowed to develop unfettered bybureaucratic controls (ITAP, 1982; Hunt 1982).
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The main source of iTV hype was interactive TV developers, mostnotably BSkyB, British Telecom (BT), and Videotron, and was intended todrum up consumer interest in new interactive services. To take one specificexample, numerous articles were published in 1999 in the national pressabout the start-up of the Open Channel on Sky digital (a project jointlyowned by BSkyB and BT, among others). The central themes of thesearticles were that television shopping was finally coming of age; it wouldprofoundly change social habits; and (in the business sections) that theOpen Channel would make large profits. This hype was especially promi-nent in Murdoch-owned newspapers, sister companies of the new ven-ture. For instance, The Times (15 April, 1999) reported city analysts asvaluing the Open Channel at £1.4 billion before it had even startedtrading. This fanfare of publicity bore little relationship to Open Channel’sreal importance: it was an ignominious failure, and closed in 2001.Similarly, the main source of the dotcom hype in Britain was a coalitionof dotcom entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and investment analysts,who reinforced each other. Senior executives in local community TV start-ups were the principal source for stories about the ‘quiet revolution’.The second influential group contributing to the new media ‘informedconsensus’ was senior politicians, both Conservative and Labour. Eversince the early 1980s, successive governments supported the develop-ment of the ‘new information economy’ as a way of offsetting the declineof Britain’s manufacturing sector. They also sought to foster the acquisi-tion of information technology skills as a way of assisting the Britishworkforce to compete effectively in the global economy. Conversionfrom analogue to digital broadcasting became a bipartisan objectivepartly in order to boost public revenue through the sale of spare spec-trum. More generally, new communications technology was hymned as atool of education and citizenship.This official championship provided backgroundmoodmusic conduciveto newmedia hype. For example, the Labour government proclaimed dur-ing the height of the dotcom bubble: ‘… the explosion of information hasfuelled a democratic revolution of knowledge and active citizenship. Ifinformation is power, power can now be within the grasp of everyone’(HMSO, 2000: 8). Endorsement could also go much further than thisgeneralized cheerleading. Kenneth Baker, Minister for InformationTechnology in the first Thatcher government, became the cable TV indus-try’s most eloquent spokesman because he believed – like the PrimeMinister – that its success would contribute to the modernization of theBritish economy. Tony Blair became a similarly committed and outspokenambassador for interactive TV. As Opposition leader in the mid 1990s, heurged people to have ‘your television connected through your phone lineto a world of almost limitless opportunities’. He continued, in the style ofa salesman: ‘You would be able to choose what shops to visit and what
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items to buy simply by sitting in front of your TV. Because the system isinteractive, you will even be able to decide what estate agent or travelshop brochures youwant to view’ (Daily Mirror, 4 October, 1995). He con-tinued in this vein in his early days as PrimeMinister. ‘The day is not far off,’he declared, ‘when interactive TVwill give us the convenience of home visits[by the doctor] that can be done through technology’ (the Guardian, 3 July,1998). This resurrected a false prediction that Kenneth Baker hadmade six-teen years earlier.The third major source of endorsement was technology experts inindustry and universities. Here, a very idiosyncratic selectionwasmade bythe press that included academics outlining implausible new technologicalapplications that never happened. For example, Steven Gray, professor ofcommunications and computer graphics at Nottingham Trent University,featured in The Times (27 November, 1994) because he had developed away of enabling viewers to ‘try on a new dress on your TV screen’. Thisfacilitated, the professor explained, a ‘personalized home fashion show,allowing shoppers to see what theywill look like in the clothes before buy-ing them’. Nothing more was heard subsequently of this breakthrough.This points to the fact that journalists were not simply ‘victims’ passivelyreproducing a source consensus, but were also making editorial judge-ments about what was newsworthy, and orchestrating stories in ways thatmade for good ‘copy’. A stress on novelty accorded with traditional newsvalues. Articles about how new media would change how people live(with headlines like ‘Are You Ready for the Future?’ (Sunday Times, 20November, 1994)) were well suited to filling the expanding space devotedto consumer and lifestyle content. The more extravagant the claim aboutthe impact of new communications technology, the more interesting – orat least attention-seeking – was the article that reported it.The United States was another source of seemingly disinterestedendorsement. It featured as a country where new media were blazing apioneering trail: in the early 1980s as a place where cable TV was cre-ating a ‘wired society’, and in the later 1990s where dotcom companieswere generating great wealth, and advanced interactive televisionsystems were being developed. The United States was also the home ofrevered prophets. The ITAP Report (1982), widely reported in theBritish prestige press, drew heavily on two popular American books oncable television that proved to be misleading (Martin, 1978 and Smith,1972). Press reports quoted on a number of occasions the MIT guru,Nicholas Negroponte (for example, The Economist 19 August, 2000),many of whose euphoric predictions (Negroponte, 1996) about inter-active digital television were never realized. The recurring tenets ofthis tradition of US futurology – that new media would create wealth,rejuvenate local communities, and empower the citizen – connected tocentral themes of the American Dream.
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Cultural FramingBritish reporting was influenced not only by seemingly authoritativesources but also by ways of viewing the world that were embedded inBritish culture. One central organizing framework for narrating newmedia was a story of progress. In particular cable and interactive digitalTV were repeatedly hailed as new technologies that would create a bet-ter world in which people would be better connected, have more choice,greater power, increased opportunities for self-expression, andenhanced prosperity. In narrating new media in this way, British jour-nalists were drawing upon the foundational theory of modernity: thebelief that science and technology is the midwife of social and economicadvance that was central to the Victorian vision of progress. Claims thatbelief in all ‘master narratives’ has been undermined as a condition ofpostmodernity (for instance McRobbie, 1994) are not borne out by theway in which the advent of new media were reported in the later twen-tieth and early twenty-first centuries.But while there was an underlying continuity in the narrating of newcommunications technology as a story of progress, there was also a shiftof emphasis between the reporting of cable in the early 1980s and inter-active digital TV in the 1990s. Cable television in the early 1980s some-times excited millenarian prophecy about a transformed world. This istypified by a Times editorial (11 January, 1982) that ruminated about thecoming of ‘the new industrial revolution’ as a consequence of cable. Thefirst revolution ‘saw a total change in the means of manufacture’,whereas ‘this one is envisaged as seeing a total change in the means oforganizing society and its knowledge, overthrowing the old need for cen-tralized units and repetitive labour and substituting a new decentralizedsociety with infinite leisure’. One great advance, the editorial hoped,would be followed by another.By the 1990s, the millenarian language remained, and the theme ofadvance remained important. But what was actually envisaged in rela-tion to iTV was often more modest than before. This led to a recurringcombination of utopian rhetoric and mundane prophecy, typified bythis opening to a Sunday Times feature (4 October, 1998), entitled ‘YourGateway to the World’:Television has been the 20th century’s window on the world. Thedawn of the 21st century will mark the first time we will open it.The interactive television which digital broadcasting will make pos-sible will elevate the status of the box in the corner from householdicon to a home multiplex cinema, a sports grandstand with an edit-ing suite and a shopping centre to put Oxford Street to shame.
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Despite its rhetoric of ‘opening the window on the world’ throughinteractive TV, the article in fact makes no mention of the wider worldoutside Britain, still less advances claims about increased interac-tion between nations. Its core message is more limited: switch on, goshopping, you get to choose. However, it still invokes an image that con-nects to a Victorian conception of technology and enlightenment, andbegins with the opening narrative device of telling a story of progress.The second key way in which the culture of British society influencedreporting was to supply a tacit framework of interpretation. The socialsciences have had a weak (and now declining) influence in the UnitedKingdom. Their characteristic way of making sense of innovation in termsof the wider social and economic processes of society has not been widelydisseminated, and is therefore not readily available to journalists. Instead,the press tended to adopt amore ‘common sense’ approachwhich reportedthe superior capabilities of new technology, and assumed that thesewould be fully realized in transforming ways. The taken-for-grantedbelief was that new technology would prevail, and determine outcomes.The shortcoming of this approach is that it ignores the way in which thewider context of society influences the new technology’s development, con-tent and use. This can be illustrated best by considering a prominent featureof newspaper coverage of both cable and interactive digital TV. It wasreported, at periodic intervals, for a quarter of a century that new, advancedTV sets would enable viewers to have an almost infinite choice of films fromanelectronic ‘library’ ordigital ‘store’. Two-way technology, itwas explained,would enable TV viewers to summon up almost any film they wanted.But while this advance became technologically possible, it did nothappen because it was contrary to the interests of major holders ofAmerican film rights. The US-based ‘sexopoly’, which dominated owner-ship of back as well as current film ‘catalogues’, had developed a prof-itable business model that was based on the careful sequencing of thesame product on different platforms – through film exhibition, merchan-dizing, the rental of transmission rights to television companies aroundthe world, and the marketing of videos/DVDs – in a way that maximizedrevenue. The rise of video rental stores had temporarily threatened thisbusiness model, prompting Hollywood majors to take effective control ofthe dominant Blockbuster video chain. In this way, they shared in its prof-its, and ensured that rented videos supplemented rather than under-mined their business (Epstein, 2005). However, the Hollywood majorsconcluded that video-on-demand represented a more serious threat totheir business, and declined to collectively back – and adequately stock –its development. This explains why video-on-demand was a relative fail-ure: many of the films that could be viewed on two-way TV were not verygood. Thus the near infinite choice of film that, potentially, new technology
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could provide was blocked by the economic power of the film oligopoly,protected by international copyright law. Unless circumstances change(arising from the mass piracy of films online), this obstruction is likely topersist. Yet, this point was repeatedly overlooked in the press because itmeant examining not what new technology could do, but what economicpower would permit.Brief reference should also be made to the politics of the press. Britishnational dailies were very much more right-wing than their readers interms of party preference in every general election between 1979 and1992 (Curran and Seaton, 2003). While there was a realignment behindNew Labour in 1997, most national newspapers continued to favourmarket-friendly policies. This general editorial orientation accordedwith the assumption that technological innovation, in a free market,would engender social advance that underpinned some reporting ofmedia‘breakthroughs’.
RetrospectThe British press was caught up in the hype of early cable TV, localcommunity TV, the dotcom bubble and interactive digital television. Oneach occasion, the press failed to see through the emptiness of the prom-ises that were made.This failure can be attributed to two main explanations. The pressreflected the mistaken consensus of the time mediated through ‘author-ative’ sources. It also drew upon pervasive cultural scripts, in particulara belief in the power of technology to engender progress, and a techno-determinist perspective little influenced by economics and sociology.But what should not be lost sight of is that the hyping of new technol-ogy sometimes took a form that served a neo-liberal political agenda, andoriginated from sources that favoured media deregulation. Vested busi-ness interests dominated the Information Technology Advisory Panel(1982),18 whose report provided the blueprint and justification for thelargely deregulated development of cable TV. The Conservative govern-ment led by Margaret Thatcher was strongly predisposed to accept itsadvice because it offered the promise of releasing private capital andenergy to ‘modernize’ the economy. ‘Margaret Thatcher – very unpopu-lar at the time – immediately saw the potential of this,’ recalls LordBaker, ‘because it provided a way of tackling unemployment’.19 The com-pliant press promotion of cable TV facilitated the rupturing of the cross-party consensus in favour of public service broadcasting that hadprevailed for over half a century. Cable TV (unlike ITV) was developedbroadly outside a public service framework.
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Similarly, the no less misleading prospectus that accompanied thedevelopment of interactive digital television came primarily from self-serving corporate interests (prominent among them, Murdoch’s NewsCorporation, which controlled BSkyB). By responding often uncriticallyto this hype, the press renderedmore acceptable the partial deregulationof television during the 1990s and early 2000s, and the prospect of morefar-reaching deregulation in the future.Of course, new technology did change television, most importantlyby enabling an increase in the number of channels.20 Yet, what waspromised in relation to cable TV and interactive digital TV did not, byand large, happen. During the 1980s, cable TV did not inaugurate an eco-nomic and social revolution: on the contrary cable TV suffered fromunderinvestment, lost money and was a consumer flop. And during the1990s and early 2000s, iTV did not place the user in control, and recon-figure the television experience: instead, it introduced new facilitiesthat were a welcome but modest improvement. However, a cumulativeimpression was cultivated that television was being so transformedthat legislative safeguards protecting programme quality and diversitywere less needed. In brief, change was interpreted in ways partlyintended to influence the future.
Endnotes1. My thanks to Joanna Redden for her valuable assistance.2. USNews andWorldReport, 29 September, 1975;WashingtonPost, 5 June, 1978.3. This view was championed by a number of senior British journalists in themid 1980s (see Curran and Seaton, 2003: 98).4. Industry expert, Tom Laster, reported in Boston Globe, 7 November, 1993.5. For other false, ‘new media’ predictions in the US, see Mosco (2005).6. Kenneth Baker (now Lord Baker) entered the Cabinet as EnvironmentMinister (1985–6), and held a succession of Cabinet posts as EducationMinister (1986–9), Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (1989–90) andHome Secretary (1990–2).7. Kenneth Baker, Parliamentary Debates, Satellite and Cable Broadcasting, 20April, 1982: London: Hansard, 6th series, vol. 22, p. 230.8. Idem.9. As recorded by Goldberg et al. (1998: 10). This figure is so low that it wasdouble-checked, and found to be correct, on the basis of the number of cableTV homes in 1989 reported by the Cable Authority (1990: 283) and thetotal number of TV homes in 1989, as recorded by BARB, http://www.barb.co.uk/tvfacts.cfm?fullstory=true&includepage=ownership&flag=tvfacts(accessed on 10 Nov, 2008).10. Information derived from the Daily Telegraph, 6 September, 1995: andNatWest Customer Services.
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11. Revenue from TV shopping has been added to that for ‘interactive services’,as recorded in figure 2.16 (Ofcom, 2007a: 120).12. Information derived from an interview with a senior research executive,Office of Communications, 2008.13. Information provided by Nikki O’Shea, Factual Entertainment, Channel 4.14. This estimate is derived from an Ofcom survey conducted in 2007, and isbased on an internal extrapolation by its research team. Local communityTV audiences are too small to be measured reliably with standard nationalsamples.15. Ironically the personal computer and home internet ‘boom’ only took off inthe summer of 1999, and persisted long after the dotcom bubble had burst.16. There is a very extensive literature documenting the importance of newssources in shaping the news, and also academic debate about its implica-tions. For examples, see two classic studies (Hallin, 1989 and Schlesinger,1990), an overview (Manning, 2001), a recent case study (Curran,Gaber and Petley, 2005) and good insider account (Davies, 2008).17. Brenda Maddox subsequently left full-time journalism, and wrote a numberof acclaimed biographies (including a perceptive study of the scientist,Rosalind Franklin).18. They made up its entire membership apart from one computer servicesacademic.19. Lord Baker: conversation with the author, June 2008.20. In retrospect, many experts’ key mistake was to assume that the changewould take place through the television set rather than the computer. Thus,interactive television’s most important manifestation so far has been theBBC’s computer-based replay facility (iPlayer).
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ChapterTwo
The Political Economy of the

‘New’ News Environment

Des Freedman

The End of News (AsWe Know It)?The traditional business model for delivering news is in crisis. This is astory that would probably not make the headlines of your evening newsbulletin but it relates to a series of developments that is set to have amassive impact not simply on the future of the news business but on theability of ordinary citizens to secure information that allows themmore effectively to participate in public life. As the established newsorganizations see their audiences decline in the face of increasingcompetition from new types of suppliers and observe the spectaculargrowth of online advertising, some commentators are predicting thenear collapse of the existing news environment. According to the Vanity
Fair columnist Michael Wolff (2007), ‘news – as a habituating, slightlyfetishistic, more or less entertaining experience that defines a broadcommon interest – is ending. Newspapers, the network evening news,news magazines, even 24-hour cable news channels, these providersand packagers of the news, are imperiled media.’They are in danger because younger audiences are deserting them forthe immediacy and interactivity of the internet, because advertisers areincreasingly attracted by the possibilities of more accurately targetingaudiences online, because traditional news organizations have lost theirprivileged position in delivering the world to their audiences, andbecause in a world dominated – at least until the global financial crisisthat started in 2008 – by a fierce commitment to the efficacy of marketforces, governments and regulators are reluctant to step in and helpprevent the haemorrhaging of readers, viewers and revenue. News, aswe have known it for many years, has no natural right to exist if itcannot pay its way in a capitalist economy. Now, as Wolff (2007)
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concludes, ‘[t]he news business – our crowd of overexcited peoplenarrating events as they happen – is going out of business.’This seems to be especially true for the print press. Who will bethere to write its obituary when the final newspaper dies out, asPhilip Meyer (2004) argues, some time in 2043? In the meantime, aseries of financial analysts and private investors are keen to certifythe decline of print news. ‘There is absolutely no question that thenext 10 years are going to be really bad for the newspaper business’argues Barry Parr of Jupiter Research. ‘The format, the business model,the organization of newspapers have outlived their usefulness’(quoted in Seelye, 2007). For Warren Buffett, celebrated investor andprint publisher, the newspaper is an inferior technology: ‘Simply put,if cable and satellite broadcasting, as well as the internet, had comealong first, newspapers as we know them probably would never haveexisted’ (Buffett, 2007: 12).But this is also a complex story irreducible to fatalistic and singularexplanations based on ‘economic realities’ of profit and loss, politicalapathy or, above all, technological innovation. The internet features inmany accounts (for example, Beckett, 2008) as the decisive driver ofchange in the news environment and is marked out for its transformativepotential. Yet this is not the first crisis to affect the gathering andcirculation of news and it can only be fully evaluated by placing thechallenges to existing business models in a wider political and economiccontext and by confronting the assumptions of those who foresee aninexorable decline in the value of traditional news suppliers given thechallenge of the internet. News has never been an ‘ordinary’ commodityin the sense that it has always had a special status in facilitating apublic sphere by providing elites with a powerful channel of influenceand publics with at least some of the information necessary toparticipate in democratic life. Its future, therefore, cannot be predicted inrelation to exclusively economic or technological factors.Based on financial data and interviews with a number of financedirectors and media strategists, this chapter firstly identifies the scale ofthe economic problems faced by traditional news providers and thendiscusses some of the strategies adopted by organizations to cope with aninsecure environment. In particular, it assesses the viability and implicationsof an online business model before attempting to puncture some of themyths concerning the internet’s challenge to incumbent news organizationsand the resulting ‘inevitable’ transformation of the news business. Theinternet is most certainly disrupting existing news business models but itis likely that, if organizations continue to invest in journalism, the prioritiesand personalities that shape today’s news will also play a prominent rolein the news of the future.
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Decline in Readers and ViewersNational newspaper readership is declining steadily in the UK. TheHouse of Lords Select Committee investigating media ownership and thenews commissioned research that indicated a 19 per cent fall in thenumber of British adults reading a national daily paper between 1992and 2006 (House of Lords (HoL), 2008a: 11). As a proportion of the totalpopulation, this involved a 24 per cent decline, from 59 per cent of thepopulation reading a daily paper in 1992 to only 45 per cent reading one14 years later. Circulation of national titles fell by a similar amount: fromnearly 13.2 million in 1995 to just over 11.1 million in 2007, a reductionof 22 per cent (ibid.: 12) while local newspaper circulation declined fromnearly 48 million in 1989 to 41 million in 2004, a fall of 15 per cent(Williams and Franklin, 2007: 11).There has also been a significant decrease in the number of hours ofnational news watched on the main UK terrestrial television channels.Viewers consumed 108.5m hours of national news in 1994, a figure thatdeclined – evenwith the introduction of a fifth terrestrial network in 1997 –to 90.8m in 2006, a fall of 16.3 per cent (Ofcom, 2007b: 19). This reflectsa more general shift in audience share away from the terrestrialchannels, from a 78 per cent share in 2003 to a 64 per cent share in 2007(Ofcom, 2008b: 40). This poses particular problems for ITV’s regionalnews bulletins where, according to the media regulator Ofcom (2007b:53) costs are six times greater than advertising revenue. In the face ofsuch economic ‘logic’, Ofcom has sanctioned cutbacks in ITV’s regionalnews and current affairs provision.
More Competition; Less AdvertisingThis decline in readers and viewers is intimately related to thetremendous growth in the number of news outlets available. Competition,according to Andrew Griffith, director of group finance at BSkyB, ‘has goneexponential. It’s about the rate of change. It’s not that there was nocompetition and now there is, it’s that the competition is now morenumerous and the playing field changes and reinvents itself at a muchfaster velocity’ (interview with the author). The rapid increase in freepapers, the emergence of 24-hour television news and the popularizationof online and mobile platforms have all contributed to a far more volatileand unstable environment for news organizations.The problems for newspapers and network news bulletins areaccentuated by their declining share of advertising revenue. Fromplaying an insignificant role at the end of the 1990s, internet adspendsurpassed that of national newspapers in 2006 and regional newspapers
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in 2007 and is, according to Zenith Optimedia, set to be the dominantsource of advertising in the UK by 2010 (Sweeney, 2008: 10). Figure 2.1shows how the internet’s share of advertising has climbed spectacularlysince the sector’s recovery from the dotcom crash earlier this decade.The internet’s ability to target niche groups at low cost has especiallyaffected newspapers’ revenue from classified advertising. Guardianeditor Alan Rusbridger claims that classified revenues for his title aredeclining by 10 per cent a year and that, in his opinion, ‘theoverwhelming majority of classified advertising is going to go on to theInternet and may well therefore be lost to newspapers’ (quoted inHoL, 2008b: 43). Even Associated Newspapers, publishers of the highlysuccessful Mail and Mail on Sunday titles, saw its classified advertisingrevenue decline by 7 per cent in 2007 despite an overall increase inadvertising of 3 per cent (DMGT, 2008: 18). As classified advertisingmigrates online, those who depend on it the most, like regionalnewspapers, are expected to fare the worst. Advertising researchersGroup M forecast that media spending on the regional press was likely todecline by 4 and 5 per cent in 2008 and 2009 respectively and arguedthat ‘[w]ith costs rising and revenues falling, we would expect closures oftitles, if not whole publishers, this year or next’ (quoted in Fenton, 2008).Newspapers have even more reason to be worried in the US where an18.8 per cent increase in online news advertising failed to make up forthe 9.4 per cent drop in 2007 in newspaper advertising revenue. Thiswas the steepest fall in advertising since the Newspaper Association ofAmerica started measuring advertising expenditure in 1950 (NAA,2008). As in the UK, classified advertising suffered the greatest decline,
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Figure 2.1 Advertising expenditure by media (UK), percentage of total
Source: The Advertising Association’s Advertising Statistics Yearbook 2008, researched andcompiled by the World Advertising Research Center (www.warc.com), pp. 13–14.

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

National
newspapers

13.9 14.2 14.7 13.7 12.7 12.0 11.7 11.1 11.0 10.7

Regional
newspapers

18.2 17.7 18.0 18.9 18.9 18.8 18.6 17.4 16.0 15.2

Television 26.2 26.2 25.7 23.5 24.2 23.6 23.5 23.8 22.5 22.1

Direct Mail 12.7 13.4 13.3 14.8 15.6 15.6 14.7 13.8 13.4 12.0

Outdoor 4.3 4.3 4.5 4.5 4.6 5.0 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.4

Radio 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.8

Cinema 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Internet 0.1 0.4 1.0 1.1 1.3 2.9 4.9 7.9 11.6 15.6
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down 16.5 per cent on 2006, a highly significant 28 per cent decline since2000. The gloomy figures around circulation and advertising led to a 10per cent drop in profits in the first nine months of 2007 and a 42 per centdrop in newspaper company stocks from 2005 to the end of 2007 (PEJ,2008: 9).This apocalyptic scenario regarding declining audiences and revenues isnot simply of concern to media owners, corporate shareholders and newsworkers but to the wider viewing and reading public. This public has, overthe years, benefited from an arrangement whereby advertisers have beenhappy to pour money into bulletins and titles that provide them withdesirable audiences while these audiences are, in turn, provided withpublic affairs-orientedmaterial that contributes to their ability tomake theinformed choices that are the hallmark of democratic political life. Thisarrangement has been bolstered by the willingness both of regulators toinsist on minimum levels of television news and of press proprietors tosubsidize loss-making titles in pursuit of political influence (and eventualprofitability). The internet’s attractiveness as an increasingly importantdestination for advertisers seeking to target niche demographics nowthreatens to undermine what Sparks has powerfully argued was an‘extraordinary set of circumstances’ (Sparks, 2000: 276) that supportedjournalism’s democratic role. The internet’s ability to connect advertisersdirectly to consumerswithout themediation of a newspaper (or, to a lesserextent, a television channel) raises the possibility that the historic linkbetween advertising and editorial will be broken and, with it, the modelthat underpinned the delivery of news for many years.In this context, the major problem affecting traditional news providersis not the decline of audiences in and of itself but the degeneration of theexisting news business model that tied together news and advertising.The central question therefore for news organizations is how to bringabout the radical changes needed, as Max Alexander, former managingdirector of new ventures and strategy at Trinity Mirror, argues, to‘recreate the business’ (interview with the author) in the light of thechallenge of the internet. Whether you accept that the situation fornewspapers and television news is one of inexorable structural declineprecipitated by the immediacy, flexibility and interactivity of the internetor, rather, the fragmentation of a business model that has, up till now,made an important contribution to public knowledge and debate, it isclear that the news business will have to rethink its approach if it is toremain relevant and prosperous in a digital future.
Coping Strategies in An Online AgeThis section identifies some of the strategies adopted by ‘traditional’news organizations in response to the challenges posed and
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opportunities offered by the internet and other digital platforms. Thesestrategies have been developed in the context of a high degree ofuncertainty about what changes need to be made. ‘Anybody who tellsyou that they have the answer to that question,’ argues Phil Bronstein,former editor of the San Francisco Chronicle and now an editor at HearstNewspapers, ‘or the answer to the question, “what’s the successful businessmodel for journalism”, is lying to you. Because no one has it’ (quoted inMacMillan, 2008). The state of the news media, admits Rupert Murdoch,is ‘fairly chaotic’ (quoted in HoL, 2008a: 118).This combination of uncertainty and chaos has contributed to arelatively cautious approach by many news organizations in terms oftheir investment in the online world. There are, of course, exceptionslike the BBC and the Guardian, both of whom were anxious to securefirst-mover advantage in a digital news environment and were able touse their unusual ownership status – the BBC is publicly funded and the
Guardian is answerable to trustees and not shareholders – to makebold, long-term investment decisions. More generally, however, therewas an initial reluctance on the part of news organizations to commitsubstantial resources to the internet, partly because of lessons learnedand fingers burnt during the ‘dotcom crash’ of 2000–2, partly becauseof institutional conservatism, and partly because for some, despiteearlier predictions, their worlds were not falling apart. For PeterWilliams, finance director of the Daily Mail and General Trust (DMGT),‘[t]he decision not to invest too much nationally on the internet was adefinite decision because we just thought everybody was putting toomuch money in too early and, touch wood, I hope we’ve got our timingroughly right’ (interview with the author).One long-term research project evaluating the impact of the interneton the mass media has highlighted the ‘incremental and adaptive nature’of media organizations’ recent strategic responses to the online world(Kung et al., 2008: 171). Even the $580 million spent by Rupert Murdochin acquiring the social network site MySpace in 2005 to take advantageof its targeted advertising potential was far from a panic measure, atleast according to Andrew Griffith at BSkyB:The chairman was talking about putting capital to work. Everyexisting business, whatever it does frankly, needs an internetstrategy and we have one. These will broadly be incrementalbecause the fundamental business hasn’t changed and you couldlose a hell of a lot of money saying that we think the world is allgoing to be online when it just is not. (Interview with the author)For most news organizations, ‘future-proofing’ strategies are, therefore,tentative, experimental, defensive andevolutionary, rather than revolutionary.
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Cost-cuttingHaving said that, those sections of the news business most preoccupiedwith their survival in the face of competition from the internet, haveresorted to a more tried-and-tested response to uncertain conditions:saving money through cutting costs and increasing productivity. Theinternet has provided newspaper groups, in particular, with theopportunity to demand more ‘efficient’ ways of working throughmulti-skilling – requiring an individual journalist to produce copy forboth print and online editions. The National Union of Journalists’Commission on multi-media working found that 75 per cent ofrespondents felt that cross-media integration led to increasedworkloads with 37 per cent claiming that, as a result of integration,journalists were now working longer hours (NUJ, 2007: 14).Furthermore, less than one quarter of NUJ branches responded thattheir members had received additional pay for integrated working(NUJ, 2007: 12). The consequence of journalists working with moredeadlines, across more media, for often no increase in pay is whatDavies refers to as ‘churnalism,’ the ‘rapid repackaging of largelyunchecked second-hand material’, gathered overwhelmingly frompublic relations and news agency sources (Davies, 2008: 60).The internet’s siphoning off of advertising revenue has also lednews organizations to cut back on expensive editorial commitmentslike investigative reporting and specialist and foreign correspondents.‘The first thing that newspapers do when they are in financial trouble isclose foreign bureaux’ argues Times editor Robert Thomson (quoted inHoL, 2008b: 52). The situation is worse in the local and regional presswhere Guardian editor Alan Rusbridger claims that ‘Google is killing offclassified advertising. The property, cars and jobs ads are all going, soyour two main sources of revenue are disappearing and the response ofvirtually all the newspapers’ owners is to then cut back on the editorialcosts’ (quoted in HoL, 2008b: 46).Of course, it is impossible to link these cuts directly to the presenceof the internet in the news environment. For example, while the NUJ’scommission found that there had been editorial job cuts at 45 per centof titles since online operations were introduced, ‘most respondentsfelt that the redundancies would have happened with or withoutonline working as part of general cost saving measures’ (NUJ, 2007:16). Some titles, like the Guardian, have actually now employedadditional staff to cope with the extra demands of online news. Thepoint is, however, that the internet features as an increasinglysignificant factor in the ‘restructuring’ that is occurring throughoutthe news industry. According to NUJ general secretary Jeremy Dear,the internet is the
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big bogeyman that’s held up every now and again against us innegotiations. Before that it was always general problems withcirculation, before that it was recession. It has now become muchmore the reason given for both circulation falls in traditional printmedia and advertising revenue declining because it’s goingelsewhere. (Interview)
DiversifyingA more forward-looking response by traditional news organizations tothe internet’s disruption of their territory is to diversify operations inorder to expand both audience and revenue streams. After a slow start,news businesses have now begun to invest in, above all, online classifiedadvertising sites in an attempt to win back some of the revenue theyhave lost to the internet. KPMG’s Richard Bawden (2008) emphasizesthe need for news organizations to diversify: to ‘replicate the sources ofincome they had before’ and to leverage their ‘skill set’ into the onlineworld (interview). He singles out the Daily Mail group for the way it hasembraced the potential of the internet, an assessment shared byinvestment bank Merrill Lynch in November 2007 in an unusuallypositive recommendation – at least for the publishing sector – to buyshares in the company. The report argues that ‘DMGT has transformeditself in the last decade from an essentially pure play newspaper businessto a diversified group’ (Merrill Lynch, 2007: 3) and praises the companyfor recognizing the opportunities that the internet presents to well-placed media brands. Indeed, since 2004, DMGT has spent some £203million acquiring a series of high-profile online recruitment, holiday,property and auto classified sites (Merrill Lynch, 2007: 12).Acquisitions are not the only method of expanding operations andrevenue. Organizations are also exploring joint ventures andpartnerships in order to distribute ‘branded content’ more widely.BSkyB, for example, is working with mobile phone companies to extendthe reach of Sky News but, according to group finance director AndrewGriffith, ‘short of buying a mobile phone company and just setting it [thephone] to autotune into news constantly and make people hold it to theirear, there’s not a lot more we can do’ (interview with the author).Instead, the company’s strategy is to ‘seed’ new platforms, to invest smallamounts so that ‘if it’s really big we haven’t missed an opportunity –we’ve got in at the ground floor – but if it doesn’t fly, then we haven’t tiedup a lot of capital.’ We are still in, he claims, the ‘very early days’ of therelationship between broadcast and mobile or online platforms.The most significant example of diversification, however, has notinvolved acquisitions and partnerships but the attempt by traditionalnews providers to re-create themselves as fully integrated news
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businesses by providing online, as well as offline, news. All newsorganizations now have a web presence (see Sparks, 2000 for an analysisof the original business rationale for turning to the internet) and anonline audience that is generally much higher than their offlineaudience. In the case of national newspapers, this has particularlybenefited the ‘quality’ press who largely dominate online news traffic(see figure 2.2). While the BBC continues to be by far the most popularonline news source – with more than 13 million unique UK users visitingBBC News Online each week at the end of 2007 – even Sky News is ableto punch above its offline weight with for example some 4.7 million usersper month in March 2008 (New Media Age, 2008).The internet therefore provides news organizations with a wonderfulopportunity to engage new audiences in the hope that they maysomehow compensate for declining ratings and advertising. The key, ofcourse, is how, and indeed whether it is possible, to extract revenuefrom these new audiences – the topic of the next section. In any case,building and sustaining popular news websites requires both additionalinvestment and some imagination. KPMG’s Richard Bawden argues thatcompanies cannot just use the web as an extension of their existingpractices: ‘They need to think about how their core service will beconsumed in the future and not just replicate the production of theirnewspaper online and some got that completely wrong when they firststarted as online is a different product’ (interview with the author). The
Guardian’s hiring of 60 new journalists in 2007–8 to enhance its
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Figure 2.2 National newspaper website traffic (February 2009)
Source: ABCe

Unique users (m) Unique users – UK only (m)

Sun Online 27.3 8.3

Telegraph.co.uk 26.2 9.2

Guardian.co.uk 25.3 10.2

Times Online 22.0 7.7

Mail Online 21.8 6.9

Independent.co.uk 9.4 4.0

FT.com 7.1 (March 2008) N/A

Mirror Group Digital 7.0 3.6
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digital output recognizes the distinctiveness of online news and,judging by its huge online audience, appears to have been a highlysuccessful strategy.For some, this has led to re-thinking the focus of the brand itself:should they be a newspaper group or a news channel or a convergedinformation and services provider? According to PeterWilliams, buildingup DMGT’s online profile required a whole new business strategy. In termsof his group’s regional titles, his view is that ‘we no longer own regionalnewspapers, we own regional media businesses, and their objective is todeliver the news, the information, the advertising, to their audience inwhatever form both the advertiser and the consumer want to receive it’(interview with the author). The danger is that more short-sighted newsorganizations start to prioritize the development of new non-newsservices and new revenue streams at the expense of their corecommitment to ‘hard’ news. This is a familiar characteristic ofconvergence where previously distinct media forms are ‘integrated’ insuch a way as to maximize popular appeal and audience numbers with aresulting emphasis, in the case of news, on human interest stories,dramatic narratives, celebrity gossip and ‘infotainment’. ‘It expresses,’according to Schiller (2007: 115), ‘the universalizing market ambitionthat has always suffused the corporate drive for convergence.’There is a further problem in that this kind of restructuring hasbeen forced on companies in the face of external pressure and, formany, in the context of the prospect of declining revenues. It is not, byand large, a strategy that they have willingly embraced and they areundertaking it in a climate which, as we have seen, is increasinglycompetitive and uncertain. The building of these cross-platform,‘integrated’ news businesses presents, therefore, a fundamentalchallenge to many news organizations: ‘somehow they must reinventtheir professional and their business model at the same time they arecutting back on their reporting and resources’ (PEJ, 2008: 1). This isthe troubling context in which a new business model is beingdeveloped.
Features of an Online News
Business ModelThe central economic fact about online news is that users have shown amarked reluctance to pay for news content, partly because of a residualbelief that all generalist online content should be free. The vast majorityof online news is now freely available with only the Financial Times’FT.com able to retain a 100,000-strong subscription base because of its
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ability to provide targeted financial information from a trusted brand.This has not stopped online news sites from charging for more specialistcontent, for example, digital editions of newspapers, crosswords andgames, and leading columnists. Herbert and Thurman (2007: 223) foundthat online newspapers ‘are more likely to charge for content that isclosely identified with the newspaper brand, rather than what is mostpopular’ although they recognize that this is never likely to be a majorsource of revenue.If news providers are not able meaningfully to charge for content, thenthey are even more keen to maximize the number of (especiallydomestic) users in order to extract increased revenue from theirinternet advertising. Much has been made of the huge growth in onlineadvertising in recent years with a 38 per cent increase in the UK and a 26per cent increase in the US in 2007 alone. Yet these figures are nowherenear enough to compensate for the decline in newspaper advertisingrevenue. According to Gavin O’Reilly, president of the WorldAssociation of Newspapers, online readers are far less valuable thanprint readers as they use online news in a ‘haphazard and fragmentedway’ (quoted in The Economist, 2006), generally reading fewer pages andspending less time than they would with the print edition. As the Financial
Times put it, ‘the loss of a single print reader in terms of subscription andadvertising has to be compensated with tens of online readers’ (van Duyn,2007). In the relatively mature US internet environment, online still onlyrepresented 7.5 per cent of total newspaper advertising revenue by theend of 2007 (NAA, 2008) while a web-savvy news organization likeDMGT in the UK generated a similar proportion, of around 6 to 7 per cent,of its total advertising from online operations by mid-2008 (Williams,2008). As Mort Zuckerman, chairman of the New York Daily Newsconcluded to the House of Lords inquiry on news and ownership, thebalance between online advertising and print advertising revenue is oneof ‘substituting pennies for dollars’ (quoted in HoL, 2008a: 17).A further reason why online advertising is an unreliable source ofadditional funds is that, for traditional news organizations, it is largelythe wrong type of advertising. Display advertising, in which newsincumbents generally have an advantage, amounts to only 21 per cent ofthe online share; classified, where incumbents are investing heavily tochallenge pure-play internet sites, accounts for 20.8 per cent of themarket; while search, 84 per cent of which is monopolized by Google inthe UK (Efficient Frontier, 2008), dominates online advertising with57.6 per cent of the total share (IAB, 2008). In other words, traditionalnews groups are strongest in one of the smallest sectors of the marketand weakest in the main sector of online advertising. This is not a soundbasis on which to compensate for declining revenues nor to seekadditional funds for future investment in core services.
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There is the added danger that by focusing on either acquiring ordeveloping their own online classified sites, news groups run the risk ofaccelerating the decline of their own print classifieds and thereforecannibalizing existing (and precious) revenues. Herbert and Thurmanreport that the online newspaper managers they interviewed believedthat their products were distinctive from their offline cousins and that, ingeneral, cannibalization was not a major concern (2007: 213), a positioncountered by Gentzkow (2007) and Ala-Fossi (2008) who argue thatprint and online are substitutes, that the growth of the latter negativelyimpacts the former. Either way, there are dangers in over-emphasizingthe value of online advertising for news operations. First, there is noevidence that online advertising will be immune from the economiccycles that afflict traditional advertising. This appears to be particularlytrue for the online classified and display ad sectors – where newsorganizations are well placed – that are more vulnerable to an economicdownturn and less so for search advertising which, as we have seen, is anarea dominated by Google and which, thus far, has ‘proved more robust’(Waters, 2008). Second, despite claims by Guardian editor AlanRusbridger that internet advertising is increasing by 50 per cent a year(quoted in HoL, 2008b: 43), its rate of growth in the UK is now slowing:from 66 per cent in 2005, 42 per cent in 2006, 38 per cent in 2007 towhat was a predicted 27 per cent in 2008 and 20 per cent in 2009(GroupM, 2008). The impact of recession is likely to see growth slowingeven more than these figures suggest. Of course, these are still by far thehighest growth rates in the sector (albeit starting from a very low base)but, as we have seen, the majority of this revenue will go not to existingnews producers but to ‘pure-play’ internet advertisers and searchengines.The internet’s great advantages – its low entry costs, interactivity andabundant capacity, all of which make possible a greater range andinteraction of voices – are, in many ways, a problem for traditional newsorganizations. According to News Corporation’s Peter Chernin, there issimply too much ‘inventory’ on the internet to justify high advertisingrates. In order to be profitable, content companies will ‘have to createcategory scarcity’ (quoted in Olsen, 2008), precisely the opposite of whatis held up as the democratic potential of the internet. The situation forexisting news content providers is made worse by the fact that the onlinenews environment is increasingly dominated by aggregators like GoogleNews and Yahoo! Newswho use the openness of the internet to repurposeoriginal content from a very restricted number of sources (see Paterson,2005) without paying a penny. While the aggregators argue that, bylinking to news content websites, they help to drive up traffic andincrease revenues, others, like Paul Myners, former chair of the GuardianMedia Group, feel ‘that the current situation does not fairly represent thevalue the content providers bring to the search engines and the
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aggregators’ (quoted in HoL, 2008b: 533). Moreover, the fact that one ofthe emblems of the ‘new journalism’, the influential US news aggregator,the Huffington Post, says that it has no plans to pay any of the thousandsof bloggers who have made it the fifth-most linked-to blog on theinternet, represents a real challenge to the professional livelihoods ofjournalists. Co-founder Ken Lerer insists that paying his contributors issimply ‘not our financial model’ (quoted in Graham, 2007).For all the possibilities of vigorous debate and fresh perspectives, thebusinessmodel of online journalism appears to be one inwhich audienceslargely refuse to pay for content, advertising revenue is dominated bysearch engines and pure-play companies, cannibalization remains aconcern (just as it does in the recorded music industry) and traffic goesmore and more to internet portals and aggregators who invest virtuallynothing in original news content and simultaneously fail to expandsignificantly the range of source material.This is a very challenging environment for traditional newsorganizations so, perhaps not surprisingly, at the end of 2007 digitalrevenues for these businesses remained quite low: for example 3.7 percent of Trinity Mirror’s business (Trinity Mirror, 2008: 13) and 8.7 percent of DMGT’s national newspaper revenues (DMGT, 2008: 18). Ofcourse these figures are set to rise over time – Merrill Lynch (2007: 12)estimates that this will rise to 20 per cent of DMGT’s newspaper businessby 2012 – but it is clear that the vast majority of the revenue of newsincumbents will continue to flow from their ‘traditional’ businesses forsome years yet. According to Peter Williams, DMGT’s finance director:I think over the next three of four years, the online side willdefinitely still be in growth mode so we’ll still be investing in it tofind the best business model. You know, at the moment with the
Mail sites, we are spending more than we are generating inrevenue. We’re losing money on them to generate audience and wehave to generate revenue off the back of our [existing] audiences.It’s chicken and egg: you’ve got to have the audience before you canget the revenue online. (Interview with the author)The business model for online news, therefore, remains very much atan experimental stage (Ala-Fossi, 2008: 151; Herbert and Thurman,2007: 223).

Conclusion: Apocalypse PostponedPredictions about the ‘end’ of newspapers and the ‘collapse’ of networknews in the light of the dramatic shift online of audiences andadvertisers miss out on a number of important points. Captured by the
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‘drumbeat narrative’ (Siklos, 2007) of the internet’s triumphant rise topower, such predictions are ahistorical and partial and underplay someof the complexities of the environment in which news has long operated.First, as Robert Picard points out (2002: 31), there is no single, fixedbusiness model for newspapers but one that evolved from servingrelatively small, elite audiences in the eighteenth and second half of thenineteenth centuries to a mass market model in the twentieth century.Under the pressure of competition and changing consumption patterns,it may well change again (and indeed return to something like its initialposition) but there is no reason to think that the industry is not flexibleenough to evolve and meet the demands of a changing society. Clearly,this is not the first ‘crisis’ confronting newspapers as they have had todeal, in previous years, with competition from newsreels, radiobroadcasts and television bulletins. Indeed, faced with a constant seriesof challenges, newspapers, according to Times editor Robert Thomson,‘have been forced to adapt and evolve not only in the last three or fouryears but over the last 30 years’ (quoted in HoL, 2008b: 50).Moreover, the decline in circulation, so often attributed tocompetition from the internet, obviously predates the digital age.Circulation of national dailies peaked in 1951 –many years before the firstweb browser – with total sales of 16.62 million (Seymour-Ure, 1991: 16)while in 1950, just before the popularization of television, newspapercirculation per 1000 people stood at 573 before dropping to 332 in 1996and to 289.75 in 2004 (Norris 2000: 77; UNESCO n.d.). By this measure,consumption of daily papers dropped by 42 per cent in the ‘television age’(from 1950 to 1996) and by 12.7 per cent in the ‘internet age’ (from 1996to 2004). The closure of local and regional titles that we have heardpredicted as classified advertising moves online also pre-dates theinternet age. The number of provincial morning papers in the UK declinedby one-third between 1945 and 1990, mostly under the influence of chainownership (Seymour-Ure, 1991: 43) while, according to Davies, 24 percent of all local titles were killed off between 1986 and 1996 not becauseof the power of the internet but because ‘the logic of pure commerce’(Davies, 2008: 65) dictated that they were not profitable enough. Thepoint here is not to underestimate the rapid pace of decline in recentyears but to emphasize that the decline itself is not new and cannot beexplained by sole reference to the internet.A more profound reason for declining advertising revenues at the timeof writing may well be the experience of an economic downturn whichhas already cut into the crucial advertising sectors of property, auto salesand recruitment. Of course, this is not the first time that advertisingrevenue has slumped: in both 1991 and 2001, news organizations werebadly affected by a substantial decline in advertising only for revenues topick up in the following years. The question this time concerns the extent
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to which news organizations are facing a cyclical or a structuralchallenge to their position as valuable carriers of advertising: whetherrevenues will return after the ‘credit crunch’ or whether a proportion ofadvertising will be lost forever to online competitors.Some of the signs are favourable. There is still a very healthy appetitefor news and while much is made of the internet’s transformation ofthe news environment, only 6 per cent of the UK population identify theinternet as their main source of news in contrast to 65 per cent who optfor television and 15 per cent for newspapers (Ofcom, 2007b: 17). Thisis a figure that Ofcom’s chief executive Ed Richards does not expect torise significantly: ‘I am sure that it will change a little more over time, butI think that the finding about the significance of television newscompared to the supplementary role … that the internet is playing, wemay see as a resilient finding in the years to come’ (quoted in HoL,2008b: 192). More up-to-date research amongst 16 to 24-year-olds, thedemographic of most concern to existing news providers, confirms thissupplementary role: only 3 per cent turn to the internet as their mainsource of news about the UK in contrast to 14 per cent who saidnewspapers and 45 per cent television (and 17 per cent who declared nointerest in the question) (Ofcom, 2008b: 30).News organizations are not therefore about to lose entire swathesof readers and viewers as long as they continue to invest in originaljournalism and look for ways to make themselves relevant to audiences.This is certainly true for television which remains a crucial medium fordelivering mass audiences to advertisers and where news consumptionis less likely to be cannibalized by online news. It also remains true fornewspapers, described by KPMG’s Richard Bawden as ‘still generallyprofitable cash generators’ (interview with the author) – a claimsupported by the profit margins in 2007 of, for example, 19.3 per cent forTrinity Mirror’s national titles, 15.9 per cent for the Guardian MediaGroup’s regional titles and 21 per cent for DMGT’s regional titles.According to the NUJ’s general secretary Jeremy Dear, ‘overall theindustry is still hugely profitable … If you took almost any other industryand said, “well, you’re only going to be able to make a 20 per cent profitreturn next year”, most industries would snap your hand off at theprospect of making 10 per cent’ (interview with the author).However, the news industry is, by and large, not a normal industry.True: it is just as keen as any other on making profits, reducing costs, andoperating as ‘efficiently’ as possible. But it is also the case that the UK’smost popular news website and television bulletin is backed by a publicservicemandate and paid for out of the BBC licence fee; that Sky News haslong been supported by the profits made by sports subscriptions atBSkyB; that the Guardian’s far-sighted investments in digital have beenmade possible by its unusual ownership status; and that many other print
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titles have been supported through loss-making times by wealthyproprietors eager for political influence. Guardian editor Alan Rusbridgertouched on something significant when he testified before the House ofLords Communications Committee that the ‘truth about our market isthat, with the exception of the Daily Telegraph, we all exist on some formof subsidy, so you are not talking economic businesses’ (quoted in HoL,2008b: 43). Those who argue that, in an increasingly competitive climate,there is no economic rationale for regional television news or money forinvestigative reporting or resources to justify a particular foreign bureau,forget – or choose to ignore the fact – that the news industry has alwaysbeen subject to multiple forms of financial, political and regulatoryintervention. It is, then, especially important to confront arguments forcost-cutting based on the ‘economic realities’ and ‘business imperatives’of such an imperfect market.This is all the more vital because the internet does present a genuine,if over-hyped, challenge to the business operations of traditional newsorganizations. It has siphoned off significant amounts of advertisingrevenue, facilitated the emergence of competitorswhodonot have toworryabout actually paying anyone to produce original news content, and forcednews incumbents to think about their relationship with their audiences.The danger is, however, that by uncritically accepting arguments about the‘irrepressible’ rise of the internet, existing news providersmay feel justifiedin making editorial cuts, shifting their investments into more commercialand non-news areas and diluting their prime source of value: their abilityto act as ‘the trusted advisor to which people turn to gain orientation,reflection and, direction’ (Picard, 2006: 135).The internet has the potential to expand the diversity of news sources,to improve the quality and breadth of news coverage, and to deepen theinteraction between news providers and their audiences. Yet, giventoday’s harsh economic circumstances, the internet has insteadcontributed to a possibility that the news of the future is going to besustained by a declining number of specialist news organizations, agrowing band of generalist news and information businesses, and ahandful of parasitical aggregators supplemented by an army ofcontributors working for free. Market logic, in this scenario, is set toprevail over news logic. However, the problem, as the NUJ’s Jeremy Dearrightly points out, ‘is not the technology, it’s not the platform, it’s not evencitizen journalism or blogging or any of these things that are supposedlythe threat to journalism. The threat to journalism is under-investmentand that’s the same across all platforms’ (interview with the author).There are no short cuts: the future of news, as other chapters in thisvolume will show, depends on imagination and independence but, aboveall, on investment – in technology, in resources and, especially, injournalists themselves.
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ChapterThree
An Ethical Deficit?

Accountability, Norms, and the

Material Conditions of

Contemporary Journalism

Angela Phillips, Nick Couldry, Des Freedman

IntroductionWhether we debate them or not, news media raise ethical questions.Since an important claim made for journalism is that it contributes, in anessential way, to the working of democracy, its ethics connect toquestions of democratic functioning. But what if the conditions, analysedin this book, under which journalism is now practised, are inimical toethical action? What are the wider implications for journalism,democracy, and for attempts to regulate journalism within thedemocratic process?This chapter is in three parts. The first part offers, as a reference pointfor what follows, one version of the basic principles of media ethics,drawing in particular on the neo-Aristotelian ethical tradition. Thesecond part reviews evidence from journalists working on newspapersfor what it tells us about the conditions of ethical action amongjournalists in the UK. The third and concluding part considers theimplications of the earlier discussion for the responsibilities andlimitations of current processes of media regulation.
Some Ethical Reference PointsMedia ethics is a large and growing area going beyond the detailed,‘technical’ literature on journalistic codes of ethics regularly taught onjournalism practice courses. By considering the wider philosophical
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options for grounding an account of how we might expect media to act,we aim to consider the potential gap between one relativelyuncontroversial set of ethical expectations which could be made ofjournalists and their actual conditions of practice.The literature offers various options for formulating principles ofsuch a broader media ethics (Kantian, contractualist, Christianhumanist, neo-Aristotelian).1 We will take as our reference point a neo-Aristotelian approach, not because it is necessarily better, but becauseit is an approach with which we are familiar and which is distinguishedby an emphasis on considering the values internal to particularpractices, rather than abstract, universal obligations. Another importantadvantage of the neo-Aristotelian ethical tradition, generally and forour particular purpose, lies in the simplicity of the questions it asks.Two questions are fundamental:1. How should I live?2. How should each of us conduct our life so that it is a life any of usshould live?Question one is the question reputedly posed by Socrates in ancientAthens. From questions one and two a further question automaticallyfollows:3. How we should live together (since if we live, we have no choice butto attempt to live together drawing on shared resources)?Note that in this further question no assumption is made about the‘community’ (if any) to which questioner and respondent belong: theycould be any two individuals anywhere. A specific media-relatedquestion can easily be developed:4. How should any of us (whether media professionals or not) act inrelation to media and available media resources, so that mediaprocesses contribute to lives that, both individually and together, weshould live?The wager of neo-Aristotelian approaches is that there are enoughagreed-upon factual conditions – about human life in general and aboutparticular practices such as medicine or journalism – to give substance tosuch general starting questions. A neo-Aristotelian approach also goesfurther and asks what type of a person would we need to be – and whattype of dispositions, habits and capacities (that is, ‘virtues’) would we needto have – in order to act well in relation to media? One advantage claimedfor the neo-Aristotelian approach is that, without claiming to prejudge
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what should be done in particular situations, it asks the broader andmoremanageable question: what type of dispositions do journalists need tohave in order to act well (and make good decisions) in particularsituations?Let us start, apparently ‘naively’, by specifying what the virtues ofsomeone working in the news media might be.2 We suggest that the newsmedia constitute a ‘practice’ in philosopher Alisdair MacIntyre’s sense(1981: 175), that is, a coherent and complex form of cooperative humanactivity whose internal goods involve distinctive standards of excellence.Journalism is a practice with very general implications: it matters to howhumans flourish overall in an erawherewe are dependent on the exchangeof vast amounts of socially relevant information. Two aspects of journalismas a practice are crucial here. The first involves the circulation ofinformation that contributes to the successful individual and collective lifeof a territory. The second aspect is more complex and raises the issue ofplurality: we need news media that, by the circulation of facts but also byproviding opportunities for the expression of opinion and voice, help ussustain a successful, indeed peaceful, life together – in spite of ourconflicting values, interests and understandings. In other words, we needmedia that give us the information required to organize our lives and that,at the same time, allow us to feel we have a stake in the territory for whichmedia speak. The latter point is of course particularly complex as mediaincreasingly address, unwittingly or not, multiple territories, local, nationaland global.From here, we can specify three journalism-related virtues. For thefirst two, we can turn to the philosopher Bernard Williams’ book Truth
and Truthfulness (Williams, 2002). In a complex argument, Williamssuggests two basic ‘virtues of truth’ or truthfulness (2002: 44):
accuracy and sincerity. The subtlety of Williams’ argument lies in hisinsisting on the non-negotiable importance of these virtues for all humansocial life, while rejecting any assumption that particular embodimentsand articulations of those virtues have an absolute and obligatory statusfor all historical periods. It has never, Williams argues, been enough forpeople to pretend to care about telling the truth, since if that was all theydid, no one would ever have a stable basis for trusting them to tell thetruth. It is only if truth-telling is stabilized as a virtue – a disposition thathumans can rely upon – that truth-telling contributes to the goodcollective life. Since journalism is a practice which is directed towardsthe circulation of necessary information, it is plausible to see the twotruth-related virtues (accuracy and sincerity) as applying to anyonepractising journalism. Accuracy is the disposition to take the necessarycare to ensure so far as possible that what one says is not false, sincerityis the disposition to make sure that what one says is what one actuallybelieves.
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Accuracy and sincerity would be plausible virtues whatever media wewere discussing, and on whatever scale they acted. But there is a thirdpossible virtue of particular relevance as media messages increasinglyaddress multiple territories at once: hospitality.3 Hospitality, first arguedfor in detail by Roger Silverstone – who calls it ‘the first virtue of themediapolis’ (Silverstone, 2006: 136) – considers the role of media insustaining a common space where diverse groups, who may differradically in identity, religion, historical interests and values, can berecognised as social and moral agents. There are various ways ofapproaching this idea, for example through a theory of justice, a theory ofrights, or through a theory of the disposition, or virtue, we need from thejournalists who represent us and others in an unstable, intenselyinterconnected world. Once again, we are not concerned here with thephilosophical debates to which the idea of media ‘hospitality’ gives rise.4Our point is merely that the news media’s need to take account of how
what they do affects the conditions for dialogue between cultures and
peoples is a necessary part of any media ethics.So to sum up this first stage of our argument, there are broad,relatively uncontroversial reasons for arguing that an ‘ethical mediapractice’ would be characterized by three virtues: accuracy, sincerity andhospitality. While most neo-Aristotelian approaches to ethics to date haveconcentrated on the virtues of individuals, this cannot be sufficient whenthinking about a practice such as journalism that, while it involvesindividual initiative, is unthinkable without considerable institutionalresources. The issue then arises: howwell do the conditions under whichindividual journalists work match the conditions needed to enable themto acquire and sustain the disposition to act ethically? If the match issmall, non-existent or unstable in today’s digital age, what are theimplications for media ethics and media’s accountability withindemocracy?
The View from Contemporary
News PracticeFor Foucault, ethical behaviour as a ‘practice of freedom’ depends onpower relationships:[O]ne sometimes encounters what may be called situations orstates of domination in which the power relations, instead ofbeing mobile, allowing the various participants to adopt strategiesmodifying them, remain blocked, frozen. […] In such a state it iscertain that practices of freedom do not exist or exist only
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unilaterally or are extremely constrained and limited. (Foucault,1984, cited in Rabinow, 1994: 285)The question one must ask then is how power relationships operatewithin news media, the degree to which individuals are ‘dominated’ orfree, whether the environment of the internet increases or decreasesthat freedom for individual journalists and the consequences of thisfor ethical behaviour. Here Bourdieu has some useful insights. Hesuggests that journalism is a ‘weakly autonomous field’ (Bourdieu,2005: 41) in which freedom of action depends on where ajournalist is located within a particular field. Bourdieu’s concept ofautonomy depends on an understanding of power held in tensionbetween economic and cultural capital. In the field of journalism, therequirements of economic capital involve circulation, advertisingrevenue and marketing, whereas cultural capital is usually tied to theproduction of original stories, uncovering scandal or dishonesty, orinfluencing the social and political agenda. Sometimes these twoforms of capital reinforce one another: an original story can push upcirculation and therefore strengthen economic capital. However theimperative in mass circulation, popular news media to sell as manycopies as possible, or to attract as many ‘hits’ as possible, tends toweaken the cultural in relation to the requirements of the economic.
The British Journalism FieldIn the peculiarly hierarchical and chronically insecure atmosphere of aBritish national newspaper, nobody, from the editor down, has the kindof security of employment enjoyed, for example, by most academics.According to AndrewMarr, former editor of the Independent newspaper:‘The truth is that, except for editors who are highly influential in trusts orcompanies owning their titles, editors are hirelings. Proprietors regardtheir editors as talented and interesting servants ... The newspapereditor gets status and the apparent respect of the social elite of modernLondon, but the proprietor gets what he wants’ (Marr, 2004: 235).This insecurity is transferred down through the staff and, asBourdieu observes, ‘precarity of employment is a loss of liberty,through which censorship [...] can be more easily expressed’ (Bourdieu,2005: 43). Young reporters, even on the most liberal newspapers, areunder the thumb of the news desk. Although they accrue culturalcapital (status) through finding their own stories, their first loyaltymust always be to ‘the desk’ (see Phillips, this volume). On the moreserious newspapers this means prioritizing the stories you are told to
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report rather than your own leads. On ‘popular’ newspapers juniorreporters are not just told what to report but how to report it. Theeditors come up with the storylines while the reporters merely colourthem in. One young reporter on a highly commercial newspaperexplained how she chose who to interview:They want attractive people in the paper, they want blondes, theywant nice-looking girls: the younger the better. You know that’swhat they want so that’s what you get because otherwise you’lleither be in for a shouting at or you’ll have to do it again. (Reporter,popular evening paper, 2003)The practice of hiring young journalists on very short-term, oftenweekly,rolling contracts is like keeping a dog on a very short leash. Each timethey move in the wrong direction they can be restrained so that, in theend, in order to gain a measure of employment protection, journalists areexpected to ‘internalize’ the requirements of the newsroom and producenews according to the style and political inflection of the newspaper.On popular newspapers there is little or no space for independentethical reflection.Another reporter described a story he was asked to do shortly afterjoining a mass circulation national newspaper:I thought the story was appalling. I thought all along that it was aludicrous exercise with no logic whatsoever and I felt very ashamedabout it [...] I talked to a senior reporter and said that I wasn’t veryhappy about it and he said to keep my head down and say nothing.[...] He said that I would lose my job if I raised it with anybody moresenior than him. [...] I set about planning to leave. I’d just arrived soI knew I couldn’t leave straight away […] I kept my head down, Iworked hard, I knew it would be at least a year before I could go. Iwas in a position the same as everybody who joins the [paper] froma local newspaper in that I was doing shifts on a daily basis. And itwas up to them to decide whether to renew my job the next day. Soif I lost my job I wouldn’t be able to pay the rent or anything likethat which probably isn’t an excuse but there was still that thoughtthere. (Reporter, mid-market popular daily, 2003)A journalist working on the same newspaper, five years later, describeda very similar crisis of conscience. He had been sent out to interview anallegedly ‘feckless’ family. Finding them charming and friendly, he triedto persuade the news editor that there simply wasn’t a story. He failed.The story went in with his name on it and he spent the next few weeksavoiding phone calls from the family because he felt ‘so bad’. He has only
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once been allowed to refuse to write a story, but only because he pointedout that it directly affected him and his family.Of course, it would be wrong to suggest that the conditions for actingethically are equally compromised in all news media and under allconditions. ‘Cultural capital remains on the side of the “purest”journalists’ (Bourdieu, 2005: 42) and even at the more commercial endof the field, over time, a reporter who stays the course or, alternatively,manages to move fairly frequently between news organizations, willbuild up a degree of respect, and therefore autonomy.I’ve got to the stage where I can bully desks a bit. I’ve been arounda long time. It may not pertain forever, but I don’t tend to worryabout what the next job’s going to be, I assume there will be one.(Reporter, popular evening paper, 2003)As an imported ‘star’ reporter, with a string of ‘exclusives’ under his belt,he felt secure enough to refuse stories that seemed ethically dubious.However, job security is conditional. On most British newspaperschanges of editor are frequent and often involve changes in specialiststaff. One very experienced reporter explained that he knew he was onthe way out when the news editor refused to publish a leaked, exclusivestory which, when it did get released, hit the front page of every otherpaper. The editor was prepared to let the story go rather than allow areporter who was out of favour get the credit for it.When freedom is so heavily constrained, just how easy is it forjournalists to act with ‘accuracy, sincerity and hospitality’? It is to thesethree ‘virtues’ that we now turn with examples drawn from our researchinterviews.
Accuracy, Sincerity and HospitalityAll British newspapers are signed up to the Press ComplaintsCommission’s (PCC) voluntary code of conduct whose first clause insiststhat: ‘The Press must take care not to publish inaccurate, misleading ordistorted information, including pictures’ (PCC, 2008). A journalistexplains how the sincerity of a story can be sacrificed while still retaininga fig leaf of ‘truth’:It isn’t [that it’s] untrue. It is giving prominence to a minor feature.There has to be some kernel of truth. It may be twisted or biasedbut there must be some truth. [The paper] works on thepresumption that negative news sells – always go for thenegative line even if it isn’t typical. There is nothing untrue but
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it isn’t a balanced representation. It’s been twisted to conform toan idea […] if you leave ethics out, it’s good professional journalismand it sells papers. (Reporter, mid-market popular daily, 2008)Personally however, he recognizes that ‘it’s corrosive: people think crimeis going up when it’s going down. People think the NHS [National HealthService] is getting worse but in polls it’s getting better.’As we argued earlier, in an increasingly globalized and mediatizedworld, the question of how people live together is of overwhelmingimportance and the concept of ‘hospitality’ provides a useful ethicalyardstick. Silverstone argued that the ‘conditional hospitality’ whichallows space and a voice to the stranger in ourmidst, should be based upon‘[i]ndividual responsibility which journalists everywhere have to take fortheir judgements and their actions’ (2006: 141). But as we have alreadyseen, individual journalists are not necessarily free to take responsibilityfor their actions. It is only when they band together that they are able toexercise influence, although this is often limited in comparison to thepower of proprietors and editors. At the Daily Express (a British nationaltabloid newspaper) a string of anti-gypsy articles appeared in the paper inthe run-up to the enlargement of the European Union. One day thenewspaper ran a telephone poll asking: ‘Should we let gypsies invadeBritain?’ Later that week it ran a story suggesting that a ‘massive invasion’of gypsies would lead to ‘economic disaster’. Journalists on the paper had,by now, had enough and called a well-attended union meeting that passedthe following motion:This chapel [union branch] is concerned that Express journalists arecoming under pressure to write anti-gypsy articles. We call for aletter to be sent to the Press Complaints Commission reminding itof the need to protect journalists who are unwilling to write racistarticles which are contrary to the National Union of Journalists’code of conduct. (Ponsford, 2004)The letter was duly sent to the PCC, the regulatory body established tooffer protection to people who are abused by the press. It does not,however, offer similar protection to journalists who are put underpressure to be abusive. Robert Pinker, then acting chairman of the PCC,defending this position at the National Union of Journalists (NUJ)conference, said: ‘It is not our job to be involved in disputes betweenemployers and staff.’ He also suggested that such a clause would affectsales by making newspapers ‘so sanitised that people will not want toread them’ (Pinker, 2004). If, however, a leading regulatory body, on theface of it responsible for upholding standards of truthfulness (a part ofethics), does not see it as its ‘job’ to defend the conditions under whichethical practice is possible, then its actual contribution to media ethics is
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rather tenuous. Consider, for example, if a medical ethics committeeclaimed that the instructions given to surgeons by hospital managerswere outside its remit!
Ethics in the Internet AgeThe examples above are all taken frommassmarket, popular newspapers.For those newspapers operating at the more commercial end of the field,the evidence from our own research suggests that the autonomy andauthority of individual journalists has very little pull in comparison withthe requirements of economic capital. These newspapers depend on adegree of sensationalism to attract readers in an intensely competitiveenvironment. Serious newspapers also need to sell copies andadvertising in order to survive but their object has always been also toaccrue cultural and symbolic capital which in turn depends on seriousand authoritative reporting. There is some evidence, from interviewscarried out in the course of this research, that the commercialrequirements of the internet, and the need to find new, younger and ‘netsavvy’ readers, may be pulling the more serious newspapers towards themore commercial end of the field. This is a development that is likelyfurther to undermine the autonomy of individual journalists andtherefore their ability to act ethically.As news goes online, journalists are encouraged to find ways ofattracting readers via Google’s search engine because advertising rates are,increasingly, being linked to the number of ‘hits’ received. Private Eye,the satirical magazine, explains how it works on the Daily Telegraph:News hacks are now sent amemo three or four times a day from thewebsite boffins listing the top subjects being searched in the lastfew hours on Google. They are then expected to write storiesaccordingly and/or get as many of those key words into the firstparagraph of their story. Hence, if the top stories being Googled are‘Britney Spears’ and ‘breast cancer’, hey presto, the hack is dulyexpected to file a piece about young women ‘such as Britney Spears’being at risk from breast cancer. (Private Eye, 11th July 2008: 4)Newspapers cannot avoid the logic of Google but, depending on the placethey occupy in the field, they have to balance the short-term commercialgains of ‘hits’, against the possible long-term loss of cultural capital ifthey are seen as too ‘sensational’ or too ‘popular’ for their core audience.As Anne Spackman of The Times explains: ‘If I want to play the traffic tartgame, there are certain things that we could write about all the time,like Britney Spears. But that’s not really what The Times is for’ (cited inStabe, 2008). The concern for journalists working on these ‘serious’
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titles is that managements trying to attract passing reader traffic viaGoogle will start to lose sight of the audiences they already have andforget what they are really for.The following example concerns an experienced, specialist correspondentand a newspaper which is generally considered to be a serious, nationaldaily with a well-earned reputation for thorough and straightforwardreporting. Reflecting on past working conditions, one reporter explained:‘Okay, they had a few issues which they were particularly interested in,which they always wanted you to write in certain ways [...] but apart fromthat, they just wanted you towrite it theway you saw it’. Where previouslyspecialists had beenprettymuch in charge of editorial decisions in their fieldof expertise, now, a new layer of management is pulling the newspaper in amore commercial direction, and the news desk takes the lead in decidingwhich stories should be covered and how.Well, when all this, when this pressure started happening, I just haddaily fights with them. I’d stand at the news desk and go; ‘but whydo you want me to run it, it’s not true’ […] You could actually see theveins in their neck kind of wobbling and they were going purple […]But now, I just say ‘yeah, fine, 600 words by 2 o’clock’ and, youknow, so what, I mean, you know. They don’t care whether it’s trueor not. They literally do not. (Reporter, national daily, 2008)This journalist was faced with a personal ethical dilemma. Should hecollude with the popularizing agenda of the newspaper and publishstories that were amusing, or alarming, even if he considered them tobe untrue? He had tried negotiating, then arguing, and now the onlycourse left was either to do what they wanted, or walk out. Either waythe management of that particular newspaper will have accruedgreater power at the expense of individual journalists – not the idealconditions in which to act ethically.The stories the news desk demanded were not about individuals. Noone was directly damaged, no one could sue, or could take a case to thePress Complaints Commission. Of course other experts in the field wouldknow that the stories were not soundly based but the newspaper-reading public would probably be none the wiser and the stories werefunny or sensational and attracted plenty of ‘hits’. In the short term itis the journalist who has most to lose from this sort of ethical dilemmabecause he or she is faced with nothing short of the corruption ofpersonal moral standards, but in the long term, news journalism as awhole suffers if lower standards of accuracy are normalized. Thestory told above was an individual case, on an individual newspaper,but it has implications for standards of behaviour elsewhere and
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implications for all news media. Journalists depend for their position insociety on the trust of their readers/viewers/users and central to thattrust must be the assumption that a serious and respected newspaperwill attempt ‘with sincerity’ to be truthful.
Sincerity and TransparencyIf sincerity means anything, it surely means openness. The prominentKantian philosopher and 2002 BBC Reith Lecturer Onora O’Neill makes arelated point about transparency (O’Neill, 2002: 95):If powerful institutions are allowed to publish, circulate andpromote material without indicating what is known and what isrumour, what is derived from a reputable source and what isinvented, what is standard analysis and what is speculation, whichsources may be knowledgeable and which are probably not, theydamage our public culture and all our lives.Journalists do get things wrong. The test of sincerity is the effort aimedat achieving some fit between what one believes and what one says andmaking an effort to correct wrongs. Theoretically, the growing use ofby-lines alongside email addresses and comment spaces online, shouldimprove transparency and make journalists more careful aboutaccuracy. This opening up of an exchange between writers and readerscould be a positive and democratizing step but what does accountabilitymean in a world in which work that is produced under one name mighthave been written by three other people? A reporter explained how arandomly chosen story was put together:Reporter: My story would have only been 250 words. They musthave added to that, they must have then cut and pastewith that.Interviewer: So basically this story is pasted together: somethingthat the newspaper had picked up from the Sun withbits from PA and then stitched together with yesterday’sstory?Reporter: Yeah, I think so, that looks like what’s happened, yeah.Interviewer: And yet it’s gone under your single by-line. I mean what isthe by-line policy?Reporter: They don’t have policies. I think this is an old-fashionedview of the world.Interviewer: So why do they bother to put names on at all?
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Reporter: I don’t know. I think because they just think that it looksmore authoritative with a name. I think they don’t care,that’s the problem. They don’t care so your name’ssometimes on it, someone else’s name’s sometimes on it.(Reporter, national daily, 2008)The production cycle of newspapers means that journalists rarely knowexactly how their work will look on the page. Sub-editors routinely re-write copy, perhaps because a bigger story has broken and everythinghas to be cut to accommodate it, or because several different people areworking on the same story, or because it doesn’t read well or follow theright style. What is new is that with the speed-up of work on the internet,and the need for several daily deadlines, new material is routinely beingadded to a story without any change of the original by-line (see Phillips,this volume) and the ‘cobbled together’ results are ending up online andin the newspaper. As one journalist put it:I mean they add stuff in [...]. We’ll get the paper the next day andthere’s big chunks of stuff that have been shoved in from theinternet […]; and they [other specialist reporters] are pulling theirhair out going ‘well that’s not true and it’s got my name on it’.(Reporter, national daily, 2008)On the internet, where everything is accessible and checkable,journalism could be moving towards a greater accountability. KevinMarsh, editor-in-chief of the BBC College of Journalism, looks to a futurein which journalism is all about ‘[g]athering data and helping eachindividual in the audience mine it for a unique take’ (Marsh, 2008: 33).Alan Rusbridger, editor of the Guardian, appears to be moving hisnewspaper in this direction: subject specialists will in future be allowedto publish directly to the web without going through a news editor(Smith, 2008), a move which will also make them directly responsible,and therefore accountable, for their own ethical judgements.However this view of the future of journalism does not quite squarewith a present in which, according to research from Cardiff University(Davies, 2008: 74) some 30 per cent of news stories in the five ‘mostprestigious’ national newspapers are unattributed rewrites of PressAssociation stories in which there is little possibility of audiences beingable to ‘mine’ the original data because they have no idea where it comesfrom. There is nothing necessarily wrong with the increased use of PressAssociation copy, given the amount of space that newspapers now haveto fill each day. What is dubious, from an ethical point of view, is thepractice of using it without attribution. If individual journalists have no
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ownership of what goes out under their name, and no obligation toattribute work taken directly from other journalists; if there are fewpractical means of ensuring a fit between what they individually believeand what they ‘say’ (or at least their institutions require them to say), itis hard to see how they can act with sincerity in their attempts to beaccurate.
Conclusion: Ethics, Democracy and
RegulationIn our introduction we asked what resources and working conditionsjournalists require if they are to have the opportunity to act withaccuracy, sincerity and hospitality. It is clear from the evidence that, formany journalists those conditions do not exist. In the past, those whochose to work for ‘serious’ news organizations, could depend onregulation (in the broadcast sector) or the desire of their own proprietorsto accrue cultural capital, as some form of protection for ethical action. Onthe basis of our research, as newspapers and broadcasters move online,and at a time when many of the old commercial certainties are beingundermined, the already limited autonomy of journalists and theirfreedom to act ethically is in danger of being further eroded. If thishappens then we can expect an accelerating loss of trust in the newsmedia as a means by which people can inform themselves ‘as citizens’(O’Neill, 2002) and a commensurate loss of cultural and symbolic capitalfor news organizations.Clearly action is required but who should take the lead? Governmentshave been prepared to formulate policy on questions of mediaownership and mergers, on intellectual property rights and freedom ofinformation, but they have been extremely reluctant to press for formalregulation of media content, especially in relation to news:The Government strongly believes that a free press is vital to thehealth of our democracy. There should be no laws that specificallyseek to restrict that freedom and Government should not seek tointervene in any way in what a newspaper or magazine chooses topublish. (DCMS, 2003: 1)News content regulation has been limited to insisting that public servicebroadcasters carry prime-time news bulletins that should be free of thepolitical partisanship that characterizes the British newspaper market.Other than that, the pursuit of accurate, sincere and hospitable reporting
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has been devolved to the voluntary code of the Press ComplaintsCommission and, above all, news organizations themselves.The preferred mode of liberal democratic policy behaviour in relationto content issues is, therefore, not statutory control (with its implicationsof ‘Big Brother’ oversight) but self-regulation where industries workunder the guidance of codes drawn up and monitored by members ofthose industries in a way that is designed to be less top-down and more‘flexible’ than traditional governmental intervention. Self-regulation,according to its supporters, is the ‘least worst’ system of regulation in ademocratic environment, as a senior official at the PCC explains:Self-regulation [has] got all kinds of rough edges, all kinds of waysit can be made to work better, but if you consider the alternativeswhich are either some kind of regulation by the state […] orregulation through statute, politicians or judges, I think that allthose outcomes would be worse than self-regulation. (Interview)It is fairly obvious why the industries themselves should favour self-regulation. Voluntary compliance with the codes and the breaking of therules often leads to negligible penalties. Consider the case of the PCC’sregulation of the UK newspaper industry where the ‘[h]ounding ofasylum seekers and trial by media [...] have shown how ugly the power ofthe press can be’ (Riddell, 2003). One would expect in thesecircumstances frequent condemnations by the regulator of the excessesof the tabloid press in particular. However, a study of the first ten yearsof the PCC (Frost, 2004) showed that, out of more than 20,000complaints it received between 1991 and 2001, it adjudicated on only707 and upheld a mere 321, just over 1.5 per cent of the total. Althoughmany complaints were made about the reporting of refugees and ‘bogusasylum seekers’, not a single one was upheld – indeed, just sixdiscrimination complaints were upheld in those ten years (Frost, 2004:113). Partly, this is because the PCC does not allow third-partycomplaints and partly it is because ‘robust’ language (even if offensive tosome) is entirely acceptable; partly, however, it is because the PCC is acreature of the industry it seeks to regulate so that the chair of its codecommittee, for example, was for a long time the chairman of NewsInternational, publisher of the Sun and the News of the World, amongstother papers.Even where it does uphold a complaint, the PCC has no power to finenewspapers for breaches of its code or to insist on a right to reply or aprominent correction or indeed to punish illegal or unethical behaviouron the part of journalists. When Clive Goodman, the royal correspondentfor the News of the World was jailed in January 2007 for four months forillegally intercepting the voicemail of royal aides on nearly 500 occasions
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and for paying a private investigator more than £100,000 to unearthmore material about the royal family, it was not the PCC but general lawson phone-tapping that undid him. Self-regulation is designed less toprevent press misdemeanours or to tackle the offenders than it is todeflect the threat of statutory controls. As John Whittingdale, thechairman of the Parliamentary Select Committee on the media, put itwhen reflecting on the case: ‘I am a strong supporter of self-regulationbut even I can only support it if it is seen to be effective’ (quoted in Gibson,2007: 1 – emphasis added). Self-regulation, then, is less effective insecuring ethical and responsible media content than it is in protectingmedia industries from more formal systems of government intrusion.The British government remains committed to a system of press self-regulation, accepting the liberal narrative that, as the current chairmanof the PCC puts it (Meyer, 2006: 32), ‘regulation by the State or Brussels[home of the European Commission] or some combination of the twowould mark the beginning of the end of a freedom painfully acquiredover the centuries.’ The government rejected proposals in 2003 by themedia Select Committee to introduce privacy legislation on the basis ofthe government’s ‘support for self-regulation as the best possible formfor regulation of the press’ (DCMS, 2003: 11) and the most effectiveway of balancing rights to privacy and freedom of expression. It couldafford to do so because privacy legislation has effectively been brought invia European Law. Yet there is also a more pragmatic reason for agovernment’s refusal to curb an industry that spends much of its timeattacking the record of that government: it dares not alienate powerfulnewspaper proprietors whose support it will seek, particularly atelection time. According to a former national newspaper editor,despite plenty of provocations, ‘at every stage, confrontedwith cause foraction, our masters [in government] have sidled away [from pressing forregulation]. They have looked at what could, in practice, be done. Theyhave recoiled from doing it’ (Preston, 2001: 16).Indeed the government is determined to spread self-regulation intoother areas of the media and to develop new instruments of ‘co-regulation’ whereby regulators and industries work in partnership todevise rules and supervise conduct. Ofcom, the regulator charged withmonitoring commercial broadcast news, interprets the government’sorder to explore more self-regulation in a way that draws less on freespeech principles than it does on giving more power to industry andidentifies self-regulation quite explicitly with the possibility of rollingback state intervention:Ofcom’s overarching principle to seek the least intrusive regulatorymechanisms to achieve its policy objectives, enables the regulatorto step back from direct statutory control in some areas of its work,
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placing greater reliance upon industry to take more responsibilityfor its actions. (Ofcom, 2004b)This understanding of self-regulation dovetails quite neatly with the neo-liberal language of smaller government, market discipline and individualchoice. Self-regulation can be seen as a form of policy conduct thatembodies a more responsible and mature approach to governance but itcan also be seen as a sub-contracting of power – and ethical responsibility –to private industries that are committed to putting their own narrowlycommercial interests ahead of their responsibility to the public and arereluctant to provide any ethical protection to individual journalists. Theevidence provided in the previous section demonstrates that individualjournalists, far from being encouraged to act within both the letter andspirit of the PCC code, often find themselves under pressure from theiremployers to ignore it. If the employers really believed that self-regulation was workable and desirable, they would devolve the power tomake choices about what is and is not responsible journalism to those onthe ‘front line’ producing the news. The fact that they are unwilling to dothis and, indeed, that the former chair of the PCC specifically ruled thisout as a possibility, demonstrates a significant lack of faith in the conceptof effective self-regulation.Perhaps the most disturbing feature of the trend towards self-regulation is that once the principle of public supervision of theairwaves and print channels is undermined, it becomes harder to justify
any system of regulation. Sir Christopher Meyer, chairman of the PCC,argues that statutory regulation is, by its very nature, incompatible witha modern democracy and predicts that ‘one of these days the State willget out of the business of regulating content on television and radio; andthat an expanded system of self-regulation will cover all forms ofcontent delivery’ (2006: 32). This assertion is given further impetus bythe rapid development of the internet as a media platform whosecontent is exempt from many regulatory provisions. A clear distinctionhas now been made between material that is generally disseminatedand that which is ‘sought out’, in other words between linear and non-linear, ‘push’ and ‘pull’ technologies. Representatives of the latterindustries (ISPs, online content producers and advertisers) are callingfor modest self-regulatory structures in order to stimulate innovationand creativity and to maintain the ‘diversity’ of the online world.This perception of statutory regulation as ‘stifling’ and ‘burdensome’and the equation of innovation with the freedom to manoeuvre in themarket without regulatory impediments is becoming increasinglydominant in media policy debates. With the development of web TV,personal video recorders and online news, regulators are re-evaluatingtheir approach to content regulation and shifting responsibility for
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content not just on to the industry but on to audiences themselves.According to a highly experienced regulator, formerly at Ofcom:A single regulatory body can’t operate by diktat any more so thereshould be an emphasis on seeking self- and co-regulatory decisionsbecause if we get a situation where there are many people viewingcontent that is falling completely out of Ofcom control, then you’vegot to try and look to the content providers to start shoulderingsome of the responsibility for the nature of that content. […] [But] Iactually think that the general public are going to have to becomemore savvy about the nature of content delivery and take moreresponsibility for themselves and their families, just as they dowithchoosing a nursery school and all the rest of it.Self-regulation outsources ethical practice either to individual users whohave little power to influence media content (except through their‘market power’) or, overwhelmingly, to institutions who, because ofcompetition and economic uncertainty, show little willingness to providethe space and resources to journalists to act ethically. The internet, farfrom expanding mechanisms of accountability and responsibility, isinstead being used as a justification for minimizing regulation and formoving the burden to report ethically from a public duty to one ofcorporate self-interest and private reflection.
Endnotes1. See for example Christians et al. (1993), Couldry (2006), Silverstone (2006),Ward (2005).2. It is clear from the account of the changing dynamics of the media processgiven throughout this book that such ethical questions apply to anyonewho now contributes to the media process, whether as source, as non-professional producer, as website poster, and so on. For more detailedaccounts of these and related issues, see Couldry (2006) and Couldry (2008).3. See Kant (1983), Ricoeur (2007), Silverstone (2006).4. See Dayan (2007), but note that Dayan’s concerns may be addressed by anaccount of ‘hospitality’ that builds less from Silverstone’s territorial notionthan from Ricoeur’s idea of ‘linguistic hospitality’ (2007).
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ChapterFour
Culture Shock: New Media
and Organizational Change

in the BBC

Peter Lee-Wright

IntroductionA culture that grew organically for the best part of a century is nowundergoing a revolutionary transformation in response to changes in newsconsumption – facilitated by new technologies – and to accommodate theeconomic and political pressures bearing down on the BBC. Tracking thisnew dawn through the experience and opinion of many of those involvedreveals divergent opinions on how radical, valuable and sustainable it all is,and exposes fault-lines within an organization keen to lay its old image of‘Auntie’ to rest, while seeking a new relevance and appeal for the twenty-first century. Newmedia has been a convenient TrojanHorse for importinga root and branch reorganizationmany thought long overdue at BBCNews.This short account can only offer a few stanzas from that odyssey. It looksat hownew technologymeets changing patterns of consumption; hownewplatforms of delivery have pitted technology against creativity; and howthe BBC has managed the change.
New Technology, Old Attitudes‘When they set up the BBC News website, just a few guys did a terrificjob, but they wouldn’t even allow links to any other BBC programmes,’recalled a senior BBC executive from that time.1 All organizations tendto suffer from this sclerosis, where departmental imperia are fiercelydefended as synonymous with job security and status, and change can
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only occur within established structures. There was a growing awarenessamong BBC management that cautious step-change was an inadequateresponse to exponential growth in multi-platform competition andrecurrent attacks on the BBC’s independence and licence fee. Theyneeded a more radical approach to meet these multiple challenges. Thatwould involve many minds and initiatives, but one key feature was thebirth of Future Media and Technology (FM&T), an über-divisional bodythat was to claw back investment decisions from those traditionallywarring departments and drive a more forward-looking approach to thefuture, predicated on a new media strategy. News, traditionally exemptfrom the organizational changes and strictures routinely visited onmore ratings-driven departments, was not to escape the FM&T oversight.They too were to feel the white heat of new technologists breathingdown their necks and demanding they up their game. In many respects,they responded positively.Television is by definition a high tech game, but the senior journalistsin News were used to being accompanied by producers and crews thatlooked after all the technology and left them to concentrate on thereporting. Today, correspondents often travel alone and unencumbered,enabling them to arrive unnoticed in a country closed to reporters. Boththe BBC and ITN reported from Zimbabwe during the 2008 elections,when banned from doing so. As Robin Elias, Managing Editor of ITN says:We actually presented an evening news programme from the centreof Harare during the crackdown, during the election, when weweren’t allowed in there let alone to broadcast out of it, and webroadcast live from a back garden over a BGAN mobile phone,2 asatellite phone, and it sort of dawned on everybody […] that there’svirtually nowhere in the world that isn’t accessible now.Not only does this technology make stories easier to reach and report, butit can have a significant effect on cutting costs. While ITN claims to bespending roughly the same amount of money on foreign newsgathering asbefore, but spreading it further, BBCNews has suffered severe budget cuts.Clearly the satellite phone does not deliver the world-class engineeringstandards for which British television was world-renowned, but a morevisually sophisticated audience, used to home videos and low resolutioninternet pictures, is willing to wear that if the content justifies it. As theHead of Newsgathering Operations at BBC News, Martin Turner, says:There is no point every broadcaster doing the same because theaudience now has access to the original sources of information. Thesuccessful news organization will be the one that suppliesdistinctive information and context.
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Changing Patterns of ConsumptionThe process of news journalism has been profoundly affected by newmedia, not just in the technology available to its gatherers and to its editorsand distributors, but to its consumers and their modes of consumption.The exploding multi-channel environment, the technology to manipulateit, and the internet with its endless options and direct sources all givethe consumer the choice previously made by the news editor. These arethe bigger drivers of change, because they challenge the very bedrockof the BBC’s belief in its natural supremacy, and call into question itsunique funding formula and the public service role it was devised toprovide. The licence fee – a government-set, legally enforced levy onevery television set in the land – was conceived when the BBC waswithout competition. Commercial terrestrial channels on both televisionand radio forced the BBC to become more competitive in most forms ofprogramming, but News remained a fixed point largely above the fray.Before the arrival of BSkyB and the exploding number of digital channels,most viewers would encounter at least one full news bulletin during thecourse of an evening’s viewing. The zapper, time shift technology anddigital channels made news very avoidable, and the total audiencesquickly began to slide. The BBC perceives this as not only a matter ofaudience fragmentation, but long-term cultural drift away from news.Responding to that threat has become a full-time concern for executivessuch as BBC News’ Head of Development Simon Andrewes:We’ve got a long-term decline in our television news audiences […]We have a particular decline among the more down-marketaudiences and particularly our younger audiences, and it’s theyounger audience in particular which you sense are leavingtelevision altogether.The television industry regulator Ofcom has commissioned two reportson the subject within five years, tracking the changing perception anddemands of the audience:There are indications of greater levels of disconnect to the content ofnews. Some 55 per cent of people agreed that much of the news onTVwas not relevant to them, up from34per cent in 2002. Indicatively,more people in 2006 than 2002 agreed that they only followed thenews when something important or interesting was happening(26 per cent compared to 32 per cent). (Ofcom, 2007b: 8)This drift presents a huge challenge to the very nature of broadcastnews, namely news that is aimed at the whole population, reflective of
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communally held values and objectives. As historians of the BBC fromAsa Briggs (1985) to David Hendy (2007) record, the Corporation hastraditionally held the nation together but the verities that construct acentral news agenda agreeable to all are under attack from socialatomization and the technical alternatives. A ‘pick and mix’ culture hasgrown out of the plethora of sources, promoting a personalization ofdemand, the software for which is provided by many websites. RSS feedsand aggregation engines build a user profile and supply content thatmatches the individual’s tastes and interests. Fuelled by a hostile right-wing press, a growing number of people not only see no need to buy intothe shared platform of broadcast news, but actively oppose it for notsuiting their particular interests. Thus the Ofcom report identified theyoung and immigrant groups as particular news refusers (Ofcom, 2007b:61 and 66).3 To add to News’ woes, a recent BBC Trust review reportedand endorsed widespread discontent within the national regions at aperceived metropolitan bias in BBC News.Audiences see the BBC as too preoccupied with the interests andexperiences of London, and that those who live elsewhere in the UKdo not see their lives adequately reflected on the BBC. It is notacceptable that a BBC funded by licence fee payers across the wholecountry should not address the interests of them all in fair measure.(BBC Trust 2008: 7)BBC management have accepted the need to accede to these powerfulvoices from Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, but point out that theyhave neither the resources nor the share of the digital spectrum to deliverparallel news programmes in all these regions. But with the licence feeunder constant review and frequent attack, they cannot afford to becomplacent. Constantly buffeted by every special interest group, andaccused of social, racial and political bias from all sides, BBC News hasusually managed to remain aloof and retain an authority based upon thequality and certainty of its journalism. But the paradigm of telling peoplewhat they need to know to function in a democratic society appears tobe givingway to amodel that offers people what theywant –when, whereand how theywant it. Newmedia have not only facilitated this change, butexpedited it. BBC Head of News Peter Horrocks sees the shift away frommass broadcasting to individualized news on demand as inevitable:People who’ve got an interest in [the news] through the web,through new devices, through mobiles and whatever, are going tohave a plethora of informationwhich they can assess for themselves,a range of opinions. But because of that kind of fragmentation ofinformation, for people who are less interested in it, they’re less
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likely to come across it and they may just get quite an incompleteview of theworld through the information sources that theywill see.The BBC cannot afford to move too far towards being merely a supplyline for that incomplete view, not least because of the implications fordemocracy. A generation that elects to ignore all discourses of noimmediate relevance to themselves worries politicians who fear theirpower basemaywitherwith the audience. For some years the Governmenthas pressurized the BBC to find new ways of re-engaging the young withthe political process, warning them that their licence fee is dependentupon serving all sectors of the community, but news is necessarilyimmune to fad and fashion. New technology has been hailed as the HolyGrail that will help BBC News reconnect.
New Platforms of DeliveryWith its reach down 4 per cent from 2001 to 2008,4 BBC TV News isholding up better than ITN but is pledged to help the BBC stem theiraudience shrinkage as best it can, both by adopting the new devices andplatforms attractive to the young and by adapting their current practicesto better serve their audience’s demands. The Future Media andTechnology division has a range of strategies for, as they say at publicpresentations: ‘keeping the BBC relevant in the digital world’. High hopesare invested in mobile telephony as the means for reclaiming theyounger audience, because they use their mobiles as their maincommunication and information tool. FM&T see it as the ‘4th screen’,after cinema, television and the internet. It is, as they say, ‘personal, localand immediate’, with the widest possible reach for keeping peopleconnected, not least to the BBC, and to ‘essential information’, such assports updates when entrapped in family weddings.BBC Radio – whose news reach has remained stable at 50 per cent – isalso exploring ways of aggregating content around the musicand messages people want. Already radio is being consumed throughdigital TV sets (20 per cent), internet (15 per cent) and mobilephones (10 per cent),5 and the inevitable move towards a singlecommunications portal also offers the possibility of slipping personalizednews services to people using ever more sophisticated metadata. Youmay not be interested in financial news but, for instance, if you listen tohip hop, the technology may well infer an interest in street culture. Withthe same sense of cultural positioning, the BBC runs content channels onthe leading video-sharing site YouTube and has struck distribution dealswith two of the biggest social networking sites, FaceBook and Bebo. Bythis means, not only are the more accessible stories made available to a
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wider, younger audience, but – it is hoped – the BBC News brand is mademore desirable.The internet remains the key platform in BBC FM&T thinking, and theBBC News website is infinitely more important to BBC News than theequivalent at ITN and Channel 4 News. Unlike the BBC, these do not runa 24-hour rolling news channel, so they do not enjoy the same closesynchronicity of a 24–7 multimedia newsroom that the BBC has nowbecome. The BBC News web team look upon the Sky News and the
Guardian newspaper websites as their key competitors. Twelve per centof BBC News uptake is through the website and it is growing. They talkof the progressively empowering process of ‘Find–Play–Share’, wherethe audience relationship with the news is transformed from passive toactive, enabling them to contribute, challenge and correct the journalism.Some of the journalists are less excited by this new dawn, seeing a greatdeal of power vested in the hands of technical staff and feeling that theirown worth has been downgraded. Some senior BBC News executivesexpressed confidential disquiet to me at the zealotry that puts so muchbelief and resources in the mechanics of delivery platforms, at cost to thecore values of content creation:I think one of the big leaps for the BBC, which we haven’t madeyet, is to understand that we are content creators, we are notdistributors. But of course the whole fibre of our being is aboutdistributing it and we are spending an awful lot of money on doingthat. I think that when history comes to be written, that will be seenas a mistake because, in fact, the people who will be really good atdistributing content will be the people like Google, who can buildserver cities. We can’t do that; we haven’t the money to do that; wehaven’t the expertise to do it.
Technology versus CreativityThere has always been a tension between the production and broadcastsides of the BBC. This division finds cultural expression in the tensionbetween ‘creatives’ and ‘techies’. It has been observed that, during timesof confidence and expansion, the BBC invest in programmes and people;at other times it favours the hardware that cannot argue back. The currentemphasis on new media is the apotheosis of the techie ascendancy, withthe FM&T newspeak its dominant argot. George Orwell got his inspirationfor Nineteen Eighty-Four while working at the BBC: ‘Newspeak was theofficial language [...] The purpose of Newspeak was not only to provide amedium of expression for the world-view and mental habits [...] but tomake all other modes of thought impossible’ (Orwell, 1949). Orwell will
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have encountered the sophisticated orthodoxy that determinesjournalistic standards within the BBC, an unspoken regimen that ensuresthe same stories are given roughly the same prominence and treatmentacross its many news platforms and exposes no editor to the charge ofhaving a personal agenda, unlike that lauded in newspapers.Ethnographic studies of the BBC, such as those by Burns (1977) and Born(2005), have noted this corporate consensus that tends to stifle debate.But the FM&T newspeak has a different emphasis that challenges the oldhierarchy of values, and unleashes a new set of tastes and standards,while demanding a corporate loyalty. ‘Get web savvy, or we die…’ ravedformer FM&T Director Ashley Highfield, dutifully headlined in the housenewspaper Ariel (13/3/07: 1).The BBC website was constructed early in the broadband cycle, and ithas struggled to keep up with the exponential growth in demand forbandwidth, with more video and interactivity. The FM&T team areworking to ‘reconstruct the architecture of bbc.co.uk to increase findabilityandmaximise routes to content’ and ‘harness the power of the audience toenhance journalism and help distribute the content more widely’ (KevinHinde, BBC FM&T Head of Software Development, Journalism, 2008,interview with the author). But News has yet to find new ways of instanttransmission, which distinguish it from the secondary uses being exploredby other programme genres. Websites have the vital capacity to trackusage instantly, and the BBC website announces its ‘Most Popular StoriesNow’ in three separate lists: ‘E-mailed, Read andWatched/Listened’. Morepertinently, the multimedia Sky Newsroom is festooned with screensadvising editorial staff of the most popular story on the website, and theonewith themonth’s highest cumulative total of hits. Steve Bennedick, SkyNews Head of Interactive, says it is not there to drive editorial decision-making, but to inform it:I think there’s a lot to be said for a journalist being aware of whatthe clicks are going on, but following his own or her own instinctsand judgement […] It’s a non-linear environment online but abroadcast is at the moment via the traditional linear running order,and the two are different.A BBC online editor says that page hits ‘influence’ story priority, but admitsthat page leads may yield sufficient information, thereby evading clicksand skewing that assessment. Another problem is the marked disjuncturebetween these polls of audience predilection and the News editors’perception of news priority. On a day when the BBC News web page leadwas ‘Africa turns up heat on Zimbabwe’, the most popular story was ‘Footmystery baffles Mounties’ – the macabre mystery of five severed humanfeet washing up on the shores of British Columbia (BBC News website,
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19 June 2008). As people votewith their feet to avoid the depressing, distantZimbabweelections, there is no sign that editors are yetmoved to followsuit.But even before facing the audience and staff losses of the last two years,then Head of TV News Peter Horrocks raised the issue of stories morepopular with the punters than with the editors. Speaking to the ReutersInstitute of Journalism in Oxford in November 2006, he called for:…an unembarrassed embrace of subject areas that have too oftenbeen looked down on as too pavement-level or parish-pump’ andtold through local accents and personalities. The days of the BBCtalking down to them and trying to tell this audience what to thinkare over because they can simply switch off or ignore us if we don’tspeak to them in their voice. (http://reutersinstitute.politics.ac.uk)This confronts the dichotomy at the heart of the BBC’s current choices,maybe better defined as incipient schizophrenia. They have longbalanced the cultural heights of arts and drama with the popularattractions of sports and entertainment. Now, shifting notions of realityand democracy challenge News’ authority. Revered internationally as abeacon of truth and light, BBC News appears to believe it can only nowsurvive if it does the people’s bidding and adopts their modes of speech.BBC News now has an ‘entertainment cluster’; and the biggest claimmade for newmedia is that they democratize the process and allow otherviews to bloom than those of the man in the suit reading the news. Ofcourse, he is only reading an autocue, and the extent to which viewers’ e-mails or mobile phone footage influences what appears on screenremains firmly in the hands of the news editor.The BBC makes much of the invitation to people to have their say andsend in their shots, but there is little evidence of a transformed agenda.Former BBC producer Kevin Sutcliffe, now Deputy Head of News andCurrent Affairs at Channel 4, feels that the whole BBC News invitation tothe audience is ‘disingenuous, invented to look as if the licence payerhas a say – they don’t’. BBC News Channel anchor and former foreigncorrespondent Ben Brown takes a more pragmatic view of increasedinteractivity with the audience. ‘What we broadcast is always subjectiveanyway and is informed by what we think the audience is interested inand I guess it just gives us a better idea of what they actually areinterested in if we can hear from them not day by day, but minute byminute’. But he admits that UGC (User Generated Content) such as thepictures from people’s mobile phones are only useful when they are aunique source from a particular event.The pressure to involve the public has grown apace and has takenmany different forms. In November 2006, the BBC News Channellaunched the weekly half-hour Your News, ‘the first news programme to
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be entirely based on emails and views sent in by you’. The re-launchednightly news on Britain’s terrestrial channel Five also carries a final Your
News item supplied with viewer stories about such local issues as cyclistsand school campaigns. Neither initiative has yet broken a story to makethemain news, and this remains the fault-line. The public has always beena potential source for stories, as have their pictures – like AbrahamZapruder’s iconic 8mm film footage of the 1963 Kennedy assassination ormobile phone shots of the July 2005 London bombings – but these eventsare very rare. As the founding Director of the Institute of Ideas, Claire Foxsuggested (at a combative BBC conference debating the relative merits ofnew media), academic researchers are ‘obsessed with new media’, whilejournalists are having ‘a collective nervous breakdown’:The BBC says the public are seen as important in creating news. Butwhat do we think about reliability and trustworthiness? Whathappens if the news those users e-mail in is banal, local, parochial,not actually revealing at all? If objective truth-seeking – asaspirational classical journalism is – gives way, what does thatmean for challenging the agenda of power?What is the point of extending democracy in this way if the price is theatomization of voices and the destruction of investigative skills? Even themore determined fans of newmedia and its potential recognize the dangersof News primarily being delivered by associative choice rather thandirected content. TomLoosemore is one of the leading internet thinkers andwas Project Director, BBC 2.0, before going to Ofcom in late 2007 to head upstrategy on converging digital media and a planned Public ServicePublisher. He rejects charges that the internet is amore isolated experiencethan television viewing, and feels it is the best thing that has happened todemocracy. ‘It’s the most conversational medium that the world has yetinvented, the internet. You can have conversations over time and space in away you simply can’t with television – and global conversations.’Another guru, a former Silicon Valley dot.com entrepreneur, is anapostatewho ‘saw the light’ overWeb 2.0. AndrewKeen talks of the ‘digitalnarcissism’ that has delivered ‘superficial observations rather than deepanalysis, shrill opinions rather than considered judgement’ (Keen, 2007: 10)and he says that ‘the challenge for professional newspeople is to learn toemancipate yourselves from the mass humility and “noble amateurism”’that he sees throttling good journalism:The social network bubble is bursting. Web 3.0 will be where thesmart people seize back control and get rid of this ‘social’ media,which fetishizes the innocent, the amateur, the child in us all. I amnot against the internet, but I am for curating it by experts.
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As both Keen and Loosemore agree, everyone needs some guidance, someauthoritative aid in reading their world. That is BBC News’ mission, butthe argument continues to rage around whether this is, as Loosemorewould contend, the painful self-reinvention of a democratized anddiversified discourse that has thankfully replaced the old didacticism, oras Keen asserts, the time for those in the know to reassert control. Unlikeprint media, both the regulated impartiality and the editorial complexityof broadcast news make it more difficult for individuals to emerge whocan define their respective worlds. Nonetheless, hammered by attacks ontheir integrity – from the government-ordered Hutton inquiry, followingthe BBC’s exposure of the ‘dodgy dossier’ on which the UK went to war inIraq, to a number of instances where programmes misled the public,which led to a crisis in public trust in 2007 – editors have looked for newways to weld a relationship with their audience. New media haveprovided a kit of parts from which they can construct a new narrative.
New Ways of WorkingOn Sunday 15 June, 2008, the BBC News web team finally moved inalongside their television colleagues to complete the transformationof the BBC Multimedia newsroom. While considered for some time,the move was finally precipitated by economic necessity, withswingeing cuts visited on News as part of a corporation-wide cull toaccommodate a reduced licence fee. Some 300 of the 3,400 journalistposts were being lost and the profligate duplication of resources innews cover was addressed by this refashioning of the culture as onemachine, rather than a set of disparate factions. Newsgathering andthe three output platforms – TV, Radio and Web – sit and worktogether now, served by a Mediawire service that aggregates allexternal video and sound sources. The BBC’s main competitors have alsogone through the multimedia process. Sky News had moved its onlinejournalists alongside the television news teams the year before, andITN and Channel 4 News have taken the same path. But none of theseshare the combined weight of a 24-hour news channel, a regionalsupply line and a radio network that the BBC has. As the Deputy Editorof Channel 4 News, Martin Fewell, says:One of the BBC’s big advantages when they moved online, apartfrom having oodles of cash, was the fact that it was alreadygenerating massive amounts of text. It had two radio newsrooms, aworld service radio newsroom and a domestic radio newsroom. Italready had a Ceefax operation as well and had forty local radio
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stations, all producing 24/7 or 18/7 radio bulletins […] And it’s avery sort of clever, ingenious way to make use of the copy they’realready generating by re-versioning it slightly.The digital hub at the heart of the multimedia newsroom allows alljournalists and editors to access material from the moment of its loggingin to use across all the BBC platforms. This works for themass of facts andeyewitness accounts that make up some 80 per cent of news, but in somejournalists’ minds tends to reduce them to butchers supplying a sausagemachine. Our limited ethnographic study among the BBC News web teamfound many frustrated journalists acting as no more than sub-editorsreformatting copy. Elsewhere, news reporters are expected to cover agrowing number of outlets, acrossmultiple platforms and bulletins, whichinevitably reduces the amount of time for the original newsgathering (seeDavis, this volume). Meanwhile, senior correspondent appearances andlive feeds overnight have also been cut to savemoney. At Channel 4 News,dot.com entrepreneur Ben Cohen was the first correspondent to be hiredspecifically to service the three daily television bulletins, their online siteand their planned digital radio channels, relying largely on his expertiseto comment on technology stories and leaving, as he points out, preciouslittle time for original journalism. Peter Horrocks admits to the dangers ofhis journalists being spread too thin, but says that the balance has to bestruck between coherence and diversity.There are some processes in terms of bringing the content from thefield, fromwhere the journalism is being originated to the platforms,which can be quite synthesized. You can have planning, and intakeoperations, which are shared but then the teams that choose thecontent for the different platforms, at themoment at least, are largelysingle platform. And especially in news areas which are very rapidresponse it makes sense to do that because if people have got to domore than one platform at a time that can slow things down. So yes,we’re going in a multimedia direction but it doesn’t mean thateveryone is working in a multimedia way all the time.Few of what ITN’s Managing Editor Robin Elias calls ‘the big beasts’ arealso expected to shoot and edit their ownmaterial as well, but ‘some veryold-established experienced reporters, producers, actually have taken toit very well. Because a lot of the systems are so intuitive, if you like, it’senabled even the old hands to get a grip of it very quickly.’ He would notexpect them to edit big rolling stories, but admitted that more wereediting their own – and 30 of his editors were being laid off that veryday. Broadcast journalist Vanessa Edwards is one of many who took
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voluntary redundancy from BBC News, because at 42 she felt newworking patterns favour the young. She instances the replacement ofgraphic designers by software that she was expected to operate herselfas one example of the technologization of her role, producing bulletinson the News Channel night shift.I loved my job, which I had been doing for 10 years, but they mademe an offer I could not refuse. It was a time to move on: it isincreasingly a young person’s world. I would not say it is worse, butit is different.Both Horrocks and Elias admit that the fast-moving technologicaldemands do favour the young, for whom the skills are second nature, buteven some of them complain at the workload and allege that it leads tomany more mistakes being broadcast. The most far-reaching changes inwork practices have occurred in regional newsrooms, where productivityhas been kept up by a dwindling number of staff. Hemmingway (2008)spent 12 years as a BBC reporter, producer and news editor at BBCNottingham. Her study, Into the Newsroom, uses Actor Network Theory tochart a reading of the advance of new technologies as a complicatingfactor in an already complex process. She takes various examples of theways in which machinery such as the digital hub can become a narrowportal whose control is fought over by competing agencies, elevating thetechnically competent over the journalist:Those operators who consider themselves to be moretechnically adept, deliberately stress how their communicationis between machines rather than human actors […] the reporter isdeliberately bypassed, perceived as a subsidiary actor whosepresence is more often than not considered to be a hindrance.(Hemmingway, 2008: 153)But digital technology has progressively conditioned content in waysthat challenge the core values of news. The Electronic News ProductionSystem (ENPS) developed by Associated Press is the textual heart of thedigital system, what former Head of BBC News Richard Sambrook called‘the spine of the BBC’s daily news operation’ and the Jupiter system is thevideo production system that Hemmingway calls ‘the black box hub’, oneshe reports journalists can be reluctant to use as it loses them controlover their material, which can now be accessed by anyone on the system(2008: 148). Journalists prefer to preserve their own exclusives. Oneexplanation Director-General Mark Thompson advances for the lack ofnational regional stories on the network news is that – if and when theyoccur – those regional newsrooms naturally hold them back for their
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own 6.30 regional bulletins, rather than have them poached for thenational 6 o’clock bulletin.Another key regional development in BBC News has been the trainingand deployment of video journalists, who do report, shoot and edit ontheir own. Since September 2001, Paul Myles has been responsible forputting 650 people through the 3-week video journalist trainingcourse. A former cameraman and picture editor, he feels that VJs haveadded new pictorial quality to regional news, where journalists toofrequently ‘wrote the story first’ and did not let the pictures tell thestory. ‘You don’t need to be a journalist to be a good video journalist’ hesays, although around 90 per cent of those he has trained are:Video journalism is very much the key to the BBC’s plans for a newweb-based service that it’s constructing at this very moment. Wecan’t make it happen if we’re dependent on traditional ways ofworking. The only way we can make it happen is if we use VJs,because of cost essentially.Some regional news editors have been less than enamoured by thequality of VJ work, and currently only use an average of two in a half-hour programme normally running eight items. They have been‘encouraged’ to double this uptake to at least four in every ten reports, afact retailed by Davies (2008), where he equates this imperative with thepressure on journalists across the print and broadcast spectrum toproduce more at lower costs, with predictable effects on quality. Daviesalso quotes at length from memos and guides circulating in BBC NewsInteractive on beating the opposition by getting the story up first:Some of the results are worrying. Journalists on News Interactivesay the pressure for speed is sometimes so great that they arerequired to write half of their story before it happens, a job whichis made even more difficult by the fact that, in the same fiveminutes, they are expected to harmonise the story they write withthe rest of the BBC’s coverage. (Davies 2008: 7)This pressure sits uneasily with the public rhetoric to include the ‘user’more, the management of whom can take time. UGC is a much-soughtsource, particularly at times like the terrorist attacks in London and atGlasgow airport, where public images were the first to be broadcast untilnews crews made it through the security cordons. But, as we have seen,televisionhas always grabbed thebest pictures it can fromany source. Itmayhave recently discovered that its audience is composed of sentient beingswith views of their own – and evolvedmeans of tracking those views – butthe running orders remain surprisingly unaffected, to the relief of many.
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Change is noticed in local regions and local news, where resourceshave been run down at both the BBC and ITV. ITV, originally a federationof regional companies, is downsizing from 17 news regions to nine,albeit that 18 new ‘sub-regions’, including Tyne-Tees, will get their ownsix minutes of local news belted within the regional programmes at 6.00p.m. On 21 November 2008, the BBC Trust overruled the BBC’s proposalsfor a local TV news service delivered exclusively on broadband.7 Itdecided that it did not meet the Public Value Test and would damagecommercial competitors in that field, notably newspaper proprietors.With the digital switchover due in 2012, the BBC is not only fighting toretain audience share with a reduced income, but is also facing anencirclement of commercial interests keen to make inroads on its uniquefunding and its multiple fields of excellence, where those companies seetheir potential profits constrained by the BBC’s free services. News isnot under direct fire, but the BBC’s economies of scale and the internationalpre-eminence that help sustain it are, so an overweening obsession withnew media could be seen as threatening to divert attention from thedemocratic values at stake.Former Channel 4 News Editor Charlie Beckett, now Director of Polis,the journalism and society think-tank, feels there is a false dichotomyabout whether new media works for or against democracy. ‘I don’t thinkthe e-mail us your view is that important […] but I can’t believe there arestill people who argue citizens shouldn’t be part of the [journalistic]process.’ Patrick Barwise, who chaired the Department of Culture, Mediaand Sport’s critical review of the BBC’s new digital channels in 2004 andthe BBC Governors’ review of public attitudes to the licence fee, feels theBBC has protected its core business well, delivering great content andgreat value for money. ‘All new technologies have been overhyped interms of revenue and audience behaviour’, he says, whereas all they dois enhance convenience. ‘There is overwhelming evidence that in 2020television will still be being watched the way it is now, mostly live asscheduled – none of it UGC’.This is a variation on the observation that books were not killed off bymodern media, any more than recording has replaced live music. Shirkyargues that television – like the publishing and recording industries – isstill stuck in a sixteenth century model of production, where itsprohibitive economics allow centres of control (Shirky, 2008). Thedigital makes the means of production cheap and universal, shifting thefilter to the consumer. The ubiquity of reception becomes the means ofproduction. We may not have attained the future foretold in BrentMacGregor’s study of the impact of new technologies on news in the1990s (MacGregor, 1997), but many elements of his dystopian vision arehere. The lone editor selecting feeds from a cornucopia of surveillance
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cameras for a wired society – augmented by live video journalist feedsfrom the stories serving the highest subscriber predilections – has not yetreplaced the news machine, but these possibilities have shaken thecorporation to the core, leaving journalists feeling in thrall to themachine.
ConclusionAs Curran says in Chapter 1, technological bandwagons come and go, fewliving up to their promise, and the danger in BBC News would be tojettison core journalistic content creation in favour of transient deliveryplatforms. While reporters risk their lives to retail the truth from Chinaand Burma to Zimbabwe and Iraq, the values of a free, independent newsmedia, robustly committed to informing us all on the affairs of the world,are constantly being reiterated. The technological tower of Babel that isthe internet can add context and clarification to that critical role, butthere is little evidence that it can transform it, let alone supplant it. Self-appointed citizen journalists can contribute novel insights, occasionallyinvestigate issues the complacent ignore, but are no match for thecitadels of power and their systems of control.Morale at the BBC, as former Director of Programmes Bill Cottononce observed, is ‘always at an all-time low’. Cuts and re-organizationshake people’s self-confidence, which is rarely as strong as theirassured performances on screen may suggest. Budgetary pressuresfavour the young, biddable and cheap. As old dogs have difficultylearning new tricks, a naturally youthful industry says goodbye all themore quickly to the residue of talent and experience that it takesdecades to build. Current Affairs, formerly a flagship department thathas produced more BBC chiefs than any other, is now shrunk to afraction of its former size and is merely a sub-division of News. None ofthis automatically presages bad programmes, but it is instructive thatITV Chairman Michael Grade jumped to the conclusion that the trustissues that paralyzed the British television industry in 2007 were aresult of the inexperienced being over-promoted. In fact, the malaisewas more systemic and ran into a senior management that had takenits eye off the moral compass.Peter Horrocks says that public trust is now higher than it wasbefore the debacle, and it is arguable that this and the licence fee cutshave forced a much greater, long overdue soul-searching than wouldotherwise have happened. Not all is rosy or settled in the multimedianewsroom, but there is a reborn sense of confidence in BBC News that iseven willing to question some of the wilder claims of the newtechnologists. As Horrocks says:
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We probably lowered the bar a bit too much and now we areelevating it a bit. I don’t expect to see a huge amount of UGC on
Newsnight in the future […] But we will employ every trick in thebook to bring people to content that is more illuminating andinsightful than they will find elsewhere.This is a relativist position that falls short of an endorsement of corevalues. Journalists who feel that those values are threatened bytechnologically-driven reductionism are dismissed as latterday‘Luddites’. They know that the Luddites were not thoughtless vandalsopposing progress, but artisans concerned to preserve craft standardsand appropriate rates of pay. Two hundred years on, their natural heirsmay not face deportation or the gibbet, but they do face an uncertainfuture, withmore illuminating tricks yet to be turned andmore cuts to befound.

Endnotes1. All quotations, unless otherwise stated, are from original interviews ormeetings with the author.2. BGAN is a mobile satellite data transfer system that offers internet access atmore than twice the speed of GPRS in 99 countries around the world.3. Ofcom report (2007b): ‘64 per cent of young people believe that much of thenews is not relevant to them’, p. 61 and ‘Some 46 per cent of people fromminority ethnic groups felt that ethnic minorities got too little airtime inmainstream news’ (p. 66).4. Data supplied by Kevin Hinde, BBC FMT Head of Software Development,Journalism, 26 March, 2008.5. Source: Michael Gray, Interactive Platforms Producer, BBC Audio &Music, 26March, 2008.6. Ofcom’s ‘Second review of Public Service Broadcasting’ closed its publicconsultation on 19 June, 2008.7. ‘BBC Trust rejects local video proposals’, 21 November, 2008;http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/news/press_releases/2008/local_video_prov.html
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ChapterFive
Old Sources: New Bottles

Angela Phillips

Journalists and Their Sources OnlineThe relationship between journalists and their sources is central to anyclaim that the news media may make to a role within a Habermasian‘public sphere’. Through each technological change, from the invention ofthe printing press, through radio, television and now the internet, newsjournalists have sought to play a mediating role between power and thepeople. Whether they see their role, in the American professionalizedmodel, as merely a conduit for ‘objective’ information or in the SouthernEuropean model (Hallin and Mancini, 2004) as interpreter and powerbroker, or as Silverstone (1988) suggests, as story teller working tore-align cultural ties and allegiances through the establishment andre-enforcing of cultural myth, it is through their choice of relationshipsand prioritization of information that they seek to reflect, or indeed todetermine, the political and cultural agenda of the moment.So the question of who journalists speak to, how they obtain information,how they evaluate it and whose stories they choose to repeat is critical toany examination of the changing role of the news media. The purpose ofthis chapter is to consider whether the existence of the internet with itsproliferation of sources and criss-crossing inter-connected networks, ischanging the way in which information is gathered and assessed;whether it is changing the power relationships between those who havealways had privileged access to journalists and members of lessauthoritative organizations, or indeed members of the public; and howit is impacting on journalists themselves and their sense of their ownpublic place.Broadly speaking, research in this field focuses on two aspects of thisrelationship. The first envisages an adversarial relationship in which, in theversion preferred by journalists (for example, Bernstein and Woodward,1974), the doughty reporter harries officialdom for the truth behind theofficial lies. Its mirror-image is suggested by media researchers. Here it is
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the official source (primary definer), who holds the power, defines therelationship and ultimately the news agenda, by controlling the flow of, andaccess to, important information (Stuart Hall et al., 1978). Schlesinger andTumber (1999: 94) suggest more of a tug-of-war (or dance, Gans, 1979) inwhich sources compete for the attention of the journalist and for the rightto define events. In each interpretation, news is a bone tussled over by thoseseeking to establish their right to define events (‘symbolic’ capital) andjournalists (flawed or otherwise) who represent ‘the public’.The second approach moves beyond the binary power relationshipbetween sources and journalists and considers the way in which spacewithin the media is contested by organizations and individuals (Fraser,1997). In this conception, journalists are not merely guardians of thepublic’s ‘right to know’ but conductors of the information flow. Thisapproach recognizes that sources have a democratic right to be heard andthe focus here is on their strategies for representation. Voices rise and fall,as they attract the attention of the professional journalistic gatekeepers.Those with the most power will certainly attract the greatest interest butManning (2001) and Davis (2002) describe the way in which competingsources have learned to operate within a mediated environment andto make use of the agenda-setting ‘tools’ (in particular dedicated publicrelations managers) so that they are capable of challenging the role oftraditional primary definers.Manning (2001) cites, for example, the effectiveness of Greenpeace inplacing environmental issues on the public agenda. However, he points outthat these shifts are also dependent on the fortune of the mass movementsthat promote alternative perspectives. In this conception of the field,improved public relations strategies do not necessarily make news lessdemocratic. They may indeed enable greater public debate by makingalternative viewpoints visible and challenging the right of elite sources todefine symbolic capital, albeit within what Atton (2005: 349) describes as ‘ahierarchy of credibility [...] based on power, legitimacy and authoritativeness’.The task of this chapter is to consider the effect of the internet as ameans of accessing information. Has its democratizing potential – itsability to bring the voices of ordinary men and women into themainstream process of news construction – been realized? Are newchannels of communication opening up the two-way conversationbetween journalists and elite sources to let in new, competing or simplydifferent concerns? Or is it simply a case of elite sources accessingjournalists via new routes: just the same old sources in new bottles?
Journalists in the ‘Field’A sample of 89, single by-lined, news stories was taken from a range ofBritish elite, daily, national newspapers. The journalists who wrote them
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were interviewed in detail about the sourcing of each story. (In the contextof this research ‘sourcing’ is interpreted in its journalistic sense as thesourcing of any information, whether from personal exchange, or viasecondary media.) They were also asked to nominate an additional storythat they personally felt had been important. This formed the core of theresearch but additional interviews were also carried out to verify andcross-check trends and a smaller sample, from regional newspapers inthree different locations, was carried out for comparison.Although the original intention was to find a representative sample ofjournalists working for the elite press, it became clear as the researchprogressed that structural changes within newsrooms – hastened bychanges of ownership and the introduction of new technology – werehaving an uneven effect on the way in which journalists in differentpositions within the hierarchy and on different newspapers, were able tomake use of new opportunities for selection of stories and sources. Inorder to analyse the use of sources, in the context of these broaderstructural changes, I have made use of Bourdieu’s field theory whichallows us to see not only how, but also why, changes are taking place indifferent ways, across different newspapers.In Bourdieu’s conception of the ‘field’, power in society is held not onlyby those who have economic capital, but also by those who wield culturalcapital (and through it the ability to establish and maintain social normswhich he refers to as ‘symbolic capital’). Power within society circulatesacross and within defined ‘fields’ of influence (journalism, politics,medicine etc.). Within each of these fields, individuals operate according toa set of norms and assumptions (doxa) which are gradually internalized.Organizations and individuals in a field (and within organizations) arelocated along an axis. Those controlled by the state, or driven purely by thedesire to increase dividends for shareholders, lie at the ‘heteronomous’pole, of their professional ‘field’ whereas those drivenmore by the desire tomaintain their cultural position and influence, lie closer to the ‘autonomous’pole (Bourdieu, 2005).In Bourdieu’s own words, journalism is a ‘weakly autonomous field’which is, ‘structured on the basis of opposition between two poles,between those who are “purist” (most independent of state power, politicalpower and economic power), and those who aremost dependent on thesepowers and commercial powers’ (Bourdieu, 2005: 41).Within the ‘field’ of journalism, cultural capital (the ability to defineand influence events) is prized. So newspapers are keen at least toprovide the appearance of independence. In reality, with the exception ofthe Guardian, which is owned by a trust, all British newspapers areowned by large, commercially driven companies, but the logic of elite (asopposed to popular) newspapers requires that the need to pleaseshareholders must always be balanced by the need to maintain influence.In the British newspaper field, elite newspapers, since the late 1980s,
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have each occupied a niche roughly corresponding to a segment ofpolitical opinion: their fortunes rising and falling due to various externalevents but maintaining equilibrium within the field. However, ‘[a]newspaper can remain absolutely the same, not lose a single reader, andyet be profoundly altered because its relative importance in the field haschanged’ (Bourdieu, 1998: 42).In this paper Bourdieu was referring to the effect of television onFrench newspapers. A very similar – though more profound – change, iscurrently directly affecting newspapers in most developed countries andit is having a profound effect on the way journalists work. They are alladjusting working practices in response to new technology but also andfar more importantly, because of new commercial pressures in a far morecompetitive media environment (see Freedman, this volume).One of the newspapers in this study has recently changed ownership.From interviews both with those selected to discuss their news storiesand those interviewed separately, it is clear there is now a new strategypulling the newspaper (and the journalists who work for it) away fromthe position it used to occupy towards a far more commercial approach,more akin to a mass market popular newspaper’s. This is profoundlyaffecting the way in which sources are used. Under the previousownership, senior journalists were expected to be the experts in theirsubject and worked relatively autonomously. However the newmanagement has used the excuse of technological change as a reason toundermine the position of senior reporting staff (a number of thoseapproached had recently been made redundant or resigned). One seniormember of staff quipped that his regular website checks included Media
Guardian, ‘To see who has been sacked’.There was no evidence that it was an inability to adapt to newtechnology that was the key issue in staff retention. Rather it was thehunger created by the apparently limitless ‘news hole’ of the internetwhich was driving change. Increasingly the emphasis is now on speedrather than depth of work and this militates against follow-up andindependent verification of sources. Every journalist interviewed wasbeing affected to some extent by the need for speed and greater output(see Lee-Wright, this volume, for changes at the BBC), but journalists onthis particular newspaper are working faster, producing more stories andare monitored more closely by news editors, than those on the othernewspapers examined which lie closer to the ‘autonomous’ pole.
The Struggle for AutonomyWhen asked to identify a story which they hadwritten and they consideredimportant, journalists interviewed (on both national and provincial press)
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always referred to ones which they had found themselves, which wereoriginal and usually followed up with a considerable amount of research.Bourdieu (2005: 40) suggests that this need to differentiate is critical forjournalists’ perception of themselves and their control of, or at least theirrole in, the production of ‘symbolic capital’. ‘To exist in a field is todifferentiate oneself. [...] Falling into undifferentiatedness [...] means losingexistence’ (Bourdieu, 2005: 40).The individual journalist struggling to stand out, is operating in tensionwithin an increasingly ‘heteronomous field’. He or she may be pulledtowards the commercial pole dominated by audience ratings, circulationwars and the increasing importance of advertising but, within this field, itis not commercial success but originality and proof of autonomy whichare admired. It is the reporter who steps out of line and scoops the beststory who provides the paradigm upon which the mythologized vision ofthe journalist rests. One reporter explained how peer pressure pushesreporters to find their own stories:I know I’m interested when people bring in really good stories. Andif they keep doing it you’re slightly insecure about it, ‘Oh you’regetting all these good stories, where are you getting them from?’ Soit’s an admiration but it’s also a slight worry as well. (Interview 7:general reporter, national broadsheet)This drive for differentiation may not be evident in the bulk of dailyjournalism but it should not be dismissed if, as Bourdieu suggests, thejournalist’s desire for differentiation and autonomy serves as the only realcounter-weight to growing commercialization and homogeneity (2005:43, 1998: 33). Across the range of newspapers, those journalists workingat the ‘autonomous’ end of the spectrum (irrespective of their place in thehierarchy) were more likely to report a recent story which they hadoriginated independently of either the news desk, or a news diary. On onenewspaper more than half the stories randomly selected were eitheroriginal or a ‘self-generated’ follow-up story. At the other end of thespectrum, where insistence on high productivity means that somejournalists are asked to produce up to a dozen stories a day, nearly twothirds came either from the wires or were poached from another mediaoutlet (see below).Some journalists were working under such time pressure that they werenot able to point to a single recent incident of a self-generated storyalthough young journalists in particular (on all the newspapers), wereprepared to work extra hours, on top of very long days, to find new ‘offdiary’ stories and follow them up. This is not masochism. They know that,whatever the ‘desk’ might ask them to do in working hours, it is their abilityto generate their own stories which will mark them out for promotion.
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This provides rather more texture to the figures provided in researchby Cardiff University (Davies, 2008: 5) suggesting that only 12–20 percent of stories are generated ‘entirely by reporters who write them’.Journalists need time to generate their own stories. Increasing speed androlling deadlines dictate that only the most easily available sources will beused and that means the sources that the journalists already know. Onlocal and regional newspapers phone calls from the public are still a keysource of stories. On the nationals, even self-generated stories tended toemanate from, or be accessed via, known sources because they aretrusted and more easily verified:I can’t think of a decent story that I’ve got from somebody that I’dnever met or heard of before. [...] maybe unsolicited in the respectthat I’d not actually heard of them before but it was a part of arelationship I built up with people in the area generally. (Interview 7:general reporter, national broadsheet)On national dailies, stories directed to specific journalists, fromunknown sources, were rare enough to be remarked on:I received an anonymous envelope from somebody containing atwo-page print out from a spreadsheet showing what had beenspent. It’s only the second time in my life I’ve had such a documentsort of sent through the post. (Interview 5: specialist reporter,national broadsheet)I liked that story. You always dream of that happening to you, whensomebody just rings you up and says ‘guess what, this is going on’.(Interview 10: specialist reporter, national broadsheet)Both these stories required extensive follow-up research and independentverification from authoritative sources to ensure that they didn’t exposethe newspapers involved to legal action.Some stories originated on the ‘net’ but they tended to be found on theless well travelled parts of official websites, where internal documents, theagendas of up-coming meetings, Freedom of Information responses, orminutes of public meetings may be posted. Much of the material that inthe past would have come via photocopies in brown envelopes, can nowbe found published on, or hinted at, in forums or websites of official, orsemi-official organizations. Specialist journalists both locally andnationally (or those interested in building up a specialism) quicklybecome familiar with the relatively small number of related unofficialsites but they are becoming less useful as a means of finding originalmaterial because they are equally available to anyone with the knowledgeto find them.
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Although journalists said that they were finding stories on the net,they were often discovered via another newspaper or specialistmagazine websites (a tried and tested source for national newspaperstories) rather than through trawling blogs or news groups. Only thepolitical correspondents considered blogs to be of major importance (seeCouldry and Davis, this volume); most other journalists dismissed them asmainly unsubstantiated ‘gossip’ though they may be consulted to get ageneral sense of the ‘way the wind is blowing’ on a specific topic.Although this was a small sample it is worth noting that not a single storyon a national newspaper was initiated by a blog. This differs fromAmerican research suggesting that ‘Weblogs have become a mainstreamsource for the traditional media’ (Messner and DiStaso, 2008: 454).User Generated Content (UGC) has been suggested as a new way ofgetting stories (Singer, 1997; Thurman and Hermida, 2008). Indeed somesuggest that the future of journalism lies in ‘allowing the public [...] to bepart of the production’ (Beckett cited inMarsh, 2008: 33). I found only twoinstances in national newspapers of a story being discovered viaunsolicited material sent electronically to a newsroom. One was a casehistory and the other a significant source for a follow-up story. Onesection editor had given a reporter the job of checking incoming emailsfor stories and case studies. But although several said that they readcomments posted under their own stories and often found them useful, onthe whole, reporters did not trawl through UGC because it was perceivedto be too time-consuming, untrustworthy and rarely produced genuinelynew information. Most original stories were found the ‘old-fashionedway’ through talking to people, listening and following hunches. As onesection editor observed:The people who spend the whole day sitting at their desksresearching on the internet don’t get the stories. They’ve brokenthe link between the unique relationship part of journalism, whichis number one of what journalism is about, and the greaterefficiency that the net can bring. It’s only a tool and people forgetthat sometimes, they think it’s the whole thing. And unless youhave the relationships, you can’t do it. (Interview 1: section editor,national broadsheet)
The Power of Public RelationsWhile the reporters identified the off-diary stories as the ones thatseemed important, the bulk of reporting on all newspapers involvesroutine sourcing, analysing and structuring of information which isanticipated rather than random, offered freely by sources rather thanbeing unearthed and produced under enormous time pressures, to
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relentless deadlines (Schlesinger, 1978; Golding and Elliot, 1979). Most ofthe time, rather than forcing information from those who are trying tohide it, journalists are sifting out which, of many competing voices, aresufficiently important to deserve space in a story and in what order theyshould be used. The rise of the public relations professionals (Davis,2002) over the last 20 years has meant that journalists are faced with agreat deal more information than ever before. As one specialistcorrespondent explained:Being a [...] journalist is rather like standing in the middle of ahurricane trying to pick out twigs. You’re [...] constantly lookingaround to see what’s significant. (Interview 5: specialistcorrespondent, national broadsheet)One of the biggest changes brought about by the internet is the tendencyof organizations concerned with a breaking story to send out emailedresponses to an entire press list. In the past, organizations wishing torespond to a breaking story would have had to talk to a news agency, inthe hope that their contribution, or part of it, would be circulated to allnews desks via the ‘wires’. Now they can bypass the agencies and godirectly to the journalist’s inbox with a complete and unedited statement.Journalists working on a breaking story can simply check their inbox forrelevant names and will probably find that they have comments from awide range of different parties without ever needing to make a call.When they make follow-up calls, a specialist reporter will probablyhave a mobile phone contact with the major players, and be able to speakto them directly. It is clear that the more important a reporter is, the morelikely it is that they will have direct contact, via email and mobile phone,with key sources. An experienced general reporter on a nationalnewspaper will get 50 or 60 emails each day, most from PR companies.More junior reporters will have to spend time phoning around and askingfor press releases – or checking organization websites in the hope thatthey have been published online. One specialist who had been promotedwithout being given time to research her ‘patch’ bemoaned the fact thatto begin with press officers didn’t know who she was and she foundherself missing important statements.Lewis et al. (2008: 20) found that:41 per cent of press articles contain PR materials which play anagenda setting role or where PR material makes up the bulk of thestory. As we have suggested, this is a conservative, baseline figure. Ifwe add those stories in which the involvement of PR seems likely butcould not be verified, we find that a majority of stories (54 per centof print stories) are informed by PR.
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This figure is almost certainly too low. In the day-to-day world ofjournalism, every single major public announcement can be classified as‘PR’ and every organization wishing to address journalists will use publicrelations techniques. American research found that even when news isabout unexpected events, ‘the one predictable component of coverage isthe presence of official sources’ (Livingstone and Bennett, 2003: 376).Often these calls are to verify information or provide a right of reply sosimply adding up the amount of copywhich appears to have been initiatedby PR, or in which PR has been used, tells us little on its own. Nor is thereany reason to assume that the use of PR is ‘by definition’ evidence of ademocratic deficit in the news media. It rather depends where the PRemanates from. Indeed, it could be argued that the improved understandingof public relations, by groups who are not powerful and do not haveautomatic access to journalists, has played a role in democratizing news(Manning, 2001; Davis, 2002) by challenging the position of primarydefiners. ‘Pseudo-events’ (Boorstin, 1971) such as demonstrations, picketsand ‘stunts’, for example, are used by non-governmental organizations todraw attention to events and ideas which are not in the mainstream andwhich might otherwise be missed.However, as more and more organizations learn public relationstechniques and use email and the internet to address journalists, oldpower relationships may be actually intensifying (see Fenton, Chapter 9,this volume). Specialist reporters, trying to deal with a ‘blizzard’ ofinformation, will prioritize known organizations just in order to controlthe flow. Emails from unknown individuals will not necessarily be openedand according to one interviewee, are usually dealt with in about ‘tenseconds’. Junior reporters using Google to find contacts will be faced witha mass of undifferentiated information. Their biggest fear is usinginformation that turns out to be false so, particularly when working atspeed, they will also prioritize known and therefore ‘safe’ organizations.The question of a ‘safe organization’ varies as issues (and their attendantlobbyists) move up and down the news agenda (see Manning, 2001).
Speed and CannibalizationLewis et al. (2008) also point to the growing role of news agencies inproviding stories. National newspaper journalists interviewed for thisresearch rarely referred to taking stories from the ‘wires’. They didn’tneed to because they usually had the same selection of statements from allthe major players in their own inbox (see above). What seems to be arather more salient trend is direct cannibalization of copy. The ‘packbehaviour’ in which journalists are anxiously looking over their shouldersto make sure that they are not falling behind (or moving too far ahead) oftheir rivals, was first described by Crouse (1973) in his coverage of the
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1972 American presidential campaign, but it has clearly been exacerbatedby the pressure of online 24-hour rolling news.As Bourdieu has observed, competition in fields of cultural productiontends to increase uniformity (2005: 44; 1998: 23) and this has certainlybeen the case with the increased competition between news outlets onthe internet. In daily print journalism, reporters didn’t know if they hadbeen ‘scooped’ by a rival until the next day’s papers came out, when itwas too late to do anything about it. Now every story goes on line withinminutes and journalists are under intense pressure not to miss anythingthat has appeared on a rival website.There is now a widespread practice across the news media, of reportersbeing asked to rewrite stories appearing elsewhere, in some cases withouta single additional telephone call, and to lift quotes and case historieswithout any attribution. American newspapers apparently object to thispractice and are therefore credited when material is lifted. One Britishpublication that has also objected is The Stage. In a letter to Press Gazette (1August, 2008: 14) The Stage editor, Brian Attwood, accused the Daily
Telegraph of making use of unattributed material lifted from the magazinewithout asking for permission. But in general, British newspapers seemwilling to tolerate behaviour by rival organizations that is clearly in breachof copyright law, and work is being attributed to writers who have nomeans of knowing whether anything they have ‘reported’ can be verified.Sources were not only (in some cases) not being checked, there wereinstances in which reports had been cobbled together so fast that theydidn’t actually make sense. One journalist said, of a piece written in fifteenminutes flat: ‘The trouble is the news desk dictateswhatwewrite even if thefacts don’t stand up’ (specialist reporter, national broadsheet). Anothersaid, ‘I was told that I didn’t need to check sources because it came from the
Daily Mail’ (general reporter, national broadsheet).This manic recycling of copy is reminiscent of a trend found in Americanresearch, of journalists quoting bloggers, who in turn derive their newsinformation from other news media (Messner and DiStaso, 2008: 459).The same fear of missing something (and being called to account by the‘desk’) means that editors and specialist reporters have become hyper-vigilant, regularly checking the BBC, Sky News and the one or twonewspapers considered to be direct rivals. One specialist admitted speakingtwice a day to the reporter covering the same patch in a rival newspaper.Formany reporters there are only two kinds of stories: those you generateyourself exclusively and ‘pack journalism’ with stories being slightlyre-angled to fit what one reporter termed the political ‘G. Spot’ of thenewspaper. One specialist complained:There is a real problem when you’re at conferences that if yourcolleagues are going to do the story you’ve pretty much got to do thestory. In the past you would have been able to say to the news desk,
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look, my colleagues are doing a flaky story, we don’t do flaky stories,let’s not do this story. And all that’s gone. (Interview 12: specialistcorrespondent, national broadsheet)The incidence of direct cannibalization of stories from another outletvaries across the field. The higher the number of stories being ‘churnedout’ per reporter per day, the more likely it is that direct borrowing ofcopy, including case histories and unverified quotes, will occur. Thosereporters with higher status may be able to maintain more control of theirown time and therefore the quality of the work they do. As one remarked,‘The trick is to be bossy with the news desk. You have to own your owntime’ (interview 15: specialist correspondent, national broadsheet).
Improving Access to Stories
and SourcesTime pressures are being felt everywhere and reporters are clearlyturning round routine news stories at high speed but, at the more‘autonomous’ end of the spectrum, follow-up phone calls are still the norm(if only to try and get a slightly different quote) and alternative opinionsare sought. More importantly, for those who have the time to explore itspossibilities, the internet is not just a machine demanding more andfaster copy, it is also a means of improving the collection of informationand greatly enhancing the quality of information gathering:I was able to get him to send his evidence direct tome by email whichmeant that process took, you know, fifteen minutes as opposed toarranging a meeting with him for him to give me a paper, which maytake him an hour to produce and then, thanks to the new video partof the Parliament website, I could watch him giving evidence frommydesk. So I can kind of cover a detailed hearing, but it also means I cando something else that day as well. I don’t have to devote the wholeafternoon to covering a story. It also means I can file it earlier.(Interview 6: specialist correspondent, national broadsheet)Google, Factiva, and Lexis Nexis (or other ‘cuttings’ sites) are the mostused tools. They are used to locate people and to find additionalinformation – almost always from official sites or other trusted media.Official websites have massively increased the efficiency of fact-finding.Journalists can trawl the sites to look for reports, press releases,statements and other background information. Much of this wouldpreviously have been held in newspaper libraries where it could beaccessed by trained librarians; but there is no doubt that for journaliststrained to use web-searching tools intelligently, the speed and scope of
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the net and the ability to make connections between disparate pieces ofinformation or names, makes it a very powerful tool. Three reportersmentioned original stories they had put together by following a hunch (ora tip) and cross-checking masses of data simply using Google. However, itmust be said that very few journalists know how to use web-searchingtools. Most simply admit that they write a name into Google.Reporters who are trying to build up a specialist beat will regularlyread online information from the organizations in the field just to keep ontop of information and events. The web also allows them unprecedentedaccess to dissenting voices. Press officers may dominate the field when anew product is launched but if it does not work, it is a work of momentsto find a website, blog or Facebook group complaining about it. Suchcomments are fast taking the place of a ‘vox pop’ picked up on the street.Neither can be said to be verifiable, but the online version can beaccessed in less than the time it takes to walk to the lift. Some reporterssign up to forums and participate in online debates in their field, listeningout for the kind of chatter that heralds a concern worth following up.A number of reporters mentioned signing up to a website called They
Work for You, which sends out email alerts every time a particular MPmakes a statement in Parliament: a rather more efficient use of time thantrawling through the official transcript every day. The internet alsoprovides a direct line to small organizations which in the past would havehad much more difficulty accessing reporters and it allows reporters in aUK newsroom to read papers and journals from across the world alertingthem to issues which may not yet have hit their shores.Of all the web tools it is the ‘people finding’ and social networking sitesthat have had the greatest impact. General reporters regularly use peoplefinding sites, including electoral registers and directory enquiries, whichcan be aligned to produce names, addresses and phone numbers(although at the time of writing there is debate about outlawing the sellingof electoral registers):I mean if you’re out on the road you’ll see the likes of myself sittingthere on themobile phone to the researcherwhile I’m on the internetdoing my own research. I’ll take a laptop but that will get me thewires, it will get me emails, somebody can send me the electoralregisters on there, and then I can cut and paste it [the result] into mysat nav. and it will take me there in my car. It’s wonderfully Batman.(Interview 4: general reporter, national broadsheet)They also use social networking sites of all kinds to track down individuals,and the friends of those individuals. One journalist told me that he hadnumerous accounts in several countries in order to access suchinformation. Only one reporter expressed any scruples about the use of
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material that people would almost certainly consider private. Most feltthat, if it could be accessed publicly, then it was public. If there has beena real change it is here and it is not an increase in democracy. Thosewhose Facebook sites are being trawled for information are rarely thegreat and the good (they know how to protect themselves). It is youngpeople, often victimsof crime,whohaveno ideahowpublic their informationactually is, who are being exposed to public scrutiny. It is hard to see howthis has provided any extra power to the individual. It is the journalistswho are in control of these interactions.
Face to Face InteractionsMost journalists questioned feel that the time they used to spend meetingsources has been curtailed by the higher speed of work and that this hasimpacted unfavourably on their ability to get good stories. Those who didmanage to find time for meeting contacts were clear that this wasimportant and several people referred to such a meeting as the originalsource for off-diary stories. It wasn’t that these people whispered secretsin their ears; it was more that the informal chat and buzz opened upavenues of questioning which simply would not have arisen in a morecontrolled setting or via email. One specialist remarked that attending abriefing was worth the extra time because he regularly found threestories worth pursuing rather than just one. Following up press releasesmay be the bread and butter of daily journalism but it is ‘exclusives’ thatprovide the jam – the thing which makes the job worthwhile.
ConclusionsThe availability of information is creating better opportunities for checkingmaterial, finding alternative sources and improving the reliability,independence and therefore the democratic and cultural relevance ofnewspapers. At the same time, the speeding up of news reporting and theneed to be visible on the net is impacting directly on the quality of follow-up of routine news. It would seem from the evidence here that, far frombroadening and democratizing, the internet is actually narrowing theperspective of many reporters.Information that is publicly available on the web is being ‘cannibalized’and re-angled with minimal verification. Journalists are being usedsimply to reorder copy or, in the case of large public reports, to lookthrough and pull out the information which is most likely to ‘hit thepolitical spot’ for their own newspaper.
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Given the speed of work, and the sheer amount of traffic and noise thatjournalists are exposed to every day, it is not easy for ordinary citizens tomake direct contact with reporters on national newspapers (althoughphone calls from members of the public are still a key source for localnewspapers) and there was little evidence that reporters are activelymonitoring UGC for new ideas and angles. It is not that they are refusingto pay attention to this material; they are simply overwhelmed withinformation, much of it aimed at them personally. In order to pick out theimportant information from the ‘blizzard’ they are forced to createsystems of ‘filtration’ based on known hierarchies and news values.With so little time at their disposal journalists tend to prioritizeknown, ‘safe’ sources, much as Golding and Elliot observed in accountsof television news production in the 1970s. At some newspapers, thecombination of staff reductions and speeded-up production schedulesmean that only the most established journalists, with the highest level ofpersonal autonomy, will regularly have the luxury of phoning a number ofdifferent people to verify information, or probing for alternative viewsor contradictions. The youngest journalists, in some organizations, arebarely leaving the office, making it difficult for them to make the face-to-face contact on which (there was almost unanimous agreement) alloriginal stories are based and damaging their professional development.The only significant movement towards a broadening of sources andcontacts is in the use of social networking sites, electoral rolls and onlinedirectories by journalists. This ‘virtual doorstepping’ has made it veryeasy to find people whomight in previous years have been able tomaintainprivacy. The overall effect, certainly in relation to general reporting, is thatthe power of the journalist has grown versus the power of other citizens,not the other way around.This narrowing of source relationships is not an inevitable con-sequence of the use of the internet and the response to the speed-upvaries according to the kind of organization journalists work for, and theirplace in the organizational hierarchy. Some reporters are trading speed ofaccess to routine information, for time to work on new stories. Howeverthe effort this requires seems disproportionate. Right across thespectrum the sense was that reporters were fighting for the right to workautonomously, against news editors who seemed determined to chainthem ever more tightly to their computers. One young journalist had filedthirteen stories the previous day. A dubious record if quality counts foranything.Where journalists are allowed (ormake) the time, there is evidence thatalternative sources are making their voices heard. Some journalists arekeeping in close ‘virtual’ touch with small organizations working in theirfield of interest. Inevitably, given the highly politicized nature of the Britishnational press, reporters will only be keeping an eye on those which are
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of interest to their particular audience. There is also evidence that wherejournalists know how to use web search tools, some are using them toaccess and cross-check informationwhichwould formerly have been veryhard to collect. This has certainly increased the scrutiny of politicians inparticular. However, training seems to be concentrating more on thetechniques of delivery (video and sound) than on routinely used techniquesof research.Newspapers that are too eager to embrace the speed of online newsare in real danger of undermining the very point of reporting and theindividuality of their ‘brands’. The growing and unchecked propensityto ‘cannibalize’ copy from other newspapers is leading to a greaterhomogenization of news content. Online it is difficult to maintain ‘difference’because stories will simply be stolen by every other outlet. If thecommercial reason for producing exclusive material no longer existsthen there is less incentive to invest in original reporting. But if newsoutlets are increasingly borrowing from an ever-decreasing pool oforiginal material there is a real risk of damaging the very material uponwhich commercial news production is based. Unusually perhaps, therequirements of democracy and commercial survival seem to be pointingin the same direction, indicating a need for reporters to be allowed tomove back towards a more autonomous place within the field. Until thathappens, one is forced to conclude that the overall effect of the interneton journalism is to provide a diminishing range of the same old sourcesalbeit in newer bottles.
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ChapterSix
Liberal Dreams and the Internet

James Curran and Tamara Witschge

IntroductionThe international public sphere is now regularly referred to as some-thing that actually exists (for example, Volkmer, 2003; Bohman, 2004;Calhoun, 2004).1 It is invested with almost the same sense of reality asthe World Trade Organization and the International Criminal Court. Allare supposedly integral parts of the new global polity.By ‘international public sphere’, most critical theorists intend morethan just a synonym for international civil society in which organizedgroups seek to exert public influence on a transnational basis (somethingthat dates back to at least the late eighteenth century when campaignswere mounted in Britain, France and America against the slave trade).What leading critical analysts like Nancy Fraser (2007) have in mindwhen they refer to the international public sphere (though they do not allagree)2 is something more recent, and also less concerted: the bringingtogether of individual citizens and informal networks through intercon-nected global webs of public communication and dialogue. This is givingrise, they argue, to the creation of a new popular force in the form of
international public opinion which is influencing both public and privatestructures of power.The international public sphere has supposedly come into being as aconsequence of multiple globalizing influences, including the growth ofinternational social movements, the expansion of global markets, theincrease of migration and foreign tourism, the development of global gov-ernance, and the communications revolution. This last development tendsto be emphasized in particular because it is thought to be bringing theworld closer together, and enhancing international communication andunderstanding. Satellite transmission, global telecommunications net-works and cheap air travel, it is argued, reduce both distance and time;international news agencies wholesale the same news across continents;
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the global integration of media markets is promoting the consumption ofthe same media; and the rise of the internet is fostering interactivedialogue between nations.All these different developments are allegedly forging a new culturalgeography. Circuits of communication, patterns of public discourse, andthe lineaments of imaginary life are all bursting out of the ‘container’ ofthe nation, and providing the basis for generating new global solidarities,shared concerns and common positions. These underpin, we are told, theemergence of international public opinion and ‘global norms’.In brief, the international public sphere is widely proclaimed to exist.It is said to be the product of globalizing tendencies, especially in therealm of communication. And it is bringing into being a powerful con-stituency of world citizenry.
Wistful ProjectionDespite its mandarin eloquence, this critical theorizing has little connec-tion to empirically grounded reality. The international public spheredoes not exist, save in an embryonic – or at best, nascent – form.This is partly because communication about public affairs has notbeen properly ‘globalized’. The most important source of news in muchof the developed world is still television. Thus, in Britain, 65 per centsaid in 2006 that television was their main source of news, comparedwith just 6 per cent who cited the internet (Office of Communications(Ofcom) 2007a: 17; see also Freedman, this volume). Yet, television isoriented primarily towards national and local affairs, even if it alsoreports events from faraway places. Even in internationalist Finlandand Denmark, domestic news accounts for around 70 per cent of theirprincipal TV channels’ main news programme content, while in theUnited States it accounts for 80 per cent (Curran et al., 2009). The samestudy found that foreign TV news tends to focus on parts of the worldwhere the home nation has a connection. This is part of a broaderprocess of ‘domestication’, in which foreign news tends to be inter-preted selectively in accordance with the political culture, nationalinterest and collective memory of the country where the news is shown(Hafez, 2007; Lee et al., 2005). Understanding of the world is still fil-tered through a national prism.It is sometimes claimed that the internet is overturning this because ittranscends place, and makes available a vast, shared storehouse of pub-lic information. However, the internet is used primarily for entertain-ment, correspondence and practical aid rather than for news andpolitical information (Ofcom 2007b: 90; Hill and Hughes, 1998). The
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most visited newswebsites, as in Britain and the USA, are the websites ofthe dominant national news organizations (Ofcom 2007a; McChesney,2008), which tend to have national news priorities. Nationalist culturescan also influence online interactions, as in Trinidad (Miller and Slater,2000). Above all, the great majority of the world’s population do not haveaccess to the internet (Van Dijk, 2005).While global consumption of the samemedia content is increasing, thistrend is very much more pronounced in relation to screen drama andmusic than it is to news. Transnational satellite news channels likeCNN have tiny audiences in most countries, indeed often so small as to bedifficult to measure (Hafez, 2007). The trend towards global media con-vergence is also very uneven. The two most populous countries in theworld – China and India – are in media terms still largely ‘self-sufficient’(something that they have in common with the USA, which also has lowmedia imports) (Tunstall, 2008). In addition, people in different parts ofthe world also tend to make sense of the same media content in differentways, as a consequence of the different national cultural and sub-cultural discourses that they draw upon (Tomlinson, 1999).More generally, the world is divided and fragmented in ways thatimpede the development of global norms and public opinion. While EFL(English as a foreign language) is emerging as the shared language ofelites, it is incomprehensible to most people. Chinese, not English, is infact the language understood by the largest number of people in theworld. The development of global consensus is impeded also by diver-gent cultures, values, economic interests, and affiliations. Indeed, empir-ical research tends to affirm the geographically confined rather thaninternational nature of most people’s primary orientation (for example,Couldry et al., 2007).Yet if the global public sphere does not yet exist, it is much to bedesired. Elected national governments have diminished control overtheir economies (Panitch and Leys, 1999). Yet, global financial markets,transnational corporations and the evolving system of global governanceremain insufficiently accountable to the public (Sklair, 2002; Stiglitz,2002). A number of responses to this democratic deficit are available.3One of these is to develop a communicative space between nations inwhich international civil society and international opinion become agrowing political force, facilitating the reassertion of public influence ina globalized world.This is why the subject of this chapter – an e-zine (website magazine)called openDemocracy – has an interest extending beyond its seemingsignificance. It is one of a number of new ventures that are using the webas the means of publishing international journalism. In the process, theyare contributing to the creation of an international public sphere.
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This study thus differs from the preceding two chapters which areconcerned with the internet’s influence on news-making within domi-nant news organizations in the UK. Here the focus of enquiry is on theinternet’s potential to support a different kind of journalism that crossesnational frontiers.
Tufnell Park Phoenix

openDemocracy was originally conceived as a networking facility forBritish activists campaigning for constitutional reform. It then dawnedon public intellectual and activist, Anthony Barnett, that the internetmade possible something more ambitious – the launch of a virtual maga-zine of politics and culture – with only a limited outlay. He established alaunch team of four (only one of whomwas paid initially) in his garage innorth London’s Tufnell Park, created a wider network of volunteers4 and,with some difficulty, secured small grants from charities and gifts fromwell-wishers, totalling almost £100,000.When openDemocracy was launched in May 2001 as a ‘pilot’ project,it got off to a slow start. While it was free, and hosted some good writ-ing, the e-zine remained virtually unknown. It had no promotionalbudget, and gained almost no media attention during its launch.Average weekly visits to its website in May–June, 2001 averaged amere 1,750.5 The new venture seemed destined to be yet another rags-to-bankruptcy failure that as feature prominently in the history of alter-native media (Fountain, 1988; Downing, 2001; Coyer et al., 2007).An unmistakable watermark of Britishness also permeated
openDemocracy’s early content. The magazine’s office was in London;all its paid employees were British; and their contacts tended to behome-based. However, the magazine aimed from the outset to beinternational, and to cover globalization issues. It was geared, there-fore, to respond to an international event.The September 11 attack saved the magazine, and altered its edit-orial trajectory. Todd Gitlin, the volunteer ‘North America editor’,posted on September 12 an impassioned article in openDemocracyurging his country to respond in a restrained way, with ‘a focusedmilitary response – a precise one, not a revenge spasm’. CitingHannah Arendt’s dictum that ‘violence happens when politics fails’,he emphasized that the United States should not become involved inan indiscriminate jihad (Gitlin, 2001). Gitlin’s article was accompa-nied by other instant responses, including contributions from MuslimPakistan, commissioned by the home team working on an emergencybasis in London.
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This orchestration of an immediate, international debate about theimplications of September 11 caused the magazine’s audience to grow.Weekly visits to its website of around 2,000 before September 11 roseto over 8,000 in September–October, and to over 12,000 in November2001.6 Many of the magazine’s new readers lived outside Britain. Indeed,by April 2002, the magazine’s largest national contingent of visitors wasAmerican (44 per cent), while continental Europe (excluding the UK)accounted for a further 20 per cent.7In effect, a growing international audience discovered the website.This raised the magazine’s status and made sizeable grants, especiallyfrom American charitable trusts, much easier to obtain. This in turnincreased the magazine’s resources, enabling it to attract still more visi-tors. openDemocracywas re-launched, with increased staff and a broaderrange of content, in November 2002. Its post-launch audience was dou-ble that in the aftermath of September 11. Website visits increased stillmore in 2004, and soared to 441,000 a month in 2005. openDemocracy’saudience contracted subsequently as it entered a period of economic cri-sis. Even so, it was still receiving a respectable 224,000 visits a month in2008 (see Table 6.1).A number of influences – which we will consider shortly – shaped themagazine. But it is worth stressing here that a global event, and a globaltechnology, proved to be the making of openDemocracy. The magazinewon a new audience, because its web-based accessibility enabled peoplefrom around the world to connect to a global debate about key issues inthe aftermath of September 11.
Global ConversationsIn line with the increasingly international nature of its audience, the mag-azine’s editorial agenda also became more international. By 2002, itsthree most prominent debates were about the impact of globalization, theuse and abuse of American power around the world, and the character of
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Table 6.1 Average monthly visits to openDemocracy
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200830,000 60,000 196,000 105,000 441,000 233,000 179,000 224,000
Sources: The magazine’s archives were dispersed, and largely discarded, when it movedoffices several times during a period of growing financial difficulty. Consequently, figures formonthly visits relate to different months of the year, rather than strictly comparable periods,as follow: Sept–October, 2001 and 2002 (openDemocracy Board Meeting Statistics Report,2002): November–December 2003 (openDemocracy Site Statistics since 2001), October–December 2004 and 2005 (openDemocracy 2005–06: Progress Report); July–December 2006,January–December 2007, Jan–May 2008 (Google Analytics).
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Islam (adiscussion that tended to emphasize its pluralism). As themagazinedeveloped, the topics it covered extended across a widening spectrum ofinternational themes from the politics of climate change and the regula-tion of global markets (long before the crash) to the future of multicultur-alism and the impact of migration. The countries featured in themagazinealso widened. In January–July 2008, for example, 69 articles published onthree themes – globalization, democracy and power, and conflicts – covered26 nations.The magazine also recruited more contributors from outside Britain.In a sample of 134 articles, published in January–July 2008, authorscame from 33 countries spanning five continents. Even well before then,authors were drawn, seemingly, from different backgrounds, persua-sions and social networks (including different sectors of civil society).Foreign ministers and Third World activists, famous authors (like JohnLe Carré) and unknown journalists, business leaders and trade unionorganizers, public officials and poets, accountants and artists mingled,clashed and conciliated on its pages. Contributors also wrote from con-servative, liberal, socialist, green and feminist positions. These manifoldcontributors reached a far-flung audience. In mid-2006 to 2008, visitorsto the openDemocracy website came from 229 countries and territories,ranging from Albania to Ecuador (this last country generating 1,262 vis-its during this period).8The e-zine also sought to further mutual understanding by the way inwhich it developed discussion through commissioned articles. In its earlyyears, openDemocracy gave extensive space to set-piece debates fromopposed positions on a major issue. These duels (for example, Hirstversus Held over the nature of globalization (Hirst and Held, 2002))were usually evidence-based and deliberative, and were followed by dis-cussion that generally became less polarized after ‘seconds’ had packedaway their duelling pistols, and others joined in the debate. This formatgave way increasingly over time to a less confrontational one in whichauthors offered different interpretations and responses to a commontheme, such as the struggle for effective democracy in different parts ofthe world (for example, McGurk, 2006; Alavi, 2007).This approach was overlaid in turn by amore event-driven rather thanissue-driven format in which authoritatively voiced, ‘balanced’ contribu-tions were published in relation to topics and places in the news. Thisplaced the reader in the more subaltern position of being briefed, ratherthan, as before, being tacitly invited to arbitrate between opposed posi-tions. But sometimes, the views of external experts on specific countrieswere challenged or supplemented by contributions from people in thesecountries (as in the case of China, Iraq, Kenya, Peru, Turkey, Russia andIndia) who offered different perspectives and sources of knowledge(such as in the case of the Tibet protests in 2008).9
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The magazine’s topical journalism also tended to be interpretive, andframed in terms of a wider context, rather than a record of discreteevents in the tradition of conventional reporting. Alongside thesethreads of analytical debate and interpretation were also articles thatinvited a sense of solidarity, for example with women working in Asian‘sweatshops’ (Khan, 2004) or migrants on an epic journey from Burundidestined for a cold reception in the west (Moorehead, 2003). Theseappeals to solidarity based on empathy were supplemented by thosebased on affinity, typified by two, early evocative articles celebrating asimilar love of neighbourhood in Britain and the Czech Republic respec-tively (Baird, 2001; Pospisil, 2001).In short, the e-zine appeared to be assisting people of different nations,backgrounds and opinions to come together to discuss issues of commonconcern, and to understand these better through informed debate, whileat the same fostering, at an emotional level, mutual understanding and asense of togetherness. It thus seemed – at least at first glance – to be inthe vanguard of building a better, more enlightened world through theuse of the internet. In the eloquent words of the magazine itself: ‘We aimto ensure that marginalized views and voices are heard. We believe facil-itating argument and understanding across geographical boundaries isvital to preventing injustice’.10But while this self-conception is partly true, it contains also an elementof delusion. In reality, the debate staged by openDemocracywas distortedby the external context in which it operated.
Global InequalityIn the late 1990s, the richest fifth of theworld’s population had 86 per centof the world’s GDP, while the poorest fifth had just 1 per cent (UnitedNations Development Programme, 2003: 425) – an enormous disparitythat has broadly persisted (United Nations, 2006). This disparity isreproduced as a structure of access to the internet, with the world’s poorbeing largely excluded. Their voice is muted, and their participation lim-ited, by poverty. This is illustrated by the fact that the entire continent ofAfrica hosted fewer websites than London in 2000 (Castells, 2001: 264).Economic inequality is associated with other forms of inequality, interms of access to education, the acquisition of knowledge, language andcommunication skills, and links to global social networks. Poverty isassociated, in other words, with diminished cultural and social capital.This puts the poor at a disadvantage compared with the affluent, whohave greater resources and cultural competences at their disposal. Theworld’s poor tend to be disadvantaged also by linguistic inequality. Thepopulation of Marathi-speaking India, for example, greatly exceeds that
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of Britain: yet an article in Marathi, however eloquent, will be under-stood by many fewer people in the world than one written in English.So when openDemocracy sought to ‘ensure that marginalized viewsand voices are heard’, it set itself an enormously difficult task, especiallyfor a magazine based in London, with limited resources, publishing onlyin English. How, then, did it respond to this challenge?Its first strategic decision was to invest minimal resources in transla-tion. Unlike an interesting offshoot, China Dialogue, the e-zine translatedonly a tiny number of articles into English. It thus excluded, in terms ofcontributions, most of the non English-speaking world.The magazine also raised a further barrier against the ‘marginalized’by insisting on a high level of ‘quality’, usually defined in terms of clarityand eloquence of expression, insight and intelligence, and the appropri-ate marshalling of evidence. The threshold level of quality was high, withnovelists like Salman Rushdie (for example, 2005) turning an elegantphrase, and the American philosopher, Richard Rorty (2004) offeringintellectual firepower, and a legion of more frequent contributors fromthe sharply perceptive academic, Paul Rogers (for example, 2006), to theeloquent journalist, Caroline Moorehead (for example, 2003) setting aconsistently high standard. Judged by these standards, the marginalizedtended to be found wanting. As one senior openDemocracy journalist putit,11 ‘It is hard to find those people – you know, southern voices – withoutsounding too bad, writing well’.Finding globally marginalized voices takes time, the cultivation of anextended network of contacts, and sensitive support for inexperienced writ-ers.Thisdidhappen, to someextent, especiallyduringopenDemocracy’smostaffluent years (2003–4), when clumsily written articles, in general, wereheavily edited andwhen, on occasion, contributionswere ghostwritten onthe basis of interviews. However, the e-zine adopted a more topical edito-rial agenda, and accelerated the cycle of production, in 2005. Severebudget cuts were also made in 2005, and in subsequent years. This hadthe cumulative effect of speeding up the editorial process, increasing thevolume of editorial output, and reducing the time and people available.Staff responded by relying on a coping mechanism: turning to predictablesources of good copy that tended not to include ‘southern voices’.This conjunction of global inequality, knowledge-based and stylisticdefinitions of editorial quality, and limited resources/time, had anentirely predictable result: a dialogue about the world in which one partof the world did most of the talking as well as most of the listening (seeTable 6.2).In the first half of 2008, 71 per cent of contributors came from Europeand the Americas. The poverty-stricken continent of Africa contributed amere 5 per cent, and distant Oceania only 1 per cent, of authors. While
openDemocracy did host, as it claimed, a dialogue across national frontiers,
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this primarily took the form of people in the affluent north-western hemi-sphere talking about the rest of the world. Those whose first language wasEnglish also dominated. Americans and Canadians accounted for 90 percent of article writers from the Americas, while the British constituted 62per cent of writers from Europe.The geographical distribution of contributorswas broadly similar to thatof visitors. The e-zine had an international audience, with the UnitedKingdom generating only 24 per cent of total visits to the website.However, most of the remainderwere concentrated in the affluent, Englishor EFL-speaking part of the northern hemisphere, with North America andEurope accounting for 83 per cent of website visits in 2006–8.
Social InequalityIf the external context influenced which national citizens wrote for
openDemocracy, it also affected whowithin nations were invited to write.The disposition of knowledge, communication skills and time is unequal.This encouraged the e-zine to turn to the accredited rather than the mar-ginalized, the expert rather than the ordinary citizen.The first port of call was academics because they possessed specialistknowledge, flexible working hours and, as public salaried workers,would write for free. To use themwas to take advantage of a hidden pub-lic subsidy. However, they also posed a problem because many academ-ics have become accustomed to writing for specialist knowledgecommunities with a shared vocabulary and referential (a typical aca-demic word) understanding, and are consequently unused to communi-cating with a public audience. The e-zine got round this problem in two
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Table 6.2 Geographical distribution of openDemocracy authors and audienceContinent Europe Americas Asia Oceania Africa UnidentifiedPercentage of totalAuthors 1 61 10 16 1 5 6Visitors 2 46 40 9 4 2 –(1) Analysis of authors (N:102) is based on a sample of 25 articles on the three main themes‘globalization’, ‘democracy and power’ and ‘conflicts’, and all articles on the other themespublished in openDemocracy between 1 January and 10 July 2008 (a total of 134 articles).Biographical details about the authors were derived from the openDemocracy website, andthe World Wide Web.(2) Analysis of visitors is derived from Google analytics, and relates to the period June 2006–June 2008 (total number of visits during this time was 4,777,919, with a total of 3,093,096unique visitors).
Note: all percentages have been rounded off to the nearest whole figure.
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ways: by investing considerable resources in sub-editing clunking aca-demic prose (sometimes in a broken EFL form), and by developing arepertory of academics who were adept at public writing, and who wereinvited to write frequently. The second group the e-zine turned to werejournalists and professional writers, usually with a special area of knowl-edge. Their attraction was that they tended to write well, and fast: theirdisadvantage was that they generally expected to be paid. The thirdgroup were people from the world of politics, especially public and NGOofficials and civil society activists. However, openDemocracy staff – espe-cially more senior ones – tended to be sharply critical of this last group’sefforts, complaining that they were inclined to get ‘bogged down in detail’,to ‘fight micro turf wars’, to ‘fail to see the big picture’, and to offer a ‘poorjournalistic product’.12 Rival e-zines were also criticized for being ready topublish ‘NGO public relation stories’.This congruence of influences had, again, predictable results. In thefirst half of 2008, eight out of ten openDemocracy authors were academ-ics, journalists, or writers. Activists and those employed by civil societyorganizations generated only 14 per cent of contributors (see Table 6.3).There is another significant way in which the external context influ-enced the editorial content of openDemocracy. While gender inequalityhas lessened, it is still manifested in multiple forms, from the distributionof life chances to pensions (for example, Strauss, 2006). The norms oftraditional gender differentiation, ordaining that women should take theprimary role in the home and the man the primary role in the economyand public life, have left a residual cultural legacy even though the eco-nomic division of labour on which this differentiation was based hasbeen transformed. In Britain, for example, this contributes to a situationwhere women have long paid less attention to ‘public affairs’ in newspa-pers than men (Curran and Seaton, 2009), and where women still con-stitute only 20 per cent of MPs in the UK (Fawcett Society, 2005).This gendered inheritance left a strong imprint on openDemocracy.Women writers were well represented in sections devoted to ‘womenand power’, and ‘arts and culture’, but under-represented in the polit-ical sections (see Table 6.4). Feminist pressure within the office led to theestablishment of the 50:50 section, ‘a series of editorial projects designedto make openDemocracy a current affairs forum which is written, read
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Table 6.3 Occupation of openDemocracy Authors 1Civil Society/ Politician/
Occupation Academic Journalist Writer Activist Lawyer Unknown
Percentage of total 48 20 10 14 3 4(1) Sample 134 articles published by 103 contributors from 1 January to 10 July 2008.
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and used equally by women and men’. But in 2008, 72 per cent of thee-zine’s contributions were still written by men.The geographical, class and gender imbalance of article authors mighthave been redressed through the interactive dynamics of the e-zine.However, discussion forums were developed as a separate space withinthe website, and had a semi-detached relationship to its editorial con-tent. One senior editorial executive confessed to ‘rarely’ looking at theseforums during the period 2005–6. When users’ comments were pub-lished below articles from 2007 onwards, there were relatively few ofthem. Even the most discussed article on the site in the first half of 2008attracted just 36 responses.In brief, the e-zine aimed to bring into play different perspectives,including marginalized ones, in order to foster international understand-ing. But in reality, it orchestrated predominantly elite, male contribu-tions from the richest part of the world. Even so, the quality andintelligence of its articles, and its departure from a narrowly nationalperspective, makes this e-zine especially significant in the field of onlinejournalism (see also Redden and Witschge, this volume).
Cultures of ProductionIf the external context strongly influenced the content of the e-zine, otherfactors also played a part. Thus, charitable funding exerted an influence,not directly on editorial policy but indirectly on strategy and personnel(with some changes linked to new pitches for grants). Stormy office pol-itics also had an effect, contributing to the introduction of new topics andthe exodus of some staff. The social and cultural networks that fed intothe e-zine left an imprint: for example, a seminar series on ‘Town andCountry’ at Birkbeck, University of London was a key recruiting groundof openDemocracywriters, including two out of its three editors. To focuson the alleged determining influence of new communications technol-ogy, as some studies do (for example, Stratton, 1997), is to overlook therange of influences that shape the use to which new technology is put.
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Table 6.4 Relative gender distribution of openDemocracy articles (as percentage oftotal per theme (1 January–10 July 2008)1Women/ Arts/ Globaliz- Democracy/ Faith/
Theme Power Culture ation Power Conflicts Ideas Other TOTALMen 32 42 64 84 92 80 75 72Women 68 58 36 16 8 20 25 28(1) Sample 134 articles.
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Due to the limited space available, attention will be focused mainly onone of these influences here – the evolving ‘culture of production’. Threedistinct cultural regimes can be identified, though in reality each newregime incorporated elements from the past, and also had a continued‘life’ after it had ended.The first culture that shaped openDemocracy was primarily that of apolitical magazine but it changed over time by absorbing other inputs.The founding editor, Anthony Barnett (2001–5), was a charismatic manof letters and politics, who had been on the editorial board of the leadingradical journal, New Left Review, written a number of books (including
Iron Britannia), directed an influential constitutional reform group,Charter 88, and been a freelance journalist. The people he recruited toestablish the e-zine were the founder of an experimental theatre group,a film-maker and a former college lecturer. The enlarged team at
openDemocracy recruited people from still more diverse backgrounds,including international civil society activism and corporate business.This heterogeneity bred innovation, something that was fostered alsoby the horizontal management structure of the organization, and the earlyceding of considerable autonomy to different sections (‘themes’) whichwere allowed to develop in divergent ways. In 2001, openDemocracywasa print magazine in virtual drag: a cross between the New Statesman and
Encounter (a political and literary belles-lettres magazine that haddied in 1990). It even had numbered issues like a conventional print pub-lication. Over the next four years, openDemocracy evolved into somethingthat was original and different. Articles broke free from a common tem-plate, and came to vary enormously in length (some running to 5000words or more). Parts of the e-zine were like entering a university sym-posium,with academics sparringwith each other. One part was like enter-ing an art exhibition with images rendered luminous by the light of thecomputer screen (for example, Robins, 2003). Still another resembled the‘comment’ section of a broadsheet paper. Yet another was like entering arowdy political meeting, especially in the run-up to the Iraq war, when an
openDemocracy discussion forum took off. Other parts of the website syn-thesized diverse influences, as in the case of a remarkable series of arti-cles on the different significations of hair as a source of beauty and fear,fetish and protest, universalism and localism, accompanied by a collage ofvisual images and quotations (the latter derived from poems, pop songs,sacred texts, novels and plays) (for example, Ossman, 2002; Dikötter, 2002).In a quiet corner, there was a quirky series of short articles on untranslat-able words, illuminating the interior life of different languages and cul-tures, from Albanian to Japanese (for example, Kushova, 2004; Kamouchi,2004). And all the time, the e-zine was evolving into a more cosmopol-itan form, with more inputs from non-British writers. By the end of 2004,
openDemocracy had ceased to be a replica political weekly, and had come
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to resemble only itself. It was a hybrid, drawing on different culturalforms – print journalism, photo-journalism, art installation, book, aca-demic seminar and political meeting. It was like a caravanserai, ladenwithgoods from different origins, travelling to an unknown destination.The new editorial regime of Isabel Hilton (2005–7) imposed a cultureof broadsheet newspaper journalism. Hilton was an assured, successfuland clever journalist who had been a distinguished foreign correspon-dent, book author and BBC radio presenter. The talkative, decentralized,experimental and sometimes disorganized nature of the e-zine, in its firstmanifestation, was utterly different from the routine-driven, streamlinedstructures of professional journalism. She immediately set about embed-ding the disciplines, and conventions, of Fleet Street. A centralized struc-ture of control was established, based on daily morning editorialconferences (as in a newspaper office). Staff members were instructed tolisten to the radio news and read newspapers before these conferencesso that they had something ‘useful’ to contribute. The editorial agenda ofthe website shifted from being issue-driven to being news-driven, andbecame more oriented towards the pre-scheduled events and cycles ofthe political calendar. Articles were published at a shorter, more consis-tent length, with few being allowed to exceed 1,200 words in line withBritish newspaper convention. Article output rose, shifting from aweekly to daily cycle of production. The composition of contributors alsochanged, with more professional journalists being used.What emerged from this reincarnation was something much closer tothe traditional linotype culture of print. The re-invented e-zine hadgreater quality control (with fewer weak articles). It was better written,more topical, and less eclectic. It was less cerebral, making fewerdemands on the user. It was also less different from the mainstreammedia, less quirky and less original. In part, this was a consequence ofthe steep decline of the arts and culture section where budget cuts fellwith disproportionate severity. But the website also innovated duringthis period, with the development of podcasts, and with the recruitmentof good contributors from China and Latin America. Isabel Hilton had adifficult task in taking over a project with a greatly reduced budget. Shere-stabilized the magazine, at a time of crisis, and reversed a precipitousdecline of site visits.The third reinvention of openDemocracy occurred under the editorshipof Tony Curzon Price (2007– ). He was constrained by still further budgetcuts, and a skeletal (and shrinking) staff. But he brought with him aCalifornian, communitarian culture that offered potentially a new leaseof life for the e-zine. Curzon Price had been a pilgrim to Silicon Valley,where he had worked as an internet entrepreneur during 2001–4. Hetook charge of an e-zine with a relatively low level of user interaction and
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one of his first steps was to symbolically relocate readers’ commentsbeside the relevant article rather than in a separate space. A desire toforge an openDemocracy user-generating community not unlike that of
Slashdot, though of a more diverse kind, led to the imaginative decisionto establish an ‘Ideas Forum’ in 2008. A hundred people were invited –on the basis of their past significant contributions to the magazine – toparticipate online in proposing and discussing ideas for articles, and theselection of suitable authors. This went far beyond the very small groupof mostly British external editors that Anthony Barnett recruited in thepilot phase of themagazine. It also went beyond the building up of a teamof interns and volunteers (some operating from abroad) who had cometo play a significant role in the administration, sub-editing and publish-ing of the e-zine. In effect, Curzon Price was seeking to use net technol-ogy to facilitate editorial commissioning as a collaborative process(while retaining final control to ensure quality). He was thus attemptingto harness the network energy to be found in other web-based projectsby ‘wikifying’ a central aspect of openDemocracy. Whether this will suc-ceed or not, it is too early to say. But it represents a departure shaped bya communitarian culture different from the more hierarchical ethos ofthe previous editorial regime.Yet even though all three editors drew upon divergent cultures to takethe magazine in different directions, they have also in certain respectsbeen similar. All three have elite educational backgrounds (with degreesrespectively from Cambridge, Edinburgh and Oxford Universities, and, inthe case of Tony Curzon Price, a doctorate from London University). Thepeople they recruited tended to come from similar backgrounds (thesmall staff of openDemocracy, in mid 2008 for example, included peoplewith degrees from Yale and McGill Universities). This shared educa-tional background predisposed the e-zine, under all three regimes, tolook for certain kinds of article – critically independent (whether on theright or left), evidence-based, and analytical.Above all, at the very heart of the magazine, there has been a sharedcommitment to some version of internationalist humanism. All the cen-tral figures in the magazine, in its different phases – including the long-serving, influential deputy editor, David Hayes – have believed in theimportance of being respectful to other cultures; of getting people indifferent countries to speak for themselves rather than be spoken for;and of developing a reciprocal exchange based on a relationship ofequality. The investment made in improving foreign writers’ copy throughsubediting was partly borne out of a desire to foster discursive equal-ity between nations. Facilitating international dialogue as a way ofpromoting greater understanding has been the central telos of the mag-azine in all its incarnations (whatever its limitations in practice).
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Technology and MoneyThe economics of openDemocracy has also been central to its develop-ment. Indeed, its history underlines the point that web-publishing –beyond the modest blog – is far from ‘free’.The internet lowers costs by transferring print and reproduction coststo the user. It opens up market access by bypassing wholesalers andretailers (the last a major obstacle to minority magazines unless theirdistribution is protected in law, as in France and Greece). The globalreach of the internet also makes new kinds of ventures possiblethrough the aggregation of minority audiences in different countries(producing a situation that is analogous to art house film production).
openDemocracy benefited from all of these advantages – lower costs,enhanced market access, and global aggregation.But the e-zine still had to spend money. Its largest outlays were on thesalaries of staff to commission, subedit, and publish (i.e. code, lay-out andpresent) content, and to administer its business; payments to contribu-tors; and office overheads. In addition, it had miscellaneous calls on itsbudget, for example £120,000 on website design and redesign in its firstthree years (and on the commissioning of a less labour-intensive website,in the subsequent period). The e-zine in fact cut a number of corners. Itspent little money on promotion and translation; paid its editorial stafflow salaries, and developed a network of volunteer and intern labour.Even so, it spent around £4.35 million in 2001–8.14 Part of this outlay wasadmittedly misspent, since it was directed towards generating incomethat failed tomaterialize. But a significant part of openDemocracy’s expen-diture was unavoidable, given what it set out to do.The real obstacle to net publishing lies on the revenue side. The worldwide web was given as a free gift to the world in order to foster inter-connection and the open accessing of knowledge (Berners-Lee, 2000).This legacy was supported by workers within the computer industry(Weber, 2004), and reluctantly embraced by large media corporations,nearly all of whom now provide free access to their online news sites(partly in a bid to protect their offline business). Users have thus becomeaccustomed to not paying for web-based press content.Thismade it impossible for openDemocracy to charge awebsite entry fee.Its audience, though substantial, was too small in relative terms to generatesubstantial advertising. The e-zine’s lofty humanism was not like an urgenthumanitarian cause or a passionate partisan commitment propelling sym-pathisers to reach for their credit cards. Yet, the e-zine made an undertak-ing to the Ford Foundation that it would seek to become self-fundingwhen it received a $1.6 million dollar loan. openDemocracy took on staffto syndicate articles, market archived articles as e-books, sell institutional
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subscriptions, solicit donations, and sell advertising. The new businesspersonnel were expensive, and failed to raise significant revenue.This plunged the magazine, at its peak with 24 employees, into a crisisthat almost destroyed it. It received emergency charitable funding thatenabled a soft landing in 2005–6. It then lurched into a near terminalcrisis in 2007, after two major funders – Ford and Rockefeller – declinedto help further. The magazine even moved for a time, in 2007, into thewaiting room of a friendly NGO, after finding itself without an office,before eventually securing better accommodation. Its core staff dwin-dled to three people in 2008, with others employed in linked projectsthat contributed to overall overheads.These projects included one devoted to cultivating an informed andcritical dialogue about Russia funded by George Soros’s Open SocietyInstitute, and another devoted to British politics (and constitutionalreform) financed by Rowntree. In effect, this development has come torepresent a new funding model: the parcelling out of openDemocracy’swebsite into discrete projects that appeal to different charitable trusts. Italso represents a move towards the partial Balkanization of the websiteinto nation-centred enclaves that sits unhappily with the international-ism of the project.Indeed, perhaps the most significant implication of this study isthat the international space between commercial and state-linkedmedia – between CNN and BBC World News, The Economist and AlJazeera – is not sustained by an online revenue stream that will enablenew ventures to grow and flourish. There is not a ready-made businessmodel that will support worldwide online journalism of a kind pio-neered by openDemocracy.Partly for this reason, the building of an international public sphere isgoing to be a lot more difficult in practice than its magical realization hasbeen in critical social theory. And, to judge from this case study, globalinequalities of power and resources are likely to distort the internationalpublic sphere that will eventually emerge.
Endnotes1. Other synonyms for the international public sphere are the ‘transnationalpublic sphere’ and ‘global public sphere’.2. For divergent socialist, radical democratic and liberal interpretations, seerespectively Ugarteche (2007), Fraser (2007) and Volkmer (2003).3. For an especially illuminating discussion, see Held et al. (1999) and Held(2004) who argue that a more democratically accountable, multi-layeredsystem of governance is the best way to reassert public power.
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4. Both authors declare a personal interest: James Curran as an early volun-teer, external ‘media’ co-editor with David Elstein and Todd Gitlin; andTamara Witschge who is currently involved in the e-zine’s strategic discus-sions. Both authors have sought to maintain, however, academic detach-ment in writing this essay.5. openDemocracy Board Meeting Statistical Report, July 2001.6. openDemocracy Board Meeting Statistical Reports, August, 2001;November 2001; December 2001.7. openDemocracy Board Meeting Statistical Report, May 2002.8. Source: Google analytics.9. http://www.opendemocracy. net/editorial_tags/tibet_200810. http://www.opendemocracy.net/about11. Interviews were conducted with nine openDemocracy editorial employees,past and present. These included the e-zine’s three editors, and its long-serv-ing deputy editor, as well as junior staff. Past and present staff have notbeen differentiated in order to preserve anonymity.12. These quotations are derived from interviews with senior openDemocracystaff.
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ChapterSeven
Politics, Journalism and

New Media: Virtual Iron
Cages in the New Culture

of Capitalism

Aeron Davis

IntroductionThis chapter looks at the ways new media is influencing mediatedengagement between politicians, journalists and their publics. Its start-ing point is a critique of the dominant research approaches that guidemuch enquiry here: the ‘technological-determinist’ and ‘democratic-nor-mative’ lines. These merge democratic communication ideals with ICTpotential to produce a blueprint for ‘more democratic’ forms of medi-ated public communication. New media enhances communicativeexchange and thus brings stronger forms of ‘social capital’ (Putnam’s2000 definition). To date, in politics and journalism, such expectationshave remained relatively unfulfilled. To investigate why, the researchpresented here takes more of a ‘social shaping’ or ‘mediated’ approach tonew ICT adoption. Such work is actor-centred and records how individ-uals adopt, and change their everyday behaviours, in response to newtechnologies. Thus, it attempts to observe the daily communication-related practices of politicians and journalists and then asks how newICTs are influencing these and, if so, in what directions.Arguably, ICT-adoption in politics and journalism is being driven lessby democratic imperatives or technological innovation, and more byrationalization and marketization. Like many other professions operat-ing in ‘the culture of the new capitalism’ (Sennett, 2006), journalistsand politicians are continually expected to be more productive – to bemore cost-efficient and produce quantitatively more with less. The two
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professions are oriented around human exchanges, information-gatheringand public audience connection. Both, accordingly, try to learn, deliberateand write about more policy issues in an increasingly complex policysphere. Both attempt to have more human exchanges in order to facilitatethis and to retain their fragmenting public audiences. Their adoption ofnew technologies is guided by these objectives. In trying to fulfil theseincreasingly elusive goals individuals are using ICTs to cut corners and toappear to manage the unmanageable (see chapters by Phillips andFreedman, this volume). In the process, information-gathering and humaninteraction is becoming ‘virtualized’ (Carrier and Miller, 1998). That isto say, public political engagement, betweenpoliticians, journalists and thepublic, whether online or via news media, is: more ‘symbolic’ than ‘sub-stantive’, based on ‘thin’ rather than ‘thick’ communicative links, built on‘flexibility’ and ‘abstraction’ in place of ‘craftsmanship’ and ‘specialistknowledge’. Thus, new media is equally likely to be a contributory factorin weakening communicative ties, social capital and public engagement.
New Media, Politics and Journalism:
Greater Engagement or Iron
Cage-induced Virtualization?Much newmedia research on politics and journalism has been concernedwith fulfilling democratic ideals and ICT potential, rather than observingreal actors and ‘actually existing democracies’ (Fraser, 1997) in practice.Whether the starting point is technology, media or politics, there is a clearnormative agenda being put forward: existing political institutions andnews media are letting down citizens and, at least in part, are responsiblefor declining levels of public engagement with traditional politics. In theUK, as with the majority of OECD countries (Dalton, 2004; Hay, 2007),there has been a long-term reduction in voting levels, political partymembership, and levels of ‘trust’ in politicians and political institutions.Likewise, most national newspapers and terrestrial broadcasters havepresided over a steady drop in audience figures since the 1970s (Tunstall,1996; Curran and Seaton, 2003; Ofcom, 2007). MORI opinion polls forover a quarter of a century have placed journalists and politicians at thebottom in terms of professions that people ‘trust’. All of which offersstrong evidence for the thesis that the professions of journalism and pol-itics have become disconnected and disengaged from ordinary citizens.The proposed answer, inmany cases, involves the use of new informationand communication technologies. New ICTs offer the communicativepotential for greater exchange and deliberation between politicians,journalists and citizens. Negroponte (1995) and Rash (1997) argued that
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the many-to-many, communicative network of the internet contained thepotential for a renewal of direct democracy. Political and public spheretheorists (Dryzak, 2000; Norris, 2000; Putnam, 2000) have pointed outthe potential for enhancing ‘social capital’ and a stronger, internet-enhanced direct and deliberative democracy. Empirical studies havesought to document or test the possibilities in a variety of ways (Coleman,2004; Gulati, 2004; Trippi, 2004; Davis, 2005; Lusoli et al., 2006): ‘e-con-sultation’, ‘citizen panels’, a ‘civic commons in cyberspace’. Studies ofnews journalism have similarly noted how the internet has made tradi-tional journalism more publicly responsive, and widened public partici-pation to bloggers and ‘citizen journalists’ (Gillmor, 2004; Pavlik, 2001;Allan, 2006; McNair, 2006; Fenton, Introduction, this volume). All thesestudies, in effect, view greater public participation, and engagement withpoliticians and journalists, as the way forward.While such work has correctly identified substantive signs of a legitima-tion crisis in institutional politics, the causal explanations are faulty.Diagnoses and solutions are based on ‘abstract’ and ‘ideal’ rather than ‘real’actors and ‘actually existing’ democracies. First, the ‘agora’ or ‘publicsphere’ model of politics and public deliberation has never existed outsideof small, elitist collectives (Calhoun, 1988; Behabib, 1992; Fraser, 1992;Habermas, 1996). Contemporary democracies are large and complexwith multi-layered systems of government and civil society and a ‘multi-dimensional policy space’ (Bennett, 2003; Dalton, 2004; Crouch, 2004;Hay, 2007). The failings of institutional democracies are not simplyreducible to a failure to obtain direct democracy. Second, any equivalent‘idealized’ conception of media and communication is also outdated (seealso Calhoun, 1992; Thompson, 1995; Sunstein, 2001; Curran, 2002;Garnham, 2007). Most news journalism inmost democracies, regardless ofits professional ideals, is privately-owned andmarket-driven. It is nomorein a position to facilitate wide access, engagement and deliberation thanpublicly-funded institutions. Online forms of journalism, traditional, citi-zen or blogger based, have yet to produce a long-term sustainable businessmodel (Cohen, 2002; Singer, 2003; Scott, 2005; Freedman, this volume).Third, there is an assumption that ordinary citizens want to consumeand engage with their news and politicians online. The majority do not.Lusoli et al. (2006) found that only 42 per cent could name their MP andonly 8.5 per cent are ‘net enthusiasts’ when it comes to political engage-ment. Of those members of the public that do contact their MP, 48 percent did so by phone, 20 per cent by letter, 11 per cent in person, and 12per cent by email (Lusoli and Ward, 2005). According to Ofcom (2007b),in 2006, only 6 per cent of the UK public got their news from the internet,as opposed to television (65 per cent) or newspapers (14 per cent). Infact, most studies note that online news consumption and politicalparticipation is closely correlated to an existing predisposition to participate
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in real-world politics (Davis and Owen, 1998; Norris, 2001; Bonfadelli,2002; Jensen, 2006). Fourth, such visions assume that journalists andpoliticians deliberately chose not to engage with ordinary citizens buthave spare capacity to do so. As the discussion below points out, this isfar from the case. Thus, the attempt to conceive of ICTs as making anintervention in this way ignores the many other social, organizational,commercial and communicative obstacles to such forms of direct publicengagement with politicians and journalists (see also critiques in Polat,2005; Brandenberg, 2006; Dahlberg, 2007).Analysis of how new media is influencing news media and politicsshould, instead, begin by looking at current accounts of contemporarypolitics and news production. It should focus on the existing commu-nicative practices of such professions and how new media may or maynot be altering those practices. This ‘recombinant’ and ‘social shaping’approach (Lievrouw and Livingstone, 2006: 4) views ICTs as ‘more of amutual shaping process in which technological development and socialpractices are co-determining’. Such socially-shaped adoptions of newmedia are, consequently, also likely to impact on the way politicians,journalists and their publics engage.As the next section will argue in greater detail, the over-riding pres-sure being felt by politicians and journalists is that of greater produc-tivity wrought by ‘the cultures of the new capitalism’ (Sennett, 2006).Weber (1948) first conceived of the modern state and its governingprofessions as being increasingly directed by ‘rationalization’ and the‘iron cage’ of bureaucracy. Many core elements of the traditional ‘ironcage’ are to be found in contemporary commercial and public organi-zations of all sizes. Although structures and forms of labour haveevolved considerably during the twentieth century, key elements of‘functional rationality’ are ever present. For Ritzer (1998, 2004),Sennett (2006), Jamieson (1989), Carrier and Miller (1998), the com-bined logics of modern markets and bureaucracies offer up a range ofcontemporary variations. Each observes the shift of capitalist democ-racies to new forms of work and consumption but continuingdemands for hierarchies and workforce control, predictability andquantification, efficiency and productivity. At the same time, each alsorecognizes new features influencing many newer professions in an eraof globalization, post-Fordism and consumption. Transnational corpo-rations get ever larger and more fragmented. Employees have to movejobs and learn new skills with greater frequency. ‘Institutional knowl-edge’ and ‘craftsmanship’, being able to build up experience and skills,and to spend time developing something well, is in decline (Sennett,2006: 127): ‘In a speeded-up institution, however, time-intensivelearning becomes difficult. The pressures to produce results quicklyare too intense […] so the work-place time-anxiety causes people to
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skim rather than to dwell.’ The emphasis is always on change, the new,speed, the consumer, and quantification of results – the ‘audit society’(Power, 1997) (see Freedman and Phillips, this volume).These issues also affect those at the organizational top who, in turn,have to accommodate a variety of alternative bosses, from anonymousinternational investors to auditors and consumer-citizens. They mustthemselves be flexible, adaptable, more productive, offer constantchange and ‘new’ ideas (see Hay, 2007). Those in official power give it upto an array of external bodies, experts and corporations. According toSennett (2006), it is by such means that power becomes disconnectedfrom legitimate authority in contemporary hierarchies.Running throughout this literature are two other themes integral tothe discussion ahead: technology and ‘virtualization’. For all theseauthors technology enables and facilitates new forms of rationalizationand market flexibility. Information and communication (as opposed toindustrial) technologies offer greater predictability, cost efficiency, flexi-bility, quantification, alternative hierarchies, organizational expansionand forms of non-human control of human activity (see also Piore andSabel, 1984; Murray, 1989; Lyon, 1995; Herman and McChesney, 1997).As Ritzer states (1998: vii), ‘McDonaldization involves an increase inefficiency, predictability, calculability and control through the substi-tution of non-human for human technology.’At the same time, technologically-facilitated rationalization also con-tributes to a very modern by-product that Carrier and Miller (1998) label‘virtualization’. There are many elements of this such as the imposition of
‘abstract’ theory and ‘auditing’ on states and corporations. Another is the
weakening of direct social ties; something Sennett (2006) develops ingreater detail. Social relations involve time and investment, make difficultmanagement decisions more complicated, and are thus an impediment tothe new flexible, ever-movingworkforce. Anonymous, computer-mediatedtransactions are more cost-efficient than personal relationships. Anotheris the rise of symbolic promotion. Companies, public institutions and indi-viduals have to promote themselves and their products as consistent,ordinary and reliable but also, ever-new, changing and extraordinary (seealsoWernick, 1991; Corner and Pels, 2003). Forms of virtualism, not to beconfused with postmodern accounts of hyperreality, develop their owndriving logic for individuals.Thus, the successful professional, operating in ‘the culture of the newcapitalism’ needs to: be numerically and technically proficient, be flexi-ble and adaptable, be able to learn new skills and theory, operate innew work environments and with weaker social ties, increase personaland organizational productivity, and be able to promote themselves andtheir products. As argued below, each of these elements, tied to rational-ization and marketization, can be linked to the adoption of new
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technologies within the professions of journalism and politics. New ICTsare not strengthening the communicative ties between politicians andjournalists or between these professions and their publics. Instead, whilenews production and public political engagement become quantita-tively greater and more ‘productive’, so they are also becoming ‘thin-ner’, more ‘symbolic’ and ‘virtualized’ in nature.
The Political and Journalistic Iron
Cages of the Twenty-first CenturyOne over-riding impression from interviewing national politicians andpolitical journalists is the constant pressure to bemore productive. Recentinterviews with 80 MPs and reporters at Westminster (as well as previoussets of interviews), convey an impression of extremely hard-pressed indi-viduals caught between multiple taskmasters and professional demands.The majority of these on-site interviews were sandwiched between otherappointments and were frequently interrupted by urgent calls, text mes-sages and assistants looking for instruction or ushering the interviewee tothe next appointment or news story.The two professions share many characteristics. Both involve: rapidinformation collection in a diversity of subject areas, multiple contactsand exchanges with others, information summaries and presentations,evaluations and decision-making points. In effect, both professions aredriven by human exchanges and information collection and productionrequirements. Consequently, the pressures of rationalization andmarketization are applied to these professional functions. Technology,accordingly, has come to be adopted with these, rather than ideal dem-ocratic, objectives in mind.Most politicians effectively juggle two jobs, spending half their timein their constituency dealing with local affairs, and half their time atWestminster dealing with parliamentary business (ministers have athird job in government). They have at least five constituent groupsthey have to communicate with and are, in various ways, answerableto: constituents, the parliamentary party, party members and workers,party funders and allied interests, and journalists. There are also a rangeof interest group representatives, think tanks and assistants (parliamen-tary, party and civil service) who present, compile and manage informa-tion and other contacts.The average Member of Parliament (MP) has over 90,000 constituentsthey may potentially have to deal with. Conversely, since the 1960s theirlocal party support structures andmemberships have been in decline (seeWebb and Farrell, 1999). Parliamentary existence is busier still. In 2004–5,
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MPs had to deliberate and vote on 44 Government bills and 95 PrivateMembers’ bills were put forward, to which 7,668 new amendments andclauses were tabled. There were 421 standing committee meetings todiscuss these and 1,286 Select Committee meetings, producing 190reports. Many MPs were also a member of one or more of the 303 all-party groups and 116 country groups (Norton, 2007: 436). An average of16 EDMs (Early Day Motions) were tabled each day and drew over100,000 signatures in total from MPs (HoC, July 2005). The range of top-ics was extremely diverse. With the rising complexities of the ‘multi-dimensional policy space’, politicians have to be increasingly flexible inlearning about issues, developing and delivering policy solutions andevaluating alternatives (Webb, 2000; Dalton, 2004; Hay, 2007).All MPs admitted to being inundated with information and requestsfrom constituents, interest groups, officials and their party. The largemajority admitted to suffering an information overload problem whichrequired drastic solutions. Many complained of the efforts required tokeep up with their constituency caseloads. Many stated that they could-n’t engage meaningfully with 80–90 per cent of the issues and legislationpassing through Parliament:Maybe there’s 80 new laws a year and another 200 statutory instru-ments, and I would guess that out of those you can only ever possi-bly know really the ins and outs of ten in one year. So you rely verymuch on your colleagues […] just as they rely on you. (Labour MP)The benefits of new ICTs have been relatively slow to be realized inWestminster. However, increasingly, parties and individual MPs areusing new technologies to assist them in their tasks. Screens withmeetingand debate timetables and other electronic reminders direct MPs whenand where they have to be. EDMs and Parliamentary Questions are nowmore likely to be put forward electronically. When asked about howthe internet had changed what they did, the most common answer,given by a majority of respondents, was that it aided them as a researchtool. Nine out of ten said they used it to search for information on a reg-ular basis, more than half of these said ‘a lot’. This might involve usingthe internet to gain access to specific information sources, such asnews sites, the House of Commons Library and interest group websites,or using it as an encyclopaedia to get basic information. It also helpedwith colleague exchanges:The full gamut of media and information sources, which includethe internet now as a research tool, are the primary sources ofinformation […] I read a range of newspapers and websites everyday … (Scottish National Party MP)
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You know, you can set up a meeting with an exchange of emails insort of ten minutes whereas doing the phone calls took forever, sothat’s much more efficient; circulating papers before meetings orbouncing ideas or drafts on to people, that all becomesmuch easier.(Conservative MP, former minister)However, new technologies had also enhanced aspects of the political‘iron cage’. Party whips text and email their MPs telling them whenand how to vote. MPs are constantly evaluated quantitatively andqualitatively. How many times they attend debates, vote, the way theyvote, EDM signatures, committee memberships and public speeches(and now expenses), are all recorded, aggregated and accessible. Newmedia has thus made the auditing and evaluation of MPs more publiclyvisible. Journalists, party leaders and whips, interest groups and con-stituents can all monitor their public performances and voting deci-sions. Of equal concern to politicians was that the internet had, inother ways, added to their workloads. Many complained that email hadconsiderably increased the number of constituency and interest groupexchanges they had. There was more information to digest, expanded24-hour and online news media coverage to deal with, and morehuman interaction but with no extra resources:Just for the information that people send you, you can get over-loaded by that, and it’s actually getting into the remit of the internetas well because you get emails […] You just can’t, you know, youphysically can’t deal with them and, actually, even though you’vegot staff, you know, they can’t either. (Labour MP)Clearly politicians cannot come close to adequately fulfilling the ever-increasing productivity demands placed on them. They can only dealadequately with a limited number of constituent and interest groupneeds; only hope to gain a moderate understanding in a few of the manypolicy areas they talk publicly about, and vote on. ICTs have helped MPsdo more but, at the same time, added to workloads in other ways.1Political reporting, like news journalism more generally, has also suf-fered from the need to become more productive, rational and market-oriented. Over the last quarter of a century, the following trends can beobserved with some consistency. There is substantially more news butalso greater competition and fragmentation with fewer consumers peroutlet (Tunstall, 1996; Franklin, 1997, 2005; Curran and Seaton, 2003;Davies, 2008). Global competition, market segmentation and entertain-ment alternatives havemeant a steady decline of advertising revenues formost single, commercial news outlets. Consequently, national newsproducers have presided over a steady decline in audience figures sincethe 1970s. In an effort to remain profitable, papers have raised prices
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well above inflation, increased outputs and news sections while simulta-neously cutting back on staff (see Freedman, this volume). Tunstall(1996) estimated that, between the 1960s and 1990s individual outputhad at least doubled. More recently, Davies (2008) concluded that jour-nalists now have to fill three times as much news space as they did in1985. Such calculations may be over-estimates as it is difficult to workout how much the use of freelancers or new technologies has filled thegap. However, these and many other interview-based accounts stronglysuggest that more news is being produced quicker, with far fewer humanresources and under poorer working conditions. Critics have labelled thenew end product Newszak (Franklin, 1997), Infotainment (Delli Carpiniand Williams, 2001), ‘junk-food journalism’ (Ritzer, 2004) and, mostrecently, ‘Churnalism’ (Davies, 2008).A strong majority of journalists interviewed offered personal accountsthat tallied with this overview. Several described experiences of: declin-ing employment security and job cuts, the hiring of cheaper, junior staffreplacements, decreasing editorial resources, an increase in output andpaper supplements, efficiency drives, the growing power of accountantswithin firms, and a greater dependency on externally supplied ‘informa-tion subsidies’:There are two fundamental changes since when I first came here,which is almost thirty years ago […] the news media is highly com-petitive, it’s much more marketized than it was, and there’s a lotmore of it, notably 24/7 television […] And all of this marketizationof society and technical transformation of communications areboth pointed to the same direction: enormously more speed andthe need to get your message across rapidly. (Political newspapereditor, national broadsheet)New ICTs have been widely adopted (or imposed) across all areas ofnews production and dissemination. For most journalists interviewednew technologies had many obvious benefits in terms of aiding the pro-duction process. Internet sources of information and the ability to accessand transmit information and news outputs over distance were useful.Most importantly, the internet had rapidly become an invaluableresearch and organizational tool. Committee reports, government billsand speeches, information on individual MPs, local politics and internalparty matters could all be accessed instantly. Organization and infor-mation transmission was mentioned by more than a third of journalistsas having improved considerably:I think the overwhelming importance of the internet is as the kneejerk and accessible information source. I mean you can access every-thing from government documents to chasing down a quote or
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whatever in a matter of seconds, whereas before it would take youminutes if not hours. (Political editor, commercial broadcasting)Email is phenomenal […] I didn’t want to phone my guy and gothrough it. I just sent him the link to the bits, said this is what we’regoing to do, he looks at it, came back with the quote, you know.It just speeds things up. (Political correspondent, nationalbroadsheet)However, as discussions continued, it was also clear that new ICTs haveadded to the demands placed on journalists in various ways. The intro-duction of ‘multi-skilling’, the ‘pooling’ of journalists and sub-editors,merging of sister papers, and contracting out operations, were all facil-itated by new media. More importantly, new media had contributed toan expectation of more output per individual and a perpetual need tokeep ahead of the news pack. Twenty-four-hour news channels, theneed for the same journalist to report in different formats, and theexpectation that journalists should produce additional blogs, all spreadthe personal resources of reporters more thinly. In effect, online newsproduction, which is yet to be supported by advertising (see Freedman,this volume), is further diluting the editorial resources available tonews producers in general:At the moment PMQs finishes, George Jones has got to go overand file stuff, and he may even have to do an iPod broadcast aswell as something for the blog. And that’s all time when you’dnormally go straight downstairs and talk to MPs … it’s drainingpeople’s already limited time for no particularly good purpose,because they all feel they need these platforms and have to begenerating material on these platforms. (Political editor, commer-cial broadcasting)Like many other professions, operating in the organizational ‘culture ofthe new capitalism’, journalists and politicians have been subject to con-temporary forms of bureaucratization and marketization. New mediahas offered actors solutions for doing their jobs better and offered asense of greater control. A majority of journalists were, on balance,more positive about how new media had helped them in their work.However, at the same time, ICTs have added alternative expectationsand pressures. Many expressed strong concerns about the longer-termimpact of new media on traditional journalism. While most politicianshad positive things to say, they were, on balance, more ambivalent oreven negative in their overall assessments of what ICTs brought to thempersonally in their working life.
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New Media Adoption and Virtualized
Political EngagementsIn addition to delivering new forms of professional rationalization,ICTs have also contributed to types of ‘virtualization’: ‘abstraction’,‘symbolic promotion’ and the ‘weakening of social ties’. As statedabove, the principle activities of both professions involve the need formultiple and intense human exchanges, and, frequent information col-lection and production requirements. The problem is, in the organiza-tional ‘culture of the new capitalism’, gaining a full understanding of asubject takes time, deliberation with others takes time, and humanface-to-face interaction takes time. Time is precious and each individ-ual has to make a risk assessment about what they use their time for;what activities are more likely to produce useful results, gain a story,produce a working knowledge of a subject, or achieve stronger links toone’s constituents or consumers. Newmedia is seductive in its appeal asa means of stretching time by enabling more information collection andmore individual exchanges. However, doing ‘more’ by such ICT-enabledmeans, also changes the nature of those same activities.Politicians, overwhelmed by the information-gathering and human-interaction requirements of their job, have adopted many practical solu-tions in order to cope. These include the use of assistants, colleagues andadvisors, to communicate with constituents, and collect and summarizepolicy information for them. Mass media use, to develop ‘para-social’(Horton andWohl, 1993) forms of public engagement, are obviously a pro-ductive means of symbolically communicating with many voters. Newmedia provides othermeans of dealing with these objectives. The underly-ing theme of those advocating its adoption is that it enhances the commu-nicative ties between politicians and citizens, and improves understandingand deliberation. However, the interviews suggest that over-stretchedpoliticians are, instead, more likely to use new media in ways that makepolitics more abstract, symbolic and distanced from individuals.First, ICTs enable politicians and ministers to quickly become knowl-edgeable about a wider range of policy areas. From one viewpoint this isa major advance in terms of being able to engage on more issues andquestion party or government policy. But, from another position, it alsoenables MPs to take on the appearance of expertise in an area. This is a‘pseudo’ (Boorstin, 1962) expertise and semblance of technical knowl-edge and ‘competence’ that brings false expectations. It also offers publicengagement of a promotional and rhetorical, rather than substantive,nature (Edelman, 1964; Wernick, 1991). Arguably, new media is,accordingly, facilitating a soundbite-level of knowledge for a soundbitenews culture. Certainly such themes often came out in the interviews.
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The decline of strong party ideologies, party leaders selected on groundsof competence rather than ideological vision, and the downgrading of MPexpertise. Both mass and newmedia were in someways implicated here:Some people undoubtedly have thrived because they’ve lookedgood on television. I mean the danger is the trivialization of politics,and it’s associated with the kind of culture of spin and soundbite[…] where some politicians have felt it was enough, and indeed theonly thing that they needed to do was to learn the official line andthen repeat it […] I think it increasingly shows where peoplehaven’t got a deep understanding of the subject but they’re simplyparroting pre-prepared lines. (Labour MP, former minister)More significantly, new media adoption is proving more likely toweaken communicative ties between politicians and citizens and makepolitics more symbolic rather than less. This begins with the websites ofMPs which are now the norm. By the end of 2004 (Lusoli et al., 2004) 76per cent of MPs had individual websites. This percentage has since risenand during the research period more than nine out of ten MPs inter-viewed had a website presence. However, little more than a third saidthey had a direct input to their own sites. The rest either had no input atall or admitted it was all done by their assistant. Even for the third thatdid contribute directly it was unclear how much that was simply takingan interest in the site and/or directing their assistants. The vast majorityof websites have also turned out to be used in an old, one-to-manyfashion – they are simply used to promote information about the candi-date and do not encourage actual exchange and engagement. Jackson andLilleker’s analysis of MP’s websites (2004) found that only 7.1 per centprovided opinion polls, 4.3 per cent surveys, and 1.6 per cent used onlinediscussion forums. They concluded that, with the exception of ‘a few pio-neers’, ‘the vast bulk’ of such communications was ‘asymmetrical’. Theresearch here suggested little advancement on these figures with politi-cal websites generally performing mostly a symbolic function for con-stituents:People read it [my blog]. People tell me they’ve read it and theyknowwhat I’m up to and stuff. I think it’s important for constituentsto know what I’m up to, because one of the dangers is you come tothe village, Westminster village, and if you’re not seen for a coupleof days in the community they will think, people may think whereare you? (Labour MP)Email is also no more likely to improve direct engagement between MPsand their constituents. Just less than one out of five MPs interviewed was
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calculated to have extensive e-exchanges with constituents (sendingmore than 20 emails a day and emailing their constituents directly). Infact, for each MP who was a constituency email enthusiast there wereseveral more who voiced strong concerns about it. The strongest objec-tion was over resource constraints. Many were concerned that the mostvulnerable constituents did not have email access. Several actuallyregarded a large proportion of email, because of its ease and simplicity,to be trivial and unconsidered. The irony, apparent to several, was thatmuch constituency case work had to be dealt with indirectly, throughassistants. Since email had increased the individual communicative bur-den, the outcome was that a greater proportion of case work had to bedealt with by assistants using the politician’s official email address:I mean the rise of email is a disaster for Members of Parliament, theworkload is just out of, you know, it’s just a disaster […] I get 60–100 serious emails a day, which have to be responded to and dealtwith in some way, on top of the normal post bag […] to [continueto] cope with it we would have to employ staff to respond on ourbehalf, perversely making us more remote from our correspon-dents, while appearing to be more responsive. (Conservative MP,Select Committee Chair)Similar problems were observed in attempts to develop forms of elec-tronic deliberation or consultation. Overall, less than one in ten MPs hadengagedwith the public in this waywith any frequency. Inmost cases theidea did not generate great interest or a positive response. Lack of con-sultation visibility, time and resource pressures, and the digital divide,were all put forward as reasons. Similar findings have been noted inrespect to consultationwith government departments (Chadwick, 2006).Despite some enthusiasm from officials involved (20 parliamentaryclerks and civil servants were also interviewed), there was a generalsense that such exercises were more symbolic than practical:The NHS ‘Your Health, Your Say’ last year was an example of that [adeliberative forum] and quite successful I think, and we put a lot ofmoney into it of course. But […] Government’s got to be very clearwhat it wants to get out of these things, because the worst thingthat can happen is that you do all this listening, you get peopleinteracting a lot more, and then you just go off and do what youwere going to do anyway. And then people become very cynicalabout that, and just say, ‘Well look, it’s just another gimmick isn’tit?’ The health one was criticised as a gimmick. (Civil servant)In effect, new media may have thickened the communicative ties betweenpoliticians and their professional contacts but has not between politicians
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and ordinary citizens. Overall, they may possibly even be weakeningthem. Because politicians are already over-burdened, ICT adoption is notgoing to help if it increases the very causes of their overload. Like withexisting mass media, it is instead becoming a means of signifying animage of politicians that cannot actually exist in practice: pseudo expert-ise and competence, impossible levels of constituency exchange, an abil-ity to be in the constituency and at Parliament simultaneously. Thus, newmedia have helped reshape the political iron cage towards virtualism.Journalists too have had to present a professional veneer that coversup the fact that, most of the time, they cannot possibly produce the kindof journalism they aspire to. Reporters, every day, must do instantresearch, gain an objective overview, and locate a balanced set of reliablesources, on a diverse range of news topics. Consequently, as mediasociologists have observed (Tuchman, 1972; Gans, 1979; Fishman, 1980;Gandy, 1982; Schlesinger, 1987; Tiffen, 1989; Tunstall, 1996) a numberof practical solutions have evolved for bridging the gap between report-ing limitations and expectations. Set beats, diary stories, presentation ofopinions rather than facts, the use of news wire and public relationsmaterial, and the recycling of news within and across formats (Franklin,2005; Davies, 2008; Philips, this volume), have all become a naturalizedpart of news production. Thus, the professional, Fourth Estate ideals ofjournalism have, in many ways, come to be achieved more symbolicallythan substantively. Many daily practices are no more than short-cuts orproxy substitutes for what is required. As the twin logics of rationaliza-tion and the market have further tightened the journalistic iron cage, sojournalists have been forced to find further short-cuts and proxy meth-ods to make the existing short-cuts and proxy methods sustainable.News beats are narrowed, source exchanges limited, news agendas andstory information copied from other journalists, political conflict andscandal stories substituted for detailed evaluations of policy and compe-tency (see also Thompson, 2000; Brookes et al., 2004; Davis, 2007).Once again, new media has made such activities seem much moreachievable. As for MPs, the greatest benefit the internet has brought is itsquick and wide-ranging research capabilities. However, they also sufferfrom online information overload and a need to construct reports fromwebsite sources with dubious credibility. Thus, as for politicians, there isa greater dislocation between the ‘pseudo expert’ presentation and theincreasingly ad-hoc, under-researched and unreliably sourced (from PRand unchecked websites) nature of the production process:In the old days you had to get up in the morning and read all thenewspapers, listen to the Today Programme […] Now, in addition toall of that we also have to keep an eye on websites, blogs of others,just in case stories crop up […] As on the Internet what we have to
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contend with is hugely increased sources of information. (Politicalnewspaper editor, mid-market national)You could get something wrong from Wikipedia […] when you’reunder those time constraints, the internet is fabulous but it’s danger-ous as well. And I think that’s … a lot of the times people get thingswrong, particularly on 24-hour news channels, it’s because they’rerelying on the internet. (Political editor, commercial broadcasting)A key finding that emerged from the interviews was how much newmedia was encouraging journalists to watch each other and follow ‘thepack’. Reporters have always watched each other to try and work outwhat is newsworthy. Rising pressures on journalists to be time-efficient,produce saleable copy, and not lose out on the big stories, means an ever-greater emphasis on news-monitoring. Here, 24-hour news channels,online news websites, and electronically-accessible news schedules,have propelled these trends even further. When journalists were askedabout how newmedia had changed their practices, the secondmost com-mon answer was its use in monitoring other news outlets (see alsoQuandt et al.’s, 2006, similar findings in respect of German and US jour-nalists and Redden and Witschge, this volume). For many MPs and jour-nalists, homogeneity in news agendas, as well as pack journalism, werethus now more prominent:The first one [interview] I did was Radio 5 Live in the morningand they got a car around to my house, the radio car. Before I gotinto the radio car I’d had BBC breakfast radio, BBC Radio Walesand BBC Radio Scotland all on to me asking me could I do them inthe same breakfast car because they’d found out the runningorder from BBC 5 Live, because, through computers they can seethe running order of various programmes and they hack intothem and steal guests basically. And what happens is that oneorganization will hear you on the radio and monitor it and thinkoh, that’s good, we will have some of that, get him on. (Deputypolitical editor, national broadsheet)The other noticeable trend coming out of the interviews was how muchless personal contact there was between journalists and sources (see alsoFenton, Chapter 9, this volume). Physical movement is time-consumingand general forays into Parliament that do not have a direct storypurpose, are risky. Several interviewees on both sides commented onhow ‘lobby’ exchanges, a traditional means of newsgathering, were nowfairly rare. Instead, journalists pieced together politician-centred storiesthrough websites, emailed information, quick mobile conversations, and
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recorded appearances of politicians on other news media. Thus, quiteclearly, the actual physical relationships, which have been at the heart oftraditional political coverage, have become distanced and filtered throughnew media:When you look at most of the debates, they’re very poorly attended[.…] I have the Parliament Channel on most of the time, and there’sbarely anybody in the Chamber […] people don’t need to go to theChamber to knowwhat’s going on. They can just put the ParliamentChannel on. (Political editor, public service broadcasting)They [journalists] don’t even try to talk to you, they just watchbreaking news upstairs. I pass them every day when I come in, Ipass one of the rooms and I see them watching telly and they’rebanging away on the typewriters, all of them […] When I first camehere […] it would be rare for that lobby not to include some jour-nalists, and sometimes it could be as many as ten or a dozen ortwenty. Now, the only people you see in the lobby are the fellas inthe fancy breeches looking after the place […] I think it’s the adventof 24 hours news. (Labour MP)Once again, new media has thickened the communicative ties betweenjournalists and other journalists. However, it has also tended to replacerather than enhance relationships with political sources. This is signifi-cant because many publicly-reported insights on politics emerge fromclose journalist-source relations built up through direct contact overmany years and, arguably, virtualized relationships are not the same (onthis point, see also Phillips, Chapter 5 and Fenton, Chapter 9, this vol-ume). Similarly, ICTs have also been utilized to paper over the ever-largerresource cracks that journalists struggle with. The ‘pseudo expertise’ ofthe reporter is spread ever thinner. The cannibalistic and herd-like ten-dencies become ever more enticing. Thus, new media has also helped toreshape the journalistic iron cage towards virtualism.
Conclusions: A Symbolic and
Virtualized Public SphereUndoubtedly the internet and other ICTs have bought some very realbenefits to those involved in politics and political journalism. In manyways it has helped those professionals to better research, communicateand engage in new fora. However, many of the prophecies and ideals oftechnophiles and democratic theorists have not been realized. This is
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not, as some have argued, because the technologies need further devel-opment or, because politicians and journalists are apathetic or lazy.Indeed, a strong majority of those interviewed appeared to work excep-tionally hard and hold to many of those same ideals. The less theyachieved them the harder they tried.As argued here, it is the very nature of the demands and expectationson them which have been the main driver of new media adoption.Politicians and journalists operate in very modern ‘iron cages’. Thenature of their work revolves predominantly around human exchangesand gathering information with a view to reporting and/or making deci-sive evaluations of political issues. As they have been driven to becomeever more ‘productive’ in these tasks so they have found newmedia usesto help in this. Such uses have both assisted and altered those profes-sional practices and, consequently, the nature of their ‘iron cages’. Oneoverall shift identified here is towards ‘virtualism’: ‘pseudo forms ofexpertise’, ‘abstraction’ and ‘presentation’ over ‘craftsmanship’, ‘sym-bolic’ rather than ‘substantive’ forms of news and politics, and ‘thin’rather than ‘thick’ communicative ties. Individuals, in the spheres ofinstitutional politics and political journalism, are becoming more dis-tanced from their publics rather than being brought closer to them. AsJamieson (1989), Carrier and Miller (1998), Ritzer (1998) and Sennett(2006) have argued, such contemporary developments are not to be sim-ply labelled ‘postmodern’. They are not merely cultural, abstract andapolitical shifts. Politics and markets continue to evolve and reshapehuman relations but just do so under an alternative layer of ICT-enabledmystification.
Endnotes1. See Fenton, Chapter 9 this volume, for a similar discussion in relation toNGOs.
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ChapterEight
New Online News Sources

and Writer-Gatherers

Nick Couldry

IntroductionThis chapter is about those outside mainstream UK media institutionswho, through the networking and information-gathering resources of theweb, seek to be new news sources. What are their values? Do theyintersect with journalistic values, and so extend journalistic practice? Isthis extension stable, or liable to be undermined? This chapter’s topic iswider than ‘online journalism’ (Deuze, 2003) since not all those followeddefined themselves as journalists. Nor is its topic the huge recentexpansion of opinion-giving online (‘blogging’) as such. Opinions, after all,are hardly a new element in journalism, and online opinion may generatehierarchies as sharp, if not quite as rigid, as those around conventionalop-ed pages (Park, 2004); while the potential new news sources in whichwe are interested may not operate through opinion at all, but throughnews aggregation.Given media’s intertextuality, which is intensified online (Bolter andGrusin, 2002), a story source can be anything (including anotherstory), but there remains a clear distinction in practice between a storyand a person or site (what we might call a ‘source-actor’) that isregularly regarded as reliable enough to make further inquiryunnecessary. Is the online world throwing up new types of source-actors for journalism? If so, this matters: sources are fundamental tothe types of stories that journalists can routinely produce (Hall et al.,1978, Schlesinger, 1990). By this standard, many blogs written with theaim simply of giving a point of view, not to challenge mainstreamnews’s modes of production (Rosenberg, 2007), may matter less, even ifsome blogs become so authoritative and fashionable that their opinionsare reportable as ‘fact’. By contrast, opinion-less websites – such as the site
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founded by Brian Stelter, TV.newser.com, subsequently absorbed intowww.mediabistro.com, which in 2006 became regarded by the US TVindustry as ‘a trustworthy source of information’ precisely ‘because heposts everything’1 –may represent amore important signof structural change.So the broader question is: ‘What happens when people at the edgesparticipate in the news-gathering and dissemination process’ (Gillmor,2004: 25)? Here too there is a choice of focus to be made. We couldconcentrateon alternative mediaonline thataimtobe full rivals tomainstreamnews but that space has already received some attention (Atton, 2004).We are interested more in those source-actors – lying between individualweb-posters and fully fledged news organizations – who through the webare expanding the news landscape, either directly or by altering thesources from which mainstream news typically draws.We call these source-actors ‘writer-gatherers’.2 This term is preferableto the US term ‘citizen journalist’ which does not necessarily play well inthe UK context and (like ‘user-generated content’) is sometimes used toinclude anyone who posts even one story or photo on a mainstream newssite.3 Citizen journalist as a term also brings with it an implausible claimof automatic democratization (Jarvis, 2008). In any case, the UK lacks thelarger-scale ‘self-organizing newsrooms’ (Gillmor, 2004: 146) of thoseregarding themselves as citizen journalists found in the US or Israel.4The term ‘writer-gatherer’ by contrast is intended as a non-evaluativeterm to capture those engaged in a regular practice of writing and/orinformation aggregation outside mainstream media institutions.Inevitably the space of writer-gatherers is fragmented, and not a clearlydefined ‘field’ in Bourdieu’s sense (Bourdieu, 1993), that is, a competitivespace organized around a common set of resources and practices, evenif some writer-gatherers approach or overlap with the borders of thejournalistic field. In spite of this fragmentation, it was important nonethelessto approach these actors through a common question: if there is potentiallya democratization of journalism under way, are its likely preconditionsbeingmet in thepractice of thosewriter-gatherers?This chapter concentrateson four such preconditions; is there1. an extension, even if in new language, of something like journalisticvalues, or the development of new sources on which journalisticpractice can rely;2. the time for actors to carry out such a role;3. the money and resources to carry out such a role;4. legitimacy and recognition for such a role.Our argument will be that the fulfilment of these preconditions is mixed and,where achieved, likely to be unstable. Predictions of a wider democratizationof journalistic practice through an expanded range of internet source-actors
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are therefore premature. However, some new types of writer-gatherermay be newly enabled by the web, with positive consequences.
Methodological NoteThe heterogeneous, fast-changing space of online writer-gatherers meansit is impossible to achieve a ‘sample’ in the statistical sense. At best, wecould hope to interview a satisfactory range of producer types, sufficientto give a sense of this space’s complexity.5 In addition, access was oftendifficult. Sometimes the only access-point was an email address on awebsite or blog; this led to many no-replies and some interrupted access(for example a police sergeant blogger who proved too busy to keep uphis blog or email correspondence with me). The sample was built slowly.Gradually we had to accept that certain types would prove too hard toreach, and perhaps for a good reason: a strong concern over anonymity(police bloggers)6 or primary involvement in other practices to which thewebsite was less essential (campaigning websites).7In spite of these difficulties a sample was built of 19 writer-gatherers:some opinion-givers, some pure aggregators; some on the edge ofmainstream political news, others on the edge of celebrity industry;some individual professionals and others close to communitymedia.8 Because of our project’s broad news focus, we avoided bloggersor aggregators in the domain of cultural taste, as well as typesinadequately represented in the UK: general aggregators without anyeditorial identity (reddit.com, dig.com) and very large-scale, alreadymature aggregators such as the Huffington Post or the Drudge Report.Other interesting groups emerged too late to be pursued, for examplethe ‘blogging mums’ recently followed by UK publishers andnewspapers.9 Professional blogs, a site of huge expansion recently, couldhave been a study in themselves, but we did not attempt to cover the fullrange of professions.
AnalysisThe range of writer-gatherers is huge. Reliable figures for comparingwebsite audiences are notoriously difficult to obtain, but our sampleranges from those reaching self-reported audiences of 250,000–750,000unique users per month (political blogger, and celebrity gossip sites) to25,000 per month (one professional site) and probably much lower in thecase of some other individual sites. In terms of scope and legitimacy, thereis a huge span too: political bloggers and celebrity gossip sites, whether
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liked or not, are an established part of the political/entertainment mediaindustries, whereas some local and professional sites we interviewedworked in relative isolation, with any status derived from mutual linkingwith similar sites.Difference in size and status however does not necessarily equate withdifferences in significance, if it is a genuine expansion of the sourcelandscape underlying news production in which we’re interested. Take thecase of leading political bloggers (interviewed by Aeron Davis): theycertainly offer more than just opinion, crossing over into journalismwhen, on the basis of the wide attention secured through their opinions,they lead factual stories of political significance and so extend the range ofsources on which mainstream political news relies. A similar case can bemade for celebrity gossip sites such as Holy Moly which work closely withthe tabloid press. But such relationships are better seen as extending theflexibility and speed of mainstream journalism (by outside agents, as itwere), rather than representing a completely different type of sourceentering the news landscape. They represent a lowering of the entry-barrier, if not to the mainstream media, at least to the buffer zones whichlink journalism to politics/celebrity, but hardly a democratization of newsitself, in spite of claims, for example, by the founder of celebrity news sitePopbitch to be ‘democratizing gossip’ (quoted in Aitkenhead, 2006). Bothpolitical and celebrity writer-gatherers realize this:nothing’s going to really change is it, you know […] there’s [just]another bit of competition for them [politicians] that’s going tomake them a little bit wary, and it’s going to change at the margins.I don’t think it’s going to dramatically change things. (Guido Fawkes,interviewed by Aeron Davis)ultimately the publications are business. And there are only so manyways in which that business is going to succeed. One of the waysbeing you sell scandal and you’ve got to be unpleasant to people. […]a newspaper and a publication […] they’re very powerful things. […]a blog […] causes them to enlarge their vocabulary of defence that’show I would put it […]. [while] journalists on these mainstreampapers are turning into bloggers. (Celebrity site A)By contrast, much smaller sites may represent a more important long-term shift in the types of people and interests represented in the space ofpublic comment. We will look at professional bloggers in this light below.At the same time, the celebrity websites (whose authors worked or hadworked in mainstream media) regarded the possibility of independentunofficial production, combined with the web’s speed, as changing thecelebrity news cycle significantly:
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I could never have imagined when I started as a journalist, when Iused to actually write things out on a fucking Remington typewriterand it was two weeks for editors to get back to me by post or phone,or a carrier pigeon that I now can think of an idea at half-past twoand get a piece up by quarter to three. And have comments by three.(Celebrity site A)Meanwhile writer-gatherers outside the media industries often sawthemselves as part of a broader expansion in media content: ‘I think thatall the mainstream press will now refer to bloggers as another threadcoming in. It’s certainly given people like me a voice they wouldn’t havehad before’ (professional site C). At one level this was seen as working toexpand awareness of professional zones previously closed to the mediaand the general public: ‘it’s giving people who don’t have a window intothe armed forces [such] a window’ (the army rumour and informationexchange site ARRSE). At another level, and more boldly, some saw aradical shift under way in the sites of cultural production, with varyingopportunities for influencing news, depending on whether you were awriter-doctor, a community news producer or a new entrant to theLondon celebrity-news market. Not all however were optimistic lookingahead: two websites linked to the Manchester blog aggregator Manchizzlewere pessimistic about influencing news agendas or in one case aboutsurviving at all: ‘I’m not confident, I think tomorrow the web is all goingto change […] the small guys like me are going to be swept aside and it’sall going to be Google and Yahoo’.Let’s now turn in more detail to the values which motivate the writer-gatherers we interviewed.
Values and AimsIn the hybrid space of writer-gathering, private and public motivesinevitably intersect, but it was only at celebrity websites that privatemotives were dominant, either in the form of commercial motive orpersonal expression for an otherwise constrained working journalist:‘[my site] has become its own kind of news site and gossip site andpersonal performance […] because I have fairly well developed ideas aboutlife [and] I don’t find them reflected anywhere else’ (celebrity site A).Most sites interviewed had a distinct public aim, but this could takemany different forms. For some, their site’s public role used individualexpression to influence public debate: ‘it’s pamphleteering all over again.[…] I’m trying to influence the agenda’ (local personal A). Doctor bloggerswere consistent in their aim of ‘bearing witness’ to National HealthService conditions at a time of intense government pressure for reform todoctors’ contracts and hospital provision:
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Currently as a doctor I feel totally misrepresented and distorted bythe press. Blogging levels up the playing field, and if I can present thedoctor’s side well and get enough readers/leverage then I can makea very positive difference to my profession. (Professional site F,email to the author, 25 February 2008)The aim of increasing awareness was shared by The Magistrate’s Blog,although without the context of current disputes with government:‘[Magistrates are] ordinary people, we have real lives, we live in the realworld, and so I wanted to try and dispel that by trying to explain how wemake our decisions, the rules we work by’.Others, by contrast, saw the public role of their site in a non-individualway, whether gathering a pool of information for citizen journalists to usehowever they wished (TheyWorkForYou) or, in more targeted fashion,providing a focus-point for the information needs of a particular group ofcampaigners (‘bringing all the data to one place’: Tescopoly). Still otherssaw their site as a direct expression of ‘community’ at a time whencommunities were difficult to build because of modern living conditions(Vision News) or difficult to sustain because of dispersed working conditions(ARRSE on the armed forces).Not surprisingly therefore, given this variety, such public aims did nottranslate easily into what we might recognize as journalistic values for anumber of reasons noted shortly. There were however exceptions. Somesites described methods of checking sources or information accuracy thatwere clearly oriented towards journalistic values. Political bloggers andcelebrity gossip sites worked in close proximity to the media industriesand under similar legal constraints, while the local governmentinformation site Mayorwatch aimed to correct information faults inmainstream media coverage of local government: ‘there’s nothing worsewhen you know something very well and you see it misreportedelsewhere. So it’s that very sort of thing that drives [my site] really […] to[be] accurate, authoritative, informed’ (Mayorwatch).With the exception of these sites, however, journalistic values weregenerally confined to a broad desire to avoid distortion (indeed Tescopolyhadn’t previously thought of themselves as operating in the space ofjournalism at all). Some sites took up a non-objective position aimed at whatPharmagossip called ‘not quite neutrality’, while others, particularly doctors,distanced themselves from journalistic values as actually found in media:‘Values […] guiding mainstream journalists’. You have to be joking.Have you ever read the Daily Mail? (Professional site A)My own values are at least as high as those of the average journalist[…] I think of myself as a blogger – but doing a better job than somejournalists. (Professional site B)
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Indeed correcting journalistic values was seen as part of the doctors’blogs’ point – ‘there would not be a need for bloggers like me if thejournalists did their job properly’ (professional site B) – a view expressedin more muted fashion by The Magistrate’s Blog (concerned with tabloidcoverage of law and crime) and TheyWorkForYou:I hope we are seen as a trusted source by journalists and the widerpublic. We always link back to the source of our data, so people cancheck it if they want […] I wish mainstream media and independentnews sources were as trusted and always linked back to the sourcesof their data. :) (TheyWorkForYou, email interview)Given this variety, it is perhaps surprising that most of those interviewedsaw themselves, even if in different ways, as providing a new news source.Mayorwatch expressed this through a contrast with political bloggers:‘[Guido Fawkes] is a personal opinion based, personal experience based[site], and mine is I guess a step removed from that […]. I don’t see it as ablog; I see it as a legitimate news source’ (Mayorwatch). Yet political bloggersthemselves, along with most of the rest of the sample also saw themselvesasnews sources. Theonly clear exceptionwasa financial advice site, AbnormalReturns, aimed at serious private investors, against the background ofan already well-developed financial news industry.The term ‘citizen journalist’ by contrast split those interviewed andthere were few, if any, for whom it had an immediate resonance, even if,like Dr Blue, they could ‘accept’ it as ‘a label’. Either or both of the words‘citizen’ and ‘journalist’ failed to fit:I don’t like the idea really of citizen journalist, […] I mean I’m notreally a journalist. (Local personal site A)I don’t like the expression [citizen journalist] and never use it.Can’t decide if it is rather Stalinist sounding, or just tacky.(Professional site A)The whistleblowing site Pharmagossip which had strong US links wasperhaps the site for whom the term citizen journalism resonated mostas part of its vision of how ‘Web 2.0’ was changing media so that contentwas now driven by those outside media institutions.
Actual PracticeTo sum up so far: we found little evidence amongst citizens interviewed ofan alternative source of journalistic practice emerging, even if most saw
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themselves as ‘new news sources’. To what extent then is writer-gatherers’belief in themselves as new news sources justified, when we look attheir sites?Even from a brief look at the contents of the sites whose producers weinterviewed, the limits to this potential transformation are clear. At oneend of the spectrum lie the high-profile political bloggers and celebritygossip websites offering a new, generally more strident, less consensualvoice. The clarity of the shift under way is linked directly to its limits: theseare new voices inflecting already well-established spheres of political andentertainment media, rather than an expansion of the news landscapeinto a new domain. At the other end of the spectrum are local personalbloggers who offer respectively, personal opinion or image portfolios withthe potential under certain favourable circumstances to feature inmainstream news agendas, at least at the margins, but have a limitedchance of influence otherwise.In between lie a number of partly institutionalized voices, some of themoffering something new and potentially significant, others perhaps not.Professional blogs and armed service rumour sites are not news sites;they insert streams of individual opinion, often highly forceful in language,into the wider ambit of public debate. While such sites sometimes offerdetailed reasoning and professional knowledge,10 they may also beabusive or at least very informal in tone, with a limited chance ofinfluencing journalists, let alone wider public opinion. Nonetheless the
potential of such professional sites to be a new news source is clear, andit is illustrated further by industry-based sites such as Pharmagossipand more risky whistle-blowing sites such as the former www.wikileaks.org (closed down by US court order in February 2008). Similarly, acampaigning site such as Tescopoly, by collecting information on a massof small campaigns across Britain and beyond, shows how a well-resourced site can transform the information landscape not only forjournalists but for interested citizens too. Aggregator sites likeTheyWorkForYou (UK national parliament) and Mayorwatch (localgovernment in London) constitute a parallel innovation, but without anycampaigning stance.By contrast, local news web-TV sites (Felixstowe TV and Vision-News)have, as yet, few independent investigative resources for becoming agenuinely new news source, and at most work as a site of exchange forlocal information and promotion, although they are too recently formed todraw any final judgements on their potential.It is certainly not the case, therefore, that the news source landscape isstanding still even if the signs of a genuine expansion of journalisticpractice are limited. We need however to look closely at how far suchchanges as are under way are likely to be sustainable.
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TimeIf the identified expansion of news sources is to be sustainable, certainpreconditions need to be met. The first is time: those involved need thetime to act as effective sources and, if this time is subsidized, the subsidyneeds to be stable.With the exception of one celebrity site (already working full-time as ajournalist and drawing on that practice in a blog which took no more than30 minutes a day), all those interviewed reported significant time spenton their site. Two sites (one celebrity site and one local TV news site)involved a number of full-time staff within a wider business model thatallowed for cross-subsidy of time costs from other income streams: ageneral media content business and a media training business. In threeother cases, the significant amounts of time spent on the site were ‘loaned’from a separate organization, whether under a formal secondmentarrangement (Tescopoly) or more informally in accordance with theunderlying organization’s objectives (TheyWorkForYou, linked to MySociety)or by personal choice of the business founder (Mayorwatch is run by theowner of a broader web business).In other cases the time subsidy was potentially less stable, since itinvolved work done in the spare time of someone fully employed or self-employed. The time reported in such cases varied from 3 hours per weekto approximately 2 hours per day. Clearly these are significant amountsof time and effort to sustain over long periods. While this is not difficultfor the semi-retired (professional site C) or those returning to workafter a period of sickness (two cases), it was difficult to sustain in othercases: so the two full-time doctor bloggers reported difficulties insustaining their blogs and needed to withdraw their commitment forsignificant periods:I don’t time it. I do not consider it work. Ideally I would do it justwhen I wanted to do it but it got out of control and that was when itbecame a burden. Because it was taking up too much time I backedoff and currently I am not spending much time actually writing forthe blog. (Professional site B)So if such blogs do represent a positive development (see Conclusion,below), the time subsidy on which they are based is unstable.
Finance/ResourcesAnother basic condition for sustainability is of course adequate financeand resources. The main costs for the sites contacted was time (just
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discussed) but for the more ambitious sites the cost of buying a contentmanagement system (and the related data skills) was also significant.How were these resources provided? Some sites, as just noted, weremade possible by the loan of time from other businesses or non-profitorganizations, and so were as stable as the finance underlying thosewider entities. When, as with Mayorwatch, that related business waswebsite management, web-related skills and resources were not aseparate cost.With the exception of the sites reaching large audiences (one celebritysite and one political blogger) there was little evidence that web advertisingwas a significant present or future income source. Some sites implicitlydismissed advertising’s importance:I get a few hundred pounds a month from advertising but it does notcompensate for the time commitment. I don’t have anything to sell.Of course […] it’s wonderful to see all these hits, you know, go intoGoogle analytics, oh Alaska’s big today. It’s satisfying on a sort of egolevel but quite frankly if ten people came into my site on one day andif 10,000 came in the next, it makes no difference to me – maybe $3on the Google ads, that’s all it makes, you know.For local web-TV sites seeking to establish a full-time business model, itwas not yet clear whether advertisements would be sufficient to generatea significant income stream, but it remains possible that in the long-termlocal business advertising will become significant. For individual sites runby those without independent economic capital or resources, Googleadvertising was a potential significant source of income, but increasinglyunstable, with impacts on future development:the Google advertising revenue started to climb during 2007, and Icarried out some optimization, added some more content, and itclimbed steadily and it peaked at [] a month in July. And by that stageI thought well that’s it I’ve made it now because my […] that’senough to live on […]. But unfortunately that income dropped anddropped and dropped and dropped and dropped month on month,and it bottomed out at about [] in December. […] that was a greatshock to the system.From a financial point of view therefore, there are good reasons to doubtwhether the suggested extension of the news landscape is stable unless itoccurs in tandem with a wider business model or corporate (NGO) objective.It is possible of course to run a low-tech blog that is ‘economicallyneutral’ (for example, most professional blogs), but in each case the
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site-owner’s real income was provided by independent employment orself-employment (that is by independent economic capital), generatingin some cases, such as full-time doctors, the problem of unstable time-subsidy already noted.
Legitimacy and RecognitionA more subtle precondition of sustainability is legitimacy. In the long-run,new news sources will fade away unless they secure from somewhere adegree of legitimacy and recognition to motivate their efforts. At this pointthe splits within the space of writer-gatherers become particularly clear.For those in our sample with symbolic capital within the journalisticfield, that is, journalistic capital, established through media work (such asthe celebrity sites), that was not an issue. Celebrity site A’s relationship totabloid journalists was close: ‘I can pick up a phone to all of them, theyall take my calls, and they’re also another good source checklist. They’realso good for running stories by’. Legitimacy was also available to thosewithout journalistic capital who relied on their symbolic capital withinother professional fields, such as doctors. It is not surprising they chose tokeep a distance from mainstream journalists. Indeed one doctor-bloggerbelieved that he had the reputation to write in his own name and influencepublic debate directly:in fact if I write it under my own name with my own authority andput all my degrees and all my connections and all the jobs I hold, I’ma very powerful character and I immediately establish my credibility.And in fact once I start doing that then I also become a lot morereferenceable. (Professional site F)For others (The Magistrate’s Blog and Tescopoly), their independentprofessional standing was quite compatible with having a good workingrelationship to mainstream media. So the NGO staff running the Tescopolysite commented:we do get a high volume of media looking at the local campaigns,which is why we do try and keep [that part of the website] as up todate as we can […] I think the overall role of Tescopoly is one of thefirst ports of call for some media. […] and I think we can fulfil thatquite well because we’ve got a broad knowledge and lots of contacts.ARRSE (the army rumour site) lay in the middle: being able to rely onindependent professional capital as members of the armed forces, theyfelt no need to make any particular adjustments to attract journalists;
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journalists in any case were in the habit of signing on to the ARRSE site topick up what was going on.For those without journalistic or separate professional capital, however,legitimacy was more difficult. The local web-TV sites both operated at somedistance from the local press who appeared, perhaps not surprisingly, tosee them as potential rivals: one referred to ‘blocking mechanisms in place’.Instead they sought legitimacy through ‘community’ links but in the longrun this was likely to require establishing themselves economically as well.For others such as Mayorwatch, Google rankings offered an alternativesource of potential status:it allows me to put my content, my headline and précis on the samepage as something on the Telegraph or The Times. You do a searchfor, you know, Cross Rail, or whatever it might be, and you might gettwelve stories, and one of them will be from MayorWatch, and onewill be from Transport Briefing, and the others will be from the BBCand the Telegraph, and how else, at no cost, could I put my news inthe same shop window?In the long run search engine rankings may be an alternative source ofstatus also for local news sites. But for others operating outside traditionalmedia brings the risk of lacking broader legitimacy. There was littleevidence that loose communities of bloggers (for example around theManchizzle blog aggregator in Manchester) provided an effectivealternative form of cultural capital: ‘there is a community of Manchesterbloggers, but it’s like bloggers being bloggers, it’s not like they meet’(local personal site A).
ConclusionWhat signs exist here of specific transformations of potential long-termsignificance? We have seen reasons for scepticism about the generalsustainability of many new source-actors, but at the same time, there aretwo potentially positive developments which must be noted, first inimproving the communications within professional and campaigninggroups and second, more boldly, in extending the range of people who canoperate as regular source-actors.The first development, while not constituting an extension of newsbroadcasts as such, does facilitate communication among those who mightin the future become actors in the news. The existence of professionalgossip sites (in the armed forces and elsewhere) enables a disparate butsignificant group of people to be registered as a public actor, even against
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the wishes of government, forming potentially a new form of pressure onrelated professional elites, at least in the public services:I think the Department of Health read us. I think the Departmentof Health have got spotters and scanners, and in fact I know that,for instance, when the Deputy Chief Medical Officer was gettinggrilled by the House of Commons Select Committee about the MMC[Modernising Medical Careers] fiasco he made reference to thevarious unkind comments about him on blogs. (Professional site F)The links from improved ‘internal’ communication to increased actionwithin the news are subtle and long term, but should not be dismissed.Tescopoly plausibly suggest that their online information-gathering hasmobilizing potential:the sort of feedback we’ve had from local campaign groups is[that] it’s great to have our campaign linked to because we feelpart of something. I think that’s really interesting because a lot ofthem actually don’t need that support from us, it’s just that feelingof being linked somehow […] as being part of a national orinternational network.A rise in professional militancy may develop from becoming more‘present’ as a group on the national scene, as suggested by the organizerof the ARRSE site: ‘I think people generally are more politically aware […]or more willing to campaign […] on issues, and certainly that’s whatwe’ve noticed’. If so, then there is something to support Ed Mayo and TomSteinberg’s recent claim (2007) that the web is changing the informationflows of UK civil society (as with nineteenth-century friendly societies):the significance of NGO information strategies is discussed in more detailin Chapter 9.Second, and more speculatively, it is possible that we are at the verybeginning of a transformation whereby, out of the disparate space ofwriter-gatherers, some new types of source-actor are emerging. We arenot referring here to celebrity gossip sites whose relationship to theexisting media industry is close, not to say parasitic; nor do we meanthe rise of authoritative political bloggers, who use their institutionalindependence to carry on the opinion-dimension of journalism morefreely than can be done within media institutions. Nor do we refer to thehyper-local websites whose long-term economic viability is as yet unclear.Instead, we mean individual professionals, acting independently whetherout of personal interest (The Magistrate’s Blog) or out of dissatisfactionwith their own institutional representation (many doctor blogs). The
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evidence that such professional bloggers are influencing media andthrough media the institutional forces with which they are competing isas yet thin: for all their vociferousness, doctors’ blogs have not yet beenreflected in any successful media-based campaign against the UKgovernment, although the ARRSE site is perhaps a more plausibleexample of maintaining the profile of its members’ working conditions inthe UK news. However, the strategy of The Magistrate’s Blog, of influencingopinion not only through an anonymous blog but through good workingrelationships with mainstream journalists, and so aiming to ‘influence thewhole debate nationally’, is interesting as a sign of what might be possiblefor skilful and time-rich source-actors.As noted above, the emergence of such new source-actors depends onindependent professional capital, but that does not make it any lessstriking a development, contradicting somewhat the pessimistic views ofGeert Lovink (2008) and David Leigh (2007) that the commercializationand fragmentation of news and comment in the digital era will be unableto generate a critical public culture. Whether these shifts hold withinthem the seeds of a wider democratization of news, however, mustremain a matter for further, appropriately sceptical, enquiry over thecoming years.
Endnotes1. New York Times, 20 November, 2006.2. This chapter draws on the interviews conducted by Nick Couldry betweenNovember 2007 and March 2008 with political news and information

aggregators (Mayorwatch (http://www.mayorwatch.co.uk), TheyWorkForYou(http://theyworkforyou.com) and Tescopoly (http://tescopoly.org)); local
community news-sites (Felixstowe TV (http://www.felixstowetv.co.uk) andVision-News (http://vision-news.tv)); professional bloggers/aggregators(Pharmagossip (http://pharmagossip.blogspot.com), Dr Crippen (http://nhsblogdoc.blogspot.com), Dr Blue (a member of the http://www.drrant.netsite), Dr Grumble (http://drgrumble.blogspot.com) and The Magistrate’s Blog(http://thelawwestofealingbroadway.blogspot.com)); the armed forces
information exchange sites, ARRSE and RumRation (http://www.arrse.co.ukand http://www.rumration.co.uk); local personal commentary sites(Rentergirl (http://www.rentergirl.blogspot.com) and Aidan, a photographysite (http://www.aidan.co.uk)); celebrity gossip sites (Holy Moly(http://www.holymoly.co.uk) and Madame Arcati (http://madamearcati.blogspot.com)); and a financial advice site (AbnormalReturns at http://abnormalreturns.com).3. For debate on the term in September 2007 see: http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/story.asp?sectioncode=1&storycode=38718
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4. For the US, see www.democracynow.org and www.publicintegrity.org; onIsrael, see Reich (2008).5. Initially, anticipating major difficulties of access, we included US producers inour fieldwork. This later proved too cautious (we had a 50% success ratefrom approaches for interviews), but it explains why there is one USproducer – www.abnormalreturns.com (a financial analyst) – in the sample.6. See those listed under Further Reading.7. Such as www.medicaljustice.org.uk and www.pricedout.org.uk8. In order to protect confidentiality, quotes will be identified either by sitename only, or (in the case of more personal sites) with a generic attribution(such as, celebrity site X/Y, professional site XYZ, local personal site X/Y).9. See the Daily Telegraph, weekend section, 10 May 2008.10. See The Magistrate’s Blog throughout and the 9 July 2008 post of Dr Rant atwww.drrant.net
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ChapterNine
NGOS, New Media and the

Mainstream News:
News from Everywhere

Natalie Fenton

IntroductionThis chapter looks at one type of news source – the NGO – and thenature of its relationship to the professional journalist in a newmedia environment. It draws on a range of interviews with a varietyof NGOs and journalists conducted throughout 2007/08.1 Publicity –both for campaigning and for fundraising – is a central aspect of allNGOs’ work. For many, particularly the large, resource-richorganizations, responding to a media-saturated environment hasmeant a growth in press and public relations (PR) offices increasinglystaffed by trained professional journalists. These professionals applythe same norms and values to their work as any mainstream newsroomalbeit with different aims and intentions; they use their contacts andcultural capital to gain access to key journalists and report increasingsuccess in a media-expanded world. The resource poor however, farfrom finding a more levelled playing field with new media increasingaccess, as proclaimed by many early exponents of the advantages ofnew communication technologies (see Klein, 2000; Norris, 2002;Rheingold, 2002), are forced to rely on long-standing credibilityestablished by proven news-awareness and issue relevance. They findit much harder to keep up with changes in technology and theexplosion of news space; and much harder to stand out amidst thecountless voices online all competing for journalists’ attention. Asjournalists are now required to do more in less time (Davies, 2008;Phillips, this volume) so their interactions with news sources dwindle.In news terms, NGOs may be getting more coverage (often online), but
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the nature of that news remains firmly within pre-establishedjournalistic norms and values – referred to in this chapter as ‘newscloning’. The opportunity to explain complex issues in detail in thehope of shifting news agendas is waning. The increased pressures onjournalists from the marketization of news,2 combine with thepressures of non-elite news sources to maximize news coverage,resulting in NGOs feeling frequently compelled to give journalists whatthey want – ready-made copy that fits pre-established news agendas.But before moving on to the empirical data that explains thesefindings, it is critical to appreciate the changing socio-political context ofthe status of NGOs in a neo-liberal global order. To understand the wayin which NGOs are positioned as news sources, their subsequentrelationship to professional journalists and the impact of technology, wemust also take account of the altered nature of NGOs as organizationsand their changing position in society.Over the last two decades there has been an exponential growth inNGOs worldwide though the majority are still in developed nations(Albrow et al., 2008). NGOs have not only increased in number but havebecome an essential part of society. In the UK this is manifest in a vastlyenhanced role for NGOs as service providers making a significantcontribution to welfare. In the process of expansion many NGOs havebecome more professional in outlook. The sheer expansion in numbershas increased competition between NGOs to garner the attention of bothpolicy makers and donors alike. Consequently, the fundraising andcampaigning roles of the press office have gained in importance. In 1989Knapp and Saxon-Harrold noted that NGOs had greater diversity ofincome sources, social programmes and organizational complexity;enhanced advocacy and more extensive media attention related to moreprofessional fundraising, management and the use of marketing thanever before. In the 20 years since this study it would appear that thistrend has continued.The contemporary role of NGOs and their relative prominence in civilsociety is indicative not only of national political and economic changesbut also of the rise of non-state actors and their relationship to globalchanges under neo-liberalism. As the work of nation states moves andcombines across national borders, the presence of non-state actors notaccountable to electoral state-bound constituencies is beginning to‘reformat the political field’ (Dean et al., 2006: xxviii). New ICTs enablerelatively easy networked communication between NGOs and by NGOswith other political actors on a global platform. Local actors have becomepart of global networks, intervening in international concerns such ashuman rights and environmentalism, further increasing their credibilityand enhancing their relationship with journalists who are more likely toperceive them as newsworthy.
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The enhanced social and political role of NGOs has occurredalongside diminishing public confidence in traditional political elitesand systems. People are increasingly disengaged from mainstreampolitics (Park, 2004). The extensive literature that discusses peopleand politics falls largely into two camps: one that talks of disaffectionand the other of citizen displacement (Loader, 2007). In the former,studies speak of the decline of (particularly young) people voting inconventional party political elections as indicative of extensivealienation of people from society’s central institutions (Wilkinson andMulgan 1995). In the latter, an engagement with traditional politicsbased on a sovereign nation state is displaced. People may not be anyless interested in politics than before, but traditional political activityno longer appears appropriate to address their concerns (Loader,2007). Rather, certain parts of civil society are foregrounded asalternative arenas of public trust, information and representation. It isargued that politically motivated people tend to look to non-mainstreampolitical arenas frequently populated by NGOs and New SocialMovements (NSMs) – alternative forms of political engagement thatwork at the margins of the dominant public sphere (Hill and Hughes,1998; Kahn and Kellner, 2004, 2005; Bennett, 2005). It is claimed thatthese forms of political participation better fit the experience of socialfragmentation and individualization felt by citizens (Loader, 2007) aswell as being compatible with the structure and nature of the internet.Declining levels of trust by the public in established institutions seemto be giving way to increased expectations of and a strong belief in theorganizations of civil society (Gaskin et al., 1996).NGOs have been accepted as service providers and as legitimate voicesand informed campaigners on public concerns and political matters.These new sources of political legitimacy offer a diversity of values andcompete in the media sphere for their share of attention. Throughstrategic positioning of their organization and their issue profile andthrough being reflexive about their modes of mediation and means ofrepresentation (Deacon, 2004) NGOs can further boost their credibilityand become ‘authorised knowers’ in the eyes of journalists. As DeChaine(2002) highlights in relation to MSF:MSF’s emergence as a major NGO on the international stagerepresents a specific historical trajectory. In its early years, MSFlacked resources, in terms of both money and bodies […] In the1980s, MSF experienced a massive growth in both membershipand resources. The continued proliferation and globalization ofmedia communication aided the group in its efforts to publicizehumanitarian crises, as well as its aid missions [...] It has grown tobecome the largest independent medical relief organization in the
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world. (MSF, 2000, 2). […]Through its construction of a public imageof neutrality, its focus on media, and its discursive construction ofa ‘humanitarian space’ for social action (Paupst, 2000), MSFconscripts the powerful ethos of the social imaginary (Appadurai,1991) in an attempt to forge an imagined global community unitingindividuals, governments, NGOs, and international institutions.(DeChaine, 2002: 354)The re-positioning of MSF on a global stage was only made possiblethrough increased resources, thereby allowing them to invest moreheavily in communication and publicity that in turn swelled theirresources yet further. Far from being less relevant, resources havegained in importance in a world of new ICTs – just as it is easy foranyone with a personal computer to have an online presence, so it isharder to catch the eye of the increasingly deskbound journalist in avastly expanded news marketplace. Face to face or even one-to-oneinteractions with journalists are spread ever thinner. To be seen, NGOsare now expected to embrace all of the opportunities available to themin the digital world – from blogging, podcasts, and social networkingsites to their own online news platforms and beyond – what is referredto below as both the seduction of space and the tyranny of technology –all requiring investment of time, money and technical skills; resourcesthat are not equally available to all. Importantly, to gain widespreadacceptance by the mainstream media MSF also had to project a ‘publicimage of neutrality’ not so far removed from the journalistic ethics ofobjectivity and impartiality. Rather than release the potential for increasedadvocacy through publicity, new media seems to have amplified thepressure on NGOs to emulate mainstream news, encouraging them toact as pseudo journalists in simulated newsrooms.
Cloning the NewsThe large, resource rich organizations now often have substantial pressoffices staffed increasingly, though not exclusively, by trained journalistsall peddling copy that fits the requirements of mainstream news agendas.A survey of the voluntary sector by Deacon (1996) noted that 31 per cent oforganizations had press/publicity officers and 43 per cent usedprofessional PR agencies. In those organizations with annual budgetsover £250,000 the figures rose to 57 per cent with their own pressofficers and 81 per cent who used external agencies. Davis (2004: 31)also notes how research on various campaigning organizations (Millerand Williams, 1993; Anderson, 1997; Manning, 1998; Allan et al., 2000)
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all point to increasing use of professional press and publicity methods forpolitical and economic gain. As this interviewee notes:Certainly everyone in a particular section […] were journalists andintentionally so. When I was there I was the first one, I think to havebeen a journalist. It was something new anyway […] that’schanging now and they are wanting more journalists to come in […]When I went for my interview the boss was like it’s all changing andwe’re very excited about media. (Interviewee A: press officer of alarge international NGO talking about their previous job in a similarorganization)Although this study has not undertaken an extensive survey ofcommunication’s resources every interviewee reported an increase inmedia-related activity with the larger organizations having experienceda steady increase in paid press officers over the last 10 years, mostlyfrom journalistic backgrounds. These NGO news professionals spokefrequently of how they knew intrinsically what makes a news story:I like to think I could bring a certain kind of instinct to it. (IntervieweeA: press officer, large international NGO)Of how they used their network of journalist friends to shift stories:The football team that I play for is the Press Association. Not that theyactually work for the Press Association any more but they work onthe Daily Mail, the Independent, they’re all hacks and we play otherhacks. It’s, how easy is that […] It’s not like the well meaning pressoffice that sends out a press release like, oh this is really important,rubbish. (Interviewee A: press officer, large international NGO)And they told of how they perceive themselves as journalists:Because I like to write the story. Because, having been a journalist,I want to do all of it. So I want to get the quotes and, apart fromobviously the quotes from other sides. So they tend to, often it’sused word for word or it’s word for word but with the thirdparagraph of it put first and then the second paragraph fourth orwhatever. Which is quite satisfying but I guess it makes it easier forthem as well. (Interviewee C: press officer, large international NGO)These organizations ‘work’ the news on a daily basis and seek to provideready-made copy to fill the ever expanding space available to news. Thismay make these organizations very news-friendly and ensure they receive
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more media coverage but we found little evidence of NGOs managing tochange news agendas and challenge normative conceptions of news criteria.On the contrary, pressures to reproduce these normative conceptions areincreasing. This has resulted in what I refer to as ‘news cloning’:There is definitely pressure to kind of move onto something thatmight be more, perceived to be more newsworthy. (Interviewee H:press officer, small international NGO)Those who do news cloning can be seen as ‘political entrepreneurs’(Schlesinger, 1990) and their ability to be entrepreneurial is determined bythe resources available to them. These resources include the financial (thecapacity to maintain a press office and employ specific staff), but they alsoinclude the cultural capital associated with class, professional status andexpertise as well as the legitimacy and credibility gained through previousactivities within the political and media fields. In the world of new mediathis extends to being able to provide podcasts, pictures and video clips. Inthis way some NGOs have followed a ‘media logic’ (Altheide and Snow,1979) that conditions how they behave – how they provide news gathererswith material that conforms to the pre-established criteria of what news is.I’m a proper old hack […]. I used to be on the other end of thesethings [press releases] and they just went straight in the bin, not achance. And if someone rang you up to chase them then you gotangry with them because you were busy doing your job. But thereason it didn’t work is because what was in them wasn’tinteresting. If you get the right story then yeah, we send out pressreleases…but you can’t do that unless it’s good stuff […] it’s a goodstory […] you just put your journalistic hat on and you think well, ifI got that as a story then would I run it or not? (Interviewee E, headof media, large international NGO)Today, in a vastly increased competitive market, news is widelyaccepted as being commercially determined and entertainment driven.The NGOs in this study clearly recognized the need to focus on thepersonalization of issues and celebrity endorsement. As NGOs placemore and more relevance on mediation and adopt a media logic theyrun the very real risk of pandering to the market and encouraging, albeitimplicitly, the demise of autonomous investigative journalism (seePhillips, this volume).…celebrities have somuch currency, and there’s good arguments thatif you want to engage with people the best way of doing it is to do itthrough celebrities they like or the programmes they like… I’m doing
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some work with the Observer at the moment and it’s interesting thattwo things they’ve asked me for are both celebrity-related.(Interviewee B: head of press office, large international NGO)As the news space has expanded so dramatically the onus upon‘political entrepreneurs’ to reach and penetrate all of the various newsplatforms also increases. The ability to do this consistently and withrigour, though not necessarily difficult with a cloning mentality, is time-consuming. Only those organizations with adequate numbers of suitablytrained personnel can sustain the levels of activity necessary to blog,inhabit social networks, develop their own news pages, contribute toonline forums etc.:So some of this [media work] actually is driven by individual staffmembers, because there aren’t so many of us […] we can’t just hirein things, and we’re on quite tight budgets so it’s not we’ve decidedwe want a new e-campaigning strategy for getting stuff out ontoblogs or whatever […] it’s largely who do we know? Can we do it in-house? Can our person who does membership databases spendsome time doing this sort of thing? (Interviewee D: press officer ofa small national NGO)Smaller, resource-poor organizations cannot keep pace with theinformation onslaught on mainstream news sites and platforms of theirwealthier counterparts. They have small press offices with staff that haveoften come up through the ranks. As Davis (2004: 34) notes, more resources‘mean more media contacts, greater output of information subsidies,3multiplemodesof communicationandcontinuousmediaoperations.Extremedifferences in economic resources mean wealthy organizations caninundate the media and set the agenda while the attempts of resource-poor organizations quickly become marginalized.’ So, far from ICTsexpanding access and representation amongst resource-poor groups asmuch of the early literature envisaged (for example, Putnam, 2000;Norris, 2001), resources, in particular the ability to spend time andmoneyon keeping up-to-date with the technological advances and feeding aninsatiable news space, still on the whole, structure access and determinelevels of representation. Several PR agencies have stepped into the breachto try and sell their services to NGOs that lack adequate in-housemedia/communication sections:…at least once a month for the last year I have people ringing me upand telling me about an exciting new way of getting my stories out,which is by making my own video of news and sending it to newsdesks […] I listened to it to see what the spiel was, but it’s basically
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that the news rooms are incredibly pressurized and haven’t got anytime to make their own films so if you send them a film they’ll pop iton. I mean it’s a horrible idea, even my version of the news, becauseI know that if I’m at work I don’t point out all the deficiencies in X’sarguments do I, because I don’t get paid to do that. (Interviewee G,head of policy and communications, medium-sized national NGO)Smaller, resource poor NGOs are undoubtedly disadvantaged in terms ofaccess to the mainstream news. But NGOs of all sizes have learnt that theywill only get their voices heard if they subscribe to journalistic criteria ofexpertise and professionalism. Smaller organizations can get mainstreamcoverage and they do use newmedia. Those that do get coverage talk of theimportance of establishing credibility over several years as professionalresearchers and experts in their own right. For example, one smallinternational NGO interviewed insists on all their information beingchecked and filtered by legal professionals before it becomes public. Thisin turn, gives the journalist a degree of confidence in thematerial provided.The mounting media know-how amongst NGOs has occurredalongside efficiency cuts in news organizations, including a cut-back injournalists, particularly foreign correspondents (Davis, 2004), increasingopportunities for NGOs to insert themselves into the news productionprocess. This was well recognized by our interviewees. InternationalNGOs can now offer international news that news organizations are nolonger well placed to provide. Here, a press officer of an internationalNGO talks about how one of his colleagues researched a story about afamily separated by war overseas for the Saturday Times:One of my colleagues […] she went out with the Saturday Times anddid some research on her own stories […] she found one kid, aheartbreak story. They found him and took him out, did somecounselling with him, contacted his family, are you ready to takethis guy back […] the story turned horrible because the family werehappy we could take him home [then] on the way his father died, ohshit a brick. So media-wise, it’s brilliant. You know, I mean thejournalists were in tears, like hardbitten news hacks – now that’samazing. Forget about the emotional side, it’s a great story so weused that to tell that story.Another international NGO talks of how access has increased:…wemight just get more space in that paper because they need thatforeign news, they haven’t got their own people on the ground.We’re a trusted source of information so they might give us thatspace. (Interviewee B: head of press office, large international NGO)
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Similarly, in countries where NGOs may have a presence butjournalists are forbidden or their freedom curtailed, the NGO has anadded news advantage. One NGO talked about the uprising in Burmaand how they were able to get footage out before any journalistsgained access, thereby securing their place in the news. Their role inglobal politics as adjudicators, translators and mediators clearlyspeaks to the increasing authority of international NGOs and a globalcommunications system.
Seduction of SpaceThe limitless potential of the internet was recognized across the board,both with excitement because of the possibilities it offers; and withresignation on the basis that they lacked the resources to invest in it fully.The seductiveness of the space available creates a kind of tyranny – anever-ending process of mediated reflexivity and a feeling that they cannever do enough but must always keep trying:…we also started using photographs in reports, but that’s nowmoved on. There is a sense there is a need to do, not just havedecent images for reports that illustrate graphically what you’vewritten about but also to have short clips, testimonies, if it’spossible from the people that you’re interviewing but if not thenfrom the researcher […] the aim was that those clips could be usedby media organizations who don’t have the wherewithal to call in.(Interviewee H: press officer, small international NGO)The days of a couple of phone calls, a few press releases and maybe apress conference are over. This world of source-journalist relations isfaster and greedier than ever before. This is leading paradoxically toforces that reproduce existing power hierarchies on both sides. Allnews outlets are content hungry and NGOs need to feed the spacerelentlessly if they are to gain coverage. The seductiveness of spaceinvites recognition of the huge potential for coverage but it is onlyrealizable for those with resources and well-established relationswith journalists and for those who fulfil normative news criteria. Thesheer amount of information online and the endless bulk of emailssent by all news sources to all journalists means that establishedcontacts are ever more important if you want to creep to the top ofthe pile or stand out in the email inbox.The majority of NGOs felt that because of the space that journalists arenow required to fill and the time pressures in which to do it, their copygets picked up more readily and more rarely gets changed:
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…journalists are now expected to write copy for the newspaper andwrite copy for the website andmaybe to blog andmaybe actually toproduce podcasts now as well. So what we are looking at is how wecan make, I think, you know, the PR’s job fundamentally to try andmake the journalist’s job as easy as possible is still what’s driving us[…] one of the things we’re looking at at the moment is actuallygearing up more to be able to feed audio and video material tojournalists […] They will take what you, exactly what you give them.I think that has changed from before. You know it as very muchyou gave a journalist, you know, a press release as the idea of astory. It would then be worked up. Whereas I think now we seemuch more of our stuff appearing verbatim. (Interviewee J, head ofcommunications, large national NGO).The sheer amount of news space andmultiplicity of news platforms hasalso led NGOs to seek out the traditional, trusted news forms. They do thisfor two reasons: one, they believe that the high profile, high status newsplatforms (the Today programme on BBC Radio 4; the Press Association;BBC 1 evening news; the Guardian and The Times followed by the BBCwebsite) will provide a springboard to all other forms of newsdissemination including all online news as other news organizations feedconstantly off these sources; and two, they believe that these outlets arestill the news sitesmost trusted by the general public and themost closelywatched by the powerful. Only two of the organizations interviewedshowed any active awareness whatsoever of alternative news sites andeven then these were sidelined in favour of the ‘big hitters’.This has one obvious consequence – as the NGOs target traditionallypowerful news outlets with more and more professional adeptness andnews know-how, established news values remain as dominant, and onecould argue even more entrenched than ever before. In other words, theinternet may provide constant possibilities for the fracturing of dominantdiscourses but on the whole these remain unused and untapped. NGOsuse new media simply as different ways to get the same story out. Andthe story is written to fit all the normative dimensions of mainstreamnews as closely as it possibly can.
The Tyranny of Technology:
‘BecauseWe Can,We Do’ (interviewee D:
press officer, national NGO)No organization could not have a website could they? I mean youcouldn’t not have a website because you would look stupid.(Interviewee I, head of communications, small national NGO)
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In the larger, resource rich NGOs, once new technology has beenaccepted as part and parcel of one’s media presence then there is anendless process of revamping and updating. This is no small task andfrequently organizations reported a growth in staffing to deal withnew roles created out of the capacity of new technology. Contrary toclaims of new technology breaking down communication barriersdue to ease of access and relative low cost, the relentlessmarketization of new software and new communication fads andfashions puts ever more onus on NGOs to maintain technologicalfaculty, at no small cost. Every organization we spoke to reported thecurrent revamping of their website:One of the things we’ve actually put a lot of money into is improvingour website […] If you’re a serious organization you have to have awebsite and that’s it, or else you’re not in the game. (Interviewee G:head of communications and policy, medium-sized national NGO)The endless amount of space available, the multiplicity of news channelsall requesting information and material along with the need to ‘keep-up’with new technology trends was felt as a substantial pressure by many:...with new media, I mean we currently have a sense in theorganization that we do need to be venturing into that but we’reheld back by once again, resources and time. (Interviewee F, pressofficer, small national NGO)And the small press offices simply couldn’t keep pace with the demand of24-hour news, putting them at an immediate disadvantage:The othermajor thing I see happening now is obviously the 24-hourrolling news programmes are in themselves a problem. Theyalmost discourage things because as soon as you get a news itemthen somebody else will pick it up and then somebody else will pickit up and so everybody wants another quote. (Interviewee G: headof communications and policy of a medium-sized national NGO)
Thin InteractivityOne of the positive arguments in favour of the democratizing potential ofnew media is that it increases the interactivity between journalist andsource and journalist and reader/viewer (for example, McCoy, 2001;Pavlik, 2001). However, in this study we found that on the whole, newmedia has reduced the interaction between the journalists and the NGOsource. Whereas the instinct of a journalist trained prior to the internet
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is to talk to someone, it is felt that the instinct of the new breed ofjournalists is to send an email. The increase in journalists’ workloads andthe increasing pressures on them (see Phillips and Davis in this volume)all render a much thinner level of interactivity between journalist andsource – what Davis (this volume) refers to as the ‘virtualization’ of newsproduction. NGOs in this study all claimed that it is much harder to get ajournalist to leave their desk than it ever used to be:I’ve been out for a coffee, not a lunch, with one journalist in the lastyear and that’s not because I’ve not been particularly trying to butso many people are just resistant to leaving their desk. So we hadthe Czech Shadow Foreign Minister over to talk on missile defencein January, and any journalist could arrange for his office to speakto him at any point if they wanted to, telephones and emails exist,so we thought the interesting thing was he is in the UK, you cancome and talk to him. But we had people who wanted to talk to himfrom the Guardian offices on Farringdon Road, through a phone callon a mobile in Westminster rather than come down because thattakes too much out of the day. (Interviewee D: press officer,medium-sized national NGO)As a consequence they are less likely to use publicity stunts, photo-callsand press briefings because they simply cannot get the journalists toturn up. Of increasing importance is the distribution of professionallyproduced reports on-line and pre-packaged news material that can bedownloaded with a single click. Similarly NGOs use social networkingsites because they know that journalists frequent them and thisincreases the likelihood that items will be picked up. Social networkingsites also cater for the personalization and dramatization of potentialnews stories, increasing their appeal to the journalist. The journalistnever has to leave their desk or pick up the phone. Despite journalists’insistence that they still do speak to people this was clearly not theimpression of the NGOs who were insistent that talking to a journalistwas a rarity. The exception to this was where good relations with aparticular journalist had been established over time, suggesting that ina world of information overload and news-savvy sources the trustedbook of contacts is ever more important.The level of interactivity between the news professional and NGOs atbest can be described as thin but when it comes to interaction with theirown supporters and members there was clear evidence of substantialextension and intensification of interactivity. The internet has enabledresource poor NGOs to gather information and disseminate their workmore readily than ever before, particularly within and among their ownpublics. In an investigation into the websites of international and national
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environmental NGOs in the UK, Finland, Spain, Greece and theNetherlands, Tsaliki (2002: 95) argues that the internet is most usefulfor intra and inter-organizational networking and collaboration. Andthat rather than bringing in new forms of communication, on the wholeit complements existing media techniques for issue promotion andawareness raising:The thing here as well is that this is what [this organization] isabout. It’s about people taking action and people doing things andthe web’s really important for that. So a lot of what goes on thewebsite will be geared towards, and our blog as well actually linksback to some of the letter writing that I mentioned has become, sothe emails or clicking on an on-line petition and doing those kindsof things, and so a lot of what’s going on on the web is facilitatingthat, it’s actually facilitating people going to participate.(Interviewee B: head of press office, large international NGO)There is also a growing literature on the use of the internet by newsocial movements for oppositional political mobilization; much of thisagrees that although it may not point to identifiable new politicalprojects it does point to unprecedented political activity of a globalnature (Fenton, 2008a, 2008b; Benkler, 2007). This form of networkedtechnopolitics links marginalized groups and builds counter-discoursesbut endlessly resists the construction of a one-size-fits-all politics byinsisting on the preservation of a multiplicity of political identities. Manyof the grassroots groups involved in these new social movementsconsciously reject the mainstream media and seek to establish other,alternative means of communicating their message (Fenton, 2008b).As with other established communities (such as politicians andinterested political groupings in the inner circle of Westminster, (Davis,2007)) so with the voluntary sector, the use of the internet for intra andinter-organizational debating and sharing of information does seem tohave increased sociality and interactivity, augmenting communicativeties. Internal communities of interested people are built and reinforcedthrough the networks facilitated by new communication technologies:We did some work on internet repression, a very high profilecampaign on internet repression which caught the eye of a lot ofbloggers and gave us a good reputation with them. So we startedreaching out to the bloggers. We have nowwhat we grandly call thee-Action Task Force where there’s about 200 or so bloggers thatwe regularly send information to, encouraging them to blog aboutthose issues on behalf of [this organization]. (Head of press, UKdivision of large, international NGO)
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NGOs in this study recognized that they had to relinquish a certainamount of brand control to embrace the interactive elements ofWeb 2.0 ontheir sites; unleashing increasing possibilities for losing control of theirmessage as members and supporters contribute their own views oninternal and external platforms – a cause of concern for many of the pressofficers interviewed. At the same time pressures on journalists to producecopy also offer more opportunities for the NGOs to dictate content tojournalists as long as they conform to establishednews criteria that are evermore at the behest of the market. The people with the potential to disruptthe monotony of news cloning are the audience/interested others.However, as reported byRedden andWitschge in this volume, the instanceswhen this occurs are few and far between. Occasionally, the ‘internal’communities of interest do extend outwards and ‘go viral’ as links onlinereap multiple connections. It is these instances that are more likely to bepicked up by journalists as newsworthy than any regular interactivity. Inother words, the internal spaces (or public sphericules) of communities ofinterest experience enhanced interactivity through ICTs, but this rarelyspills over to impact upon the dominant public sphere as interactivity withjournalists is curtailed through pressures and scales of production.
Conclusion: News from EverywhereElsewhere in this book we have discussed how news organizations aremaking economic decisions to cut staffing and increase investment intechnology in order to survive and expand online news platforms (seechapters by Freedman; Davis and Lee-Wright in particular). This hasreaped the consequences of a more desk-bound, internet-captivejournalism. While it appears that the internet has given NGOs moreopportunity to peddle their wares and get their voices heard, those voiceshave been trained to deliver what mainstream organizations are cryingout for – news that conforms to established news criteria and providesjournalistic copy at little or no cost. The line between the professional PRagency and the large-scale campaigning NGO has blurred into nearextinction. On the one hand, this would appear to be further evidence ofwhat Blumler (1990) refers to as a ‘media-centric model of pressuregroup activity’. On the other hand, this is countered to a certain extent bythe use of the internet to enhance intra and inter-organizationalcommunication and also, importantly, by the growth in grassrootspressure groups that reject wholesale any relationship or connectionwithmainstreammedia on the grounds that they will distort andmisrepresenttheir views and who use new media for the dissemination of alternativenews and views that openly conflict with the mainstream media. A mediacentric model is also oblivious to the sophisticated and strategic
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political lobbying and campaigning that takes place outside of theparameters of the mainstream media, often with great success.For those that do seek coverage in the mainstream media, theexpansion of news platforms has resulted in the tried, tested, trusted andthereby credible NGOs rising to the top of the pile. Tried, tested, trustedand credible amounts to NGOs who can provide journalistic copy andhave learnt the rules of the game. The NGOs in turn focus on thetraditional powerhouses of news journalism for coverage – the Today
Programme, PA, BBC and the quality press. Gaining coverage with any ofthese means that your message will come through the morass and bepicked up readily. As news now comes from everywhere, conforming tonormative news values is crucial for gaining coverage.This chapter raises a critical question: if NGOs are simply doing the job ofjournalism – putting together well researched, legally tight, impartial andobjective stories – does it matter that it is them and not the professionals innews organizations that aremaking the news? Does itmake any difference?There are three important rebukes to this line of argument: Firstly, we needNGOs to be partial, occasionally illegal and passionate about their cause – ifthey continue to mimic the requirements of mainstream, institutionalizednews then arguably they will fail in the role of advocacy, become nodifferent to elite sources of information and lose the position of publiccredibility (that comes bydint of distinction fromelite sources (Gaskin et al.,1996)) that many are now enjoying. If all NGOs conform to the dominant‘media logic’ then they are all journalists and everybody’s story isnewsworthy and of course, by definition, then nobody’s is. This is apluralism that succumbs to the rule of themarketwheremultiplicitymerelytranslates intomore of the same, albeit packaged in differentways designedto attract the journalists’ attention – an attention that is increasinglypreoccupied with market conditions. Secondly, in the competitiveenvironment of news sources thosewith established positions of advantageand ‘bureaucratic affinity’ (Fishman, 1980) are likely to retain a level ofdominance. In the end, new media is just a different way to get the samestories out and being able to get it out is still, on thewhole, a privilege of thewell-resourced. Thirdly, rather than conveniently ignoring or maybe evenwelcoming news cloning, we need paid journalists in news organizations toexpose the inadequacies and shortfalls of thoroughlymediateddemocraciesif we are to retain a journalism that can be said to be for the public good andin the public interest.
Endnotes1. NGOs come in very many different shapes and sizes from the large-scale,global charity to the small-scale local pressure group. The term NGO covers avast range of organizations from trade unions to service providers to groups
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of radical political activists. Over-generalizations are not helpful (Anderson,2004; Deacon, 2004) and disguise very real material, ethical, legal andstructural differences that may have a direct impact on the ways in whichthey use and interact with media and ICTs. Nonetheless NGOs do sharecommon characteristics: they are non-governmental, value-driven andmostly reinvest any financial surpluses to further social, environmental orcultural objectives. The sample of NGOs interviewed for this chapter wasstratified by purpose (both those whose main purpose was as serviceproviders and those whose main purpose was acting as pressure groups);geography (whether local, national or international) and size (calculated onthe basis of annual income); although it was by no means a fullyrepresentative sample. Interviewees included both general and seniormanagerial staff in departments/units aligned with media relations/publicity; but did not include those with prime responsibility for onlinecommunication (often of a technical persuasion) where these differed fromthose involved primarily in media relations.2. This is particularly true for newspapers where a decline in advertisingrevenues and in audience figures and/or sales has led to increasedcompetition in unit costs, larger newspapers and less journalists. See Davis(this volume) for a fuller explication of the marketization of news.3. Gandy (1980) uses the term ‘information subsidies’ to refer to externalsources that provide pre-packaged, ready-to-go stories for journalists who,facing the increasing pressures of less staff, less time and more news spaceto fill are more inclined towards and become more dependent upon externalinformation sources.
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ChapterTen
A New News Order? Online
News Content Examined

Joanna Redden
Tamara Witschge

The study on which this book is based has raised several concernsrelating to the nature of news production. It has focused primarily onjournalism, since news is what those who produce it make it. But wecannot fully investigate the claims for new media and the news withoutan analysis of news content. In this chapter, we examine some of theseclaims and further interrogate the issues uncovered in the productionstudy reported on throughout this volume, directly in relation to thenature of online news content. Following on from the themes outlined byFenton in the Introduction we question arguments that the internetwould lead to the production of more news (because of its speed andspace), more diverse news (through multiplicity and polycentrality), andallow greater public participation in the production of news (due tointeractivity and participation).This chapter is based on the analysis of five different types of stories.These stories and their development were tracked within a range ofinternet spaces – those which include ‘traditional’ online news spaces(BBC Audio & Video; BBC News; Daily Express; Daily Mail; Daily Mirror;
Daily Star; News of the World; the Daily Telegraph; the Guardian; the
Independent; the People, the Sun; The Times), search engines (Google andYahoo), alternative news spaces (Current TV; IndyMedia; openDemocracy– introduced below) and social sites (Facebook; MySpace; YouTube).The ‘traditional’ online news sites include most of the UK press withnational reach (both broadsheet and tabloid) as well as the BBC. Thealternative news sites selected for analysis represent different typesranging from broadcast to text focused and include both ‘established’ and‘new’ online platforms. Firstly, there is Current TV, established in 2005 byAl Gore and broadcast in the UK from 2007. Calling itself ‘the firsttelevision network for the internet generation’, the channel targets 18- to
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35-year-olds and allows viewers to post and rank content. Secondly, theIndyMedia network is one of the oldest online alternative media networksand dates back to the 1999 Seattle protests. IndyMedia.org.uk is UK-basedand aims to present an open and accessible posting process. Finally,openDemocracy tends to follow a global news agenda and aims to includea diversity of voices and facilitate argument and understanding acrossgeographical boundaries (see Curran and Witschge, this volume). Thesearch engines (Google and Yahoo) and social sites (YouTube; Facebook;MySpace) selected for analysis are consistently ranked among the mostpopular in the UK.1 Analysing news coverage as returned in search engineresults and on social sites provides us with insight into the content,construction, and responses to news coverage within non-news spaces.2Five news stories were chosen specifically to include a diversity oftypes of news issues:1. Prince Harry in Afghanistan (28 February–5 March 2008). A domestic andcelebrity story. The UK media agreed to keep Harry’s positioning on theAfghan frontline secret in exchange for media-pooled material. The story waseventually broken widely online by Matt Drudge (although it had beenpublished in Australia and Germany previously).2. The Tibet protest story (10 March–20 March 2008). This international/foreign affairs story concerning the uprising of Tibetan monks and otherTibetans provided insight into the global circulation of news where access toinformation was an issue.3. Knife crime (29 March–4 June 2008). A domestic crime story tracked fromthe day the UK government launched an anti-knife crime campaign. Thisstory provided an opportunity to consider news of direct relevance to youngpeople, allowing us to explore whether and how young people engage withnews stories online, particularly on social spaces such as YouTube, Facebookand MySpace.4. The Sichuan earthquake (12–18 May 2008). This international disaster storyprovided an opportunity to consider the way in which global informationtravels in response to a natural disaster. Of particular interest here was theuse of eyewitness intervention/representation.5. The Northern Rock crisis (13–19 September 2007). A complex financial newsstory that provided an opportunity to consider how a complicated financialissue is explained online and how this type of story ‘lives’ on news and socialspaces outside of the mainstream.For each of the news sites (both traditional and alternative) we used thesite’s archive to gather our sample. The search terms used were ‘Tibet’(with related stories selected), ‘knife crime’, ‘Sichuan and earthquake’,‘Prince Harry and Afghanistan’, and ‘Northern Rock’. The same searchterms (Tibet was replaced with ‘Tibet protest’) were used to searchYouTube, Facebook and MySpace and the search engines Google andYahoo. All texts within our specified date range were analysed from the
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news sites and from YouTube. For the social networking and searchengine sites only the results from page one were included in theanalysis.3 Table 10.1 details the number of texts that comprised thesample for each case study.In relation to coverage of these five news stories we asked: Is contentdiverse or homogenous (within and between platforms)? To what extentdoes online news dissemination expand the sphere of news? Does onlinenews offer a diverse range of content? What possibilities do sites offerfor the public to participate?
Speed and Space: Homogeneity of
‘Traditional’ News Sites ExaminedOne of the early claims about online news asserted that the limitless spaceavailable allows not only for more news to be produced, but also for newways of presenting the news (Fenton, Introduction, this volume). In ourstudy we found an abundance of news online, particularly on mainstream‘broadsheet’ sites and BBC News online. However, much of this content is
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Table 10.1 Number of articles in the sampleIssue Prince Harry Tibet Knife Sichuan Northernin Afghanistan Protest Crime Earthquake Rock TotalOutletBBC Text andAudio and Video 45 70 32 98 62 307
The Daily Mail 29 10 16 14 47 116
The Daily Mirror 22 6 8 3 11 50
The Daily Star 6 5 16 1 8 36
The Daily Express 4 4 24 3 20 55
The Guardian 34 78 19 43 141 315
The Independent 21 25 13 19 66 144
The News of theWorld 7 0 9 0 2 18
The People 2 0 4 0 1 7
The Sun 32 8 15 9 20 84
The Times 40 38 21 33 40 172
The Telegraph 80 50 33 48 163 374Current TV 9 26 5 46 1 87IndyMedia 2 9 0 1 1 13openDemocracy 2 6 0 2 1 11Facebook 3 10 11 10 1 35MySpace 10 10 10 10 10 50Google 10 12 11 11 10 54Yahoo 10 12 11 10 10 53YouTube 68 106 16 155 15 360Total texts 436 485 274 516 630 2341
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homogenous – news organizations often covered stories from the sameangles and different news organizations repeatedly presented thesame information in their stories be they images, quotes, or descriptivepassages. In other words, homogeneity was common within as well asbetween mainstream news sites. Levels of internal, within-site, recyclingvaried by story. In the case of the Prince Harry story, over half of thearticles on the BBC, and in the Daily Mail, Daily Express, Sun, The Times,and the Telegraph contained images, quotes, or text recycled from otherinternally produced stories. In the case of the Tibet protest story the BBCand the Telegraph had the highest percentages of stories with internallyrecycled elements, 42 and 40 per cent respectively. The high level ofrecycled content in the Prince Harry case reflects the repeated use ofimages and text. For example, the BBC repeatedly used a quote by thePrince stressing how happy he was to be in Afghanistan and to ‘finally getthe chance to do the soldiering that I want to do’.4In the case of the Daily Mail and the Telegraph, it was common practicefor stories to be updated by adding new information at the top of thearticles and moving blocks of text, images, and quotes from story to story.The focus on speed and the idea of constant live news updates creates theneed for a continuous uploading and updating of stories, which, due tolack of resources (and lack of actual new information), leads to theincremental updating and reusing of material (see Phillips, this volume).The Project for Excellence in Journalism (2008) similarly found highlevels of homogeneity in American media. We also observed high levels ofcontent homogeneity between sites – stories that had the same angleand/or specific content that also appeared on other sites. Levels ofcontent homogeneity vary by story, as indicated in Table 10.2.
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Table 10.2 Percentage of texts with same story angle and/or specific content thatalso appears on other sitesStory Prince Harry in Tibet Knife Sichuan NorthernAfghanistan Protest Crime Earthquake RockOutletBBC Text and Audio & Video 51 58 56 35 35
The Daily Mail 72 60 62 71 44
The Daily Mirror 40 66 87 100 63
The Daily Star 83 100 93 100 100
The Daily Express 75 100 66 100 70
The Guardian 58 39 42 48 21
The Independent 23 56 46 63 16
The News of the World 71 No stories 77 No stories 50
The People 100 No stories 50 No stories 100
The Sun 90 75 73 88 65
The Times 65 60 57 69 40
The Telegraph 63 48 60 58 41
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At one end of the mainstream news spectrum are the Daily Express andthe Daily Star, owned by the same company – Northern & Shell – both ofwhich often posted identical stories. At the other end of the spectrum aresites containing parts or elements found in other stories. In general, thenational tabloid press contained more externally homogenous materialthan the national broadsheets. To phrase it conversely, broadsheets hadmore original content. Images from wire services were some of the mostrecycled elements in stories. For example, in the Tibet protest case anAFP (Agence France-Presse) image of tanks and chaos on a street inLhasa was used in a BBC article, a BBC picture gallery, a BBC video, two
Guardian articles, and one Independent article. Although there were highlevels of material recycled between sites in all of our case studies, thePrince Harry story contained the highest levels of content homogeneity,likely due to the media’s reliance on pooled material.Content homogeneity does not only pertain to the recirculation ofimages, quotes and blocks of texts: many of the news angles presented onmainstream news sites are similar.5 The duplication of similar materialand a focus on similar stories can in some cases be explained by the eventitself; press conferences, release of reports, etc. However, ethnographiesand interviews conducted for this study in general (reported onthroughout this volume) show that quite a considerable part of theactivity in online newsrooms involves a reliance on press releases andwire material (such as that of PA and Reuters). This is in accordance withPaterson’s (2005, 2006) content analysis of international news coveragewhich credits high levels of content homogeneity to a reliance on wirematerial. In the Northern Rock case, 7 out of 12 of the traditional newssites sampled had stories profiling Northern Rock’s chief executive,which were similar in content.6 A Press Association profile of AdamApplegarth entitled ‘Tough day for Northern’s Chief Executive’preceded the publication of these texts and it is likely that this profileprovided impetus and content for these later articles. Of course,journalists have long since relied on the news wires and press releasesfor stories, but in the current environment where speed of newsproduction is greatly increased and the space for news greatly expanded,the time available to check these stories is severely restricted.A year after the Northern Rock story broke, some journalists haveprovided reflexive accounts of their reporting of the credit crunch and itssignificance. These accounts suggest that the story’s complexity andjournalistic practices limited journalists’ abilities to forecast. When askedwhy many City journalists did not see the financial crisis coming Dan Bögler,Managing Editor of the Financial Times, argued it was because they believedbankers who said derivatives were making the world safer (Robinson,2008). Daily Mail City Editor Alex Brummer has also argued that too manyjournalists are influenced by manipulative PR operations or fear losingaccess if they are too critical (Robinson, 2008). Bögler argues that many
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financial journalists and experts did not really understand the sub-primemarket or the credit crunch (Robinson, 2008). This latter point was echoedby Michael Wilson, Business and Economics Editor of Sky News:It’s not something I’d have cared to admit a while ago, but, havinghad it verified by my peers and rivals, then confirmed by the realoff-the-record operatives in the City, I can tell you a collective,painful truth. We all have little or no idea what’s going on. The who-what-why-when-where of the story we’re trying to tell isimpossible to define. Some of us have been treading the canyons ofcapitalism for years and still we don’t know. It’s as if all we see are,if I may borrow a bit of Plato, reflections and shadows, and fromthese we compose our myths and fables. (Wilson, 2008: 57)The scenario painted is one in which those in need of investigation werelooked to as trusted sources, and confusion dominated. This wouldsuggest that the speed of news production does not facilitate investigationand deliberation and the multiplicity of news sources encouragesconstant return to tried and trusted voices (often of the elite).In our analysis of Northern Rock coverage we found a great deal ofhomogeneity in tabloid coverage, and lower levels of homogeneity in BBCand broadsheet coverage. The diversity found on these latter sites wasgenerated by the reports from specialist reporters and editors who wererelied upon to explain the story and offer commentary. It is likely thatcross-media monitoring contributed to homogeneity, as ethnographiesand interviews conducted for this study (reported on throughout thisvolume) show that journalists spend considerable amounts of timechecking other media for stories (Phillips, this volume; Witschge andNygren, forthcoming). The suggestion is in accordance with findings byBoczkowski and De Santos (2007) who suggest online media monitoringhas increased levels of homogeneity in Argentinean news coverage.As indicated in the above example, where content at times did differbetween outlets it was clear that informed commentators and specialistcorrespondents played a crucial role in providing unique information,supporting the view that specialist correspondents increase thequality and range of information available. In the Tibet protest case anumber of mainstream news sites had correspondents reporting fromChina, including the BBC, the Guardian, the Independent, the Telegraph, The
Times, and theMirror (but note that theMirror had only one related story).Reporters in China after the Sichuan earthquake and during the Tibetprotest provided coverage that translated and personalized events. In eachcase the journalists on the ground were able to provide first-hand accountsof what was happening in various parts of China. In relation to theNorthern Rock story, as noted above, analysis and discussion provided by
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business editors and commentators explains the much higher levels ofcontent diversity in broadsheet coverage for this case. This finding comesat a time when there has been an overall scaling back on investment innews gathering and foreign correspondents to cut costs (House of Lords,2008a).The overall findings of this study, however, reinforce concerns thatthere is a lack of diversity within mainstream news spaces. Given that theinternet is the fastest growing platform for news and other information(Ofcom, 2007b), the finding of an homogenous ‘interconnected web ofmeaning’ (Boczkowski and De Santos, 2007) is cause for concern. A lackof content diversity online is significant particularly if we think of theinternet as a public sphere which presents not only a potential site ofinteraction, but also figures as a cultural and informationalrepository of ideas and projects that feed public debate (Castells,2008: 79). Homogeneity in news content may delimit the wayrepresentations and opinions online are formed, de-formed, and re-formed which in combination ‘provide the ideational materials thatconstruct the basis upon which politics and policies operate’ (Giddenscited in Castells, 2008: 80). Such findings are relevant given that theinternet is increasingly a key site for the articulation of social issues, aprimary information source, and has become embedded in the daily livesof much of the Western world (Mautner, 2005).Homogeneity is reinforced by a lack of external links on mainstreamnews sites. Our research shows that most mainstream news sites rarelyprovide links to external sites in connection with their own coverage.The BBC and the Independent are exceptions. The availability of links isimportant given research suggesting that most people looking forinformation and opinions online about a certain topic rely on searchengines, links, or recommendations from other websites (Zimmermanet al., 2004). In not providing external links, mainstream news sites canbe viewed as collective actors operating as gatekeepers (Zimmerman etal., 2004), a role they have long held that does not seem to be changingin this new mediascape.The BBC and the Independent warrant discussion as exceptions. In theTibet protest coverage external links accompanied 60 per cent of BBCarticles, while the Independent provided a link to Wikipedia content at thebottom of all of its texts. The BBC example illustrates the role external linkscan play in directing the meaning potential of stories. From 10 to 14 March2008, as protestors were marching to commemorate the 49th anniversaryof the Tibet Uprising Day, BBC articles most often linked to the TibetanGovernment in Exile site, the International Campaign for Tibet site, a FreeTibet Campaign site, and the Chinese foreign ministry’s site (also often inthis order), thus providing direct access to different and disagreeing actorson the issue. The common practice of the Independent to link to Wikipedia
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is unusual. As a web-based free content encyclopedia the site provides awide range of material and content collectively authored andlegitimated by volunteers. No explanation for this practice is offered on the
Independent’s website, but it may be related to Wikipedia’s consistentranking as one of the most popular sites on the web and to theencyclopedia’s practice of providing a list of related external links on itscontent pages, making it a directory of sorts.While homogeneity on mainstream news sites is the norm and wouldseem to suggest little expansion of the news sphere at all, the archivingof news stories on the internet does have profound implications. Allof the traditional news sites under analysis provided a search enginethat readers could use to search their site. This tool provides anopportunity for readers to track and follow an issue, return to and pauseand reflect on material. The online news world, then, is very different inthis way from broadcast and print news. The archives increase the depthof available coverage and also provide an opportunity for stories to beread and compared, and for readers to contextualize articles themselves.We found some news organizations use the increased space afforded bythe internet to provide additional background information or other relatedmaterial, both of which increase the depth of coverage. For example, inthe BBC coverage of the Tibet protest story news articles were oftenaccompanied by links to additional BBC content, including related stories,a profile of the Dalai Lama, a background document detailing both China’sand a Tibetan view of the Tibet issue, a Q & A, a background documentdetailing key places and events, and eyewitness reactions to the protests.The addition of internal links in this case provided readers with theopportunity to contextualize stories and add information where desired.Within the online news sites analysed there was an overall emphasis ontext (YouTube and MySpace were exceptions). Multimedia use is commonon the BBC site, to a lesser extent on the broadsheet sites, and on the Sun’ssite. The most common use of multimedia is the attachment of picturegalleries and videos. TheGuardian and the BBC also posted audio. The samegalleries and videos are often used repeatedly to accompany different text-based stories. Some uses of multimedia illustrate how such material canprovide an additional layer of depth to content. Correspondents’ ground-level footage during the Tibet protests and Sichuan earthquake providevisual eyewitness accounts. In the Sichuan case, video after videopersonalizes and reinforces the human tragedy detailed in text-basedcoverage by showing us survivors being pulled from fallen buildings. Alsonotable is the posting of material shot by citizens in relation to the Tibetprotest and Sichuan earthquake stories. The BBC in particular posted video,comments, and images submitted by eyewitnesses. This eyewitnesscoverage contributed to diversity in both form and content.
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Multiplicity and Polycentrality:
Alternative News and Non-news
Spaces ExaminedWe argue above that the sheer amount of space available and theperceived need to constantly update texts leads to an abundance of newson mainstream news sites, with homogeneity rather than diversity ofcontent being the outcome. In this section we interrogate claims that theinternet, in light of its virtues as a medium, would increase themultiplicity of content and polycentrality of the news. Such claims arebased on arguments that easy access and the low costs of onlinepublication would lead to an internet environment where widerdiscussions become the norm and where the dominance of transnationalcorporate monopolies could be countered. It was hoped suchdevelopments would lead to a reinvigorated democracy (Rheingold,2003). Our sample, comprising some of the most popular news and non-news sites reinforces earlier concerns that offline patterns of corporatedominance and power structures would be replicated online (Dahlberg,2005; McChesney, 2005; Salter, 2005). Transnational and monopolyownership remain an important issue. In our sample The Times, theNews
of the World, the Sun, the Independent, and the Daily Mail are all ownedby transnational corporations.7Our results do suggest, however, that alternative and independentnews sources online are providing different perspectives from thoserepresented in mainstream news coverage. Of the three alternative newssites analysed each had a different ownership model. openDemocracyoperates as a not-for-profit and has been supported by trusts,foundations, and individual donations. Current TV is owned and operatedby Al Gore and Joel Hyatt. It was initially funded through affiliate fees andadvertising, but in January 2008 it was announced that the companywould also begin selling shares. On the IndyMedia.org.uk site theorganization seeks individual donations and states that they are notowned by anyone or funded by large commercial conglomerates.There were only a few openDemocracy and IndyMedia texts withregard to the stories examined. However, the limited content that waspresent was unique.openDemocracy’s Tibet protest coverage was salient. One storyprovided a detailed discussion of how and why Tibetans were protesting,while another was written by a Tibetan exile. Another article detailedChinese government responses to Olympic organization, the Tibetprotests and the Sichuan earthquake to draw conclusions about ‘thenature of modern governance in China’. In the case of Northern Rock
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there was an engaged discussion online following an editorial arguingthat the Bank of England should not have bailed out Northern Rock.Within this discussion the editorial writer responded directly tocriticisms posted. In this way the level of communication transcends thatfound on mainstream news sites where interaction is often limited to anindividual posting a comment in reaction to a news item, an interactionSchultz categorizes as one-way communication (1999). In contrast, thechain of interrelated messages and communication in thisopenDemocracy example transcends reaction and achieves a higher levelof interactivity as both sides send messages and respond to each other.IndyMedia’s coverage was unique in its emphasis on activism, particularlyin connection to the Tibet protest story. In this case stories and postsencouraged people to get involved with protests, often providing details ofevent locations and times (part of the raison d’être of the organization).Individuals also posted images and text of the protests they had attended, andthere were updates of events happening in India and in China. IndyMediacoverage of the Prince Harry story was highly critical of the mainstreammedia. Neither openDemocracy nor IndyMedia.org.uk had any stories aboutknife crime in our sample period, suggesting how their news agendas differfrom (and do not necessarily follow) the mainstream news agenda.Current TV is unique in its reliance and recontextualization of mainstreamnews sources. In relation to the Sichuan earthquake, the site became acentral location where people posted updated information asmainstream sites released it. Although mainstream news contentdominates, news stories are placed in dialogue with each other and links aremore often than not followed by readers’ comments. For example, in the knifecrime case one person posted a summary of the government’s anti-knifecrime advertising campaign including an image and then asked: ‘Some ofthese [images] are likely to shock us. Do you think this campaign will beeffective?’ Her question was followed by eleven responses with links tomainstream news coverage and the government’s campaign site (intended totarget youth). This example demonstrates online engagement with the news,and the use of news texts to fuel discussion. Nothing of this nature wasavailable in mainstream news sites in relation to the stories analysed.While independent and alternative news content is more easilyaccessible online than offline, it has still proven difficult for such contentto reach a wide audience. The exception to this may be Current TV in thatit provides service through mainstream television outlets in the US andthe UK. When searching Google and Yahoo for our five case studies, noalternative news sources were returned in the first page of searchresults. Mainstream news sites dominate Google’s page one results forfour of the five stories searched: Prince Harry (11 of 11), knife crime (7of 11), Northern Rock (6 of 10) and Tibet protest (7 of 11) versus Sichuanearthquake (3 of 11). Mainstream news sites were returned on page oneof our Yahoo results but to a lesser extent (the exception being the Prince
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Harry case where 7 of 11 returns were links to mainstream newsarticles). As most internet users in the United States and Europe do notventure beyond the first page (Jansen and Spink, 2005, 2006; iProspect,2008), this does not bode well for opening up the news sphere. Searchengines pre-structure access to information (Koopmans, 2004), and inthe cases examined, provide a limited palette of what is available.Despite there being a number of alternative perspectives availableonline and the potential to engage in debate on many issues, interestedpeople must commit considerable time to actively seek out such sites.Traditional news outlets (as well as search engines such as Google Newsand Yahoo News) are still the news outlets most frequently visited (ABCData; Ofcom, 2007b), countering early hopes of smaller news providersbeing on an equal footing with transnational conglomerates, and of amove to many-to-many communication.Given the popularity of social sites such as YouTube, Facebook, andMySpace, their role in news construction and dissemination and asplatforms where people can respond to the news are also considered inthis study. It is worth pointing out that transnational ownership andoligopoly are issues here as well: MySpace is owned by NewsCorp:YouTube is owned by Google: and Facebook is owned privately, withMicrosoft possessing a small share. Although these are all non-news sites,they are sites of interaction where individuals engage with the newsdirectly and with issues covered in the news. A YouTube search using thephrase ‘Tibet protest’ returns re-broadcasts of mainstream news stories,but footage of protests from various locations, seemingly shot by theprotesters themselves, dominates. Through this alternative coverageprotesters from around the world can communicate with each other aswell as with a wider community. In the case of the Sichuan earthquake,YouTube presented a large number of videos where images of the disasterand text were set to music. These videos were posted from locationsaround the world including Australia, Canada, China, Germany, Hong Kong,the UK, and the US. Analysing the social platforms Facebook and MySpacewith regard to knife crime also provided interesting instances of userparticipation. A Facebook search using the term ‘knife crime’ returned 138results. The first page included links to discussion based sites categorizedas common interest (5), group organizations (2), a student group, and asite titled ‘stop knife crime’. These sites in combination have over 40,000members (as of October 2008). Levels of engagement and content differed.Content ranged from comments and condolences about knife-crimevictims, posts about upcoming events such as a concert to raise money foran anti-knife crime charity, and homemade videos related to the issue.Outside of our sample period, several Facebook groups became involved inorganizing a knife crime protest march that was covered by themainstream media. These examples illustrate that political discussion andlocal organization are taking place on this site.
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On MySpace, a ‘knife crime’ search returns sites with creative contentand innovative presentation. Four of the eight results contained links tohomemade or independent videos, including a performance (dance)video about gang culture and knife crime. Another link was to adocumentary aimed at young people, titled ‘Knife Lewisham’, described asa ‘documentary about the disturbing yet complex state of knife crime inLondon’. This content has the technological potential to reach a wideaudience, but in reality has only limited reach: at the time of analysis theperformance video had just over 400 views, and the documentary 163. Itis of course possible such content is being used and shared in other ways.Greater interrogation is needed into how these types of sites connect tothe wider public sphere as well to decision-making bodies.The above examples illustrate how social media are being used toorganize, to communicate experiences and thoughts, and to respondto events that are in many cases brought to their attention by themainstream news. Thus these sites can provide a location for interaction,necessary for a functioning public sphere. An important caveat to theabove discussion is that the use of the internet for political purposes isminor, as noted by Dahlgren (2005: 151), when compared to activityconnected with consumerism, entertainment, non-political networkingand online chat. Degrees of involvement also vary by story. The lack ofcontent on Facebook and MySpace in relation to the Northern Rock issue,is in stark contrast to the knife crime examples detailed above andspeaks to the demographics of people using these sites, but alsopotentially to what kind of stories generate activity.The way people are using these platforms is what is being noted hereas unique and potentially transformative, rather than the platformsthemselves. There are widespread concerns about the commercializationof Facebook, and about the influence of corporate control on sites such asMySpace and YouTube.
Interactivity and Participation:
Considering the News OnlineThe potential for the internet to enhance democracy by increasing publicengagement has been a subject of much discussion. All the mainstreamnews sites in our sample provided an opportunity for readers to interactwith articles at some point, largely through posting comments. Some newsorganizations also posted questions to solicit reader comment and opinionin relation to a news topic. The BBC received thousands of comments on its‘Have Your Say’ pages in response to questions the organization posed inrelation to the Prince Harry, Knife Crime and Northern Rock stories. The
Sun and theMirror both have discussion boards on their sites, and in some
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cases stories directed people to these discussion pages.8 The BBC, Daily
Express, Telegraph, the Sun, and the Star all have a ‘have your say’ page,while the Guardian and the Daily Mail have debate sections. In relation tothe knife crime story, the Sun posted an option for people to add theirname to a petition calling for the government to prosecute those who carryknives – a type of ‘passive interaction’ that required no more than anindividual fill in their name within a pop-up window. No details wereprovided about how the petition is to be presented, when or to whom. Asof October 2008 the Sun was reporting more than 30,000 names on itspetition. Many mainstream news sites also provided readers with theoption to further disseminate stories through email and by posting onother shared sites. The above examples illustrate that for the most part thepublic is only able to participate in the last phase of the ‘traditional’ newsproduction process by interpreting texts and commenting upon them. Wefound no evidence of individuals involved in any of the decision-makingstages in news production. Similar analysis of American and Europeannews sites suggests limited interactive options are the norm (Quandt,2008; Schultz, 1999; Domingo et al., 2008).Of course, readers have always recommended stories, providedeyewitness reports and figured as sources in stories, and this has onlybecome easier with e-mail and User Generated Content (UGC) technology.With these new technologies, however, the balance of power has notshifted to users. Journalists and editors still ultimately decide what makesa ‘good’ news story, who gets to speak, and what gets said (see Phillips,this volume). In our sample, the Prince Harry story was the only case inwhich technology was used to seek readers’ opinions on the production ofa story (albeit post-publication) by seeking the public’s verdict on itsdecision to withhold information. It is difficult to determine to whatextent solicitation of the public’s views after the fact bears influence.We did find a blurring of content producer and reader/viewer onYouTube and the alternative news site Current TV. Mainstream newscontent from the BBC, CNN, SkyNews and others is posted on these sitesand re-purposed by the audience. These postings put various newspieces, from different organizations and locations around theworld, in dialogue with each other. Moreover, mainstream coverage isposted alongside alternative content such as individual commentaries(as we found in relation to the Northern Rock case) and more creativeresponses to the news (such as the young adult’s music video on knifecrime on YouTube). Both YouTube and Current TV present environmentswhere the authoritative voice of the journalist is diluted and where wecan observe a blurring of producer/consumer distinctions.Early predictions suggested that the interactive and participativenature of the web would mean that with the proper tools everyone oranyone could be a journalist. As with alternative media, the ability forcitizen journalists to reach a wider audience is a challenge. In our sample
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there were significant examples of what can be referred to as citizenjournalism; for example, Tibet protest coverage on IndyMedia.org.uk, theposting of homemade documentaries on YouTube and MySpace inrelation to knife crime, and video clips of Sichuan earthquake experiencesuploaded to YouTube.Also, mainstream media providers often used images and eyewitnessaccounts provided by citizens as elements within news stories,particularly in relation to coverage of the Tibet protests and Sichuanearthquake where access to information was difficult. In these cases, newmedia made it much easier for people to contact media organizationssuch as the BBC and to post footage on YouTube. One YouTube video,entitled ‘Earthquake in Sichuan China’, posted on 12 May 2008, showsfootage of the earthquake as experienced by a college student in hisresidence. This clip, returned on Google’s page one results, was used inthe BBC’s and the Telegraph’s video footage. The video has been viewedover 1.5 million times on YouTube, and shows how media from socialsites such as YouTube can at times influence mainstream news content.Whether user generated content in the long run shifts the balance ofpower between journalist and reader or mainstream and alternativenews outlets is a question that cannot yet be answered. But currentjournalist and audience practices suggest there would be an incrementalchange in power dynamics if at all.
ConclusionEven though most news consumers get their news from traditionalmedia and the television in particular, the internet is the fastest growingplatform for news and other information (Ofcom, 2007b). In this chapterwe examined claims that the internet would democratize newsproduction and reinvigorate democracy, specifically expectations thatthe internet would lead to the production of more news, more diversenews, and increased public participation in news processes.Our overwhelming conclusion is that there is an abundance of newsonline, but the content of mainstream news outlets is largely the same,with different outlets – often with a very different ethos and editorialstance – using identical quotes, images, and very similar text. Further, thenews angles provided are often similar. These sites paint, for the mostpart, a one-dimensional picture of online news homogeneity. A startlingoutcome, in this so-called space of plenty.Further, we found that new media technologies have changed how thenews is presented on ‘traditional’ news sites, but not dramatically: Theemphasis on most news sites is on text, to date there is limited use ofmultimedia (the BBC is an exception), and most news sites rarely provide
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external links to outside sources of information. There is, however, agreat deal of emphasis on images, giving a lot of power to the visual. Theheavy recycling of images within and between mainstream news sitesfurther contributes to content homogeneity.News presentation has changed significantly in the use of web space toprovide access to media archives, and in the addition of supplementarycontextual material to articles. Further, where multimedia is used it canand does provide an additional layer of depth to textual content. Thesepractices increase the accessibility of information.Mainstream sites offer little opportunity for the public to participatebeyond interpreting and responding to stories. When the public areasked to respond to an issue rather than a specific story the responsecan be overwhelming, as has been the case with the BBC ‘Have Your Say’page. Such response suggests much untapped potential. We foundreaders were almost never offered access to sources, and the lack ofexternal links to outside websites on most sites further limits anypotential to widen the news agenda and its participants. Where publicsubmissions were incorporated into news items these were largely aswitness / personal accounts and can be read as part of the larger trendtoward personalization within news coverage. How interactive thenews ‘should’ be is an ongoing debate and a mainstream newsorganization may choose to provide excellent service to its constituencyover interactivity (Deuze, 2003).As mainstream news sites are still the most popular in terms of newsconsumption, and the most popular search engine Google returnsmainstream sites for the most part when searches are conducted, thepotential for the internet to open up the news media sphere seemslimited. However, alternative news sites do provide unique content.Moreover, mainstream content is, through user participation, being re-purposed and re-contextualized online as at Current TV. Alternativenews sites are also being used as tools for organization andcommunication, as with IndyMedia.The way people are using and responding to news coverage onsocial platforms such as YouTube, Facebook and MySpace reveals ablurring of news and non-news spaces. The extent to which thisimpacts on notions of authority and the role of journalists as expertsis still an open question. In the knife crime case Facebook helpedpeople communicate and organize in response to news events andcoverage. The example demonstrates how people are using onlinecommunication in ways that do enhance political participation, butthis was an exception rather than the norm in our sample. On sitessuch as YouTube and MySpace communication efforts were often metwith limited or no response. Further, the contributions on non-newsspaces are often responses to news and involve a repurposing of
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mainstream news content, underlining rather than challenging theposition of the mainstream media as gatekeeper.
Endnotes1. Hitwise, July 2008; Alexa.com, August 2008; and Nielson, January 2008.2. We chose deliberately not to focus on the specific news sites of the searchengines (such as Google News), as we wanted to consider what types ofinformation non-news sites would bring up regarding news items.3. We acknowledge that this provides a particular, limited picture, but userstypically view only the first few pages (Jansen and Spink, 2005, 2006;iProspect 2008) and hence their news return when searching these issueswould be equally limited. We do, however, note that search engine resultsare not straightforward or static and that the results presented here are notnecessarily representative (see, for instance: Wouters, Hellsten, andLeydesdorff, 2004).4. This quote appears in a number of BBC stories including: ‘Prince Harry onAfghan Front Line’; ‘Harry’s Excitement Over Posting’; the video ‘Harry onFighting Prospects’; ‘In Quotes: Prince Harry in Afghanistan’ (all publishedon 28 February 2008).5. Boczkowski and De Santos (2007) concluded the same in their online newsanalysis; see also the American Project for Excellence in Journalism 2008.6. The Guardian, 14 September 2007: ‘Northern Rock’s shaven-headed chiefexecutive’; Daily Telegraph, 14 September 2007: ‘Adam Applegarth: the manunder the spotlight’; The Times, 15 September 2007: ‘Uncertain future for thecashier who got the top job’; Daily Mail, 15 September 2007: ‘Northern Rock:from cashier to youngest Footsie chief in just 18 years’; the Independent,16 September 2007: ‘Millionaire boss who joked he couldn’t make the tillsbalance counts the cost’; Daily Mail, 16 September 2007: ‘The £1.4m goldenboy now facing an uncertain future’; Daily Express, 17 September 2007:‘Whizz kid caught between the rock and a hard place’.7. House of Lords, ‘Communications – First Report’, June (2008a) <http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200708/ldselect/ldcomuni/122/12202.htm>8. The Sun, the Telegraph, the Daily Express, and the Daily Star have attemptedto provide personalized services by allowing people to customize contentthrough their MySun, MyTelegraph, MyExpress, and MyStar pages. Thesespecific sites are not analysed here as they did not show up in connection toany of the content we retrieved.
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ChapterEleven
Futures of the News:

International Considerations
and Further Reflections

Rodney Benson

New Media, Old News offers a fascinating, in-depth look at the state ofmedia as it moves online in the United Kingdom. What strikes me as mostunique and important about this book is that it highlights structuralfeatures of media systems in the context of a richly detailed portrait ofmultiple types of communications practices. This approach is evident, forinstance, in Phillips, Couldry and Freedman’s well-supported insistence(in Chapter 3) that journalistic ethics are only achievable on a mass scaleif also supported by structural reforms (as opposed to, say, RogerSilverstone’s individually-oriented ethics in Media and Morality (2007)).It is also evident in several chapters where mainstream journalism issituated in relation to the variety of alternative media, writer-gatherers,and NGOs who are attempting to influence the newsmaking process.Finally, and this is no small achievement, the book consistently adheresto a careful analysis of what is and is not ‘new’ about new media.In this essay, I’d like to try to pick up where the Goldsmithscontributors leave off. In the first half of this chapter, I address theempirical puzzle. To what extent does this portrait of the UK also hold forthe US, the rest of Western Europe, and indeed, the rest of the world? Inthe second half of this chapter, I tackle the thorny questions of ideals andsolutions. To paraphrase Jay Rosen (1999): What is journalism for? Ofcourse, there are many different answers to this question. What theanswers have in common is a concern with democracy; where they differis how they conceive of democracy. The main thing is to put these cardson the table. This I intend to do with a brief overview of democratic-normative theories of journalism and an assessment of how currenttrends in new media are quite democratic in some ways and less so in
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others. Solutions will differ depending on which aspect of journalism wevalue the most. I conclude by suggesting how various types of journalisticbest practices may be institutionally secured.
As Great Britain Goes, So
Goes the World?

New Media, Old News first of all documents the familiar litany of theinternet’s ‘affordances’ (Kress, 2003; Adams, 2007: 10–11), that is, thekinds of communication practices that online media uniquely afford:archiving capabilities that increase depth of coverage, multimediaformats that draw readers into complex topics, easy access to amultiplicity of voices and viewpoints outside the mainstream, andopportunities for ordinary citizens to ask questions of political andcultural elites via chat rooms and forums or even to create vast activistnetworks such as the one that played a key role in financing and helpingget out the vote for Barack Obama’s presidential bid. In their contentanalysis of a wide range of British elite, popular, and alternative mediawebsites, Redden and Witschge (Chapter 10) show that at least some ofthe time, and in some media outlets, these potentials are realized.But New Media, Old News’ ‘techno-optimism’ is quickly tempered by astrong dose of ‘techno-pessimism’: the dramatic decline of newspapercirculation and advertising revenues, due at least in part to the flight ofclassified advertising to the internet; the sharp increase in online mediaaudiences accompanied by the failure to find a way to make online mediapay for itself, even as the parent traditional media companies oftenremain quite profitable; the fragmentation of news audiences acrossmultiple media outlets, both offline and online; massive newsroom layoffsand cost-cutting, with especially deep cutbacks in foreign and investigativereporting, and greater job insecurity for those who remain; and finally,intensifying time pressures on journalists to produce news ‘content’across multiple media platforms, contributing to the increasinghomogenization of content (as shown by Redden and Witschge inChapter 10) and the use of pre-packaged ‘news’ provided by publicrelations professionals.To what extent do these trends extend beyond the UK? In what follows,I draw attention to some of the scattered evidence that is emergingabout global trends, all of which of course may have been interrupted(or exacerbated) by the exceptional worldwide economic crisis thatintensified during the winter of 2008–9.1
Audiences: In the ‘Anglo-American’ world, at least, it is first of allimportant to stress (as does Freedman in Chapter 2) that the decline in
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newspaper circulation did not start with the internet and has been goingon for several decades. Between 1960 and 1995, before the rise of theinternet, circulation per 1,000 adult habitants fell significantly in theUnited States (from 326 to 226, a 31 per cent decline), the UnitedKingdom (from 514 to 317, a 38 per cent drop), Australia (from 358to 185, a 48 per cent decline), and Canada (from 222 to 191, a lessdramatic fall of 14 per cent).2 Not all countries, however, suffered fromsuch declines: during the same 35-year period, circulation per 1,000actually increased in countries such as Finland (52 per cent), Japan (45per cent), and The Netherlands (10 per cent). Likewise, since 2000 wheninternet competition could conceivably have played a major factor in anydecline, less advertising-dependent, politicized press systems – Hallinand Mancini’s (2004) so-called ‘polarized pluralist’ systems of southernEurope – have tended to experience smaller circulation declines fromalready smaller bases. Thus, while US and UK per 1,000 circulation fell9 and 18 per cent, respectively, from 2000 to 2006, in Italy, there wasonly a 4 per cent decline. Since 2000, newspaper circulation hasremained steady in some high circulation, state-subsidized countriessuch as Sweden (there was a 0.4 per cent increase from 2000 to 2006),while in the ‘developing’ world, including the former USSR states andEastern European satellites, circulation increases have been substantial.From 2002 to 2006, raw circulation increased 25 per cent in Poland, 8per cent in Estonia, 53 per cent in Kyrgyzstan, 54 per cent in India, and16 per cent in China (from 2002 to 2005). In aggregate, due to growth inAsia, Latin America, and Africa, it is simply not accurate to say that therehas been a worldwide newspaper readership ‘crisis’. Global circulation ofpaid-for dailies increased by 9.5 per cent between 2002 and 2006, andwhen free newspapers are included, there was an increase of almost 15per cent; likewise, the global number of newspaper titles increased from9,524 in 2002 to 11,207 in 2006, nearly an 18 per cent increase.At the same time, even declines in newspaper print circulation aremisleading to the extent that they do not necessarily indicate a decline inactual news consumption (Saba, 2005). For example, while the New York
Times’s daily print circulation has fallen to just over 1 million(representing approximately 4.7 million readers), its online versionnow claims a readership of nearly 13 million monthly users (New York
Times, 2007; Westerdal, 2007). While these online readers tend not tospend as much time reading as their print counterparts, at least some ofthe New York Times content is reaching more people than ever before.To what extent are news audiences becoming increasingly fragmented? Itis obvious that the number of media voices available, in principle, toaudiences is on the increase. Even if the internet increases choicesexponentially, it is nevertheless important to emphasize that audiencefragmentation is not something new (Meyer, 2004). Throughout the
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nineteenth and into the early twentieth century, most US cities had twoor more newspapers, and millions of immigrants relied on a diversearray of foreign-language newspapers. Magazines have targeted diverseconstituencies long before the arrival of radio, cable, and the internet.Fragmentation is the norm, historically speaking. What is atypical is themedia systems that emerged in the post-World War II period in Europeand the United States and indeed across the world in which a handful ofnational broadcast television channels were able to garner majorityaudiences. The current situation is thus a return to the normalcy ofdivided attention, with the important caveat that a select few of the nowestablished ‘brands’ – leading national newspapers and televisionchannels such as the Guardian, the BBC, the New York Times, CNN – havetransferred and even augmented their agenda-setting power on to the net.
Advertising: Generally, newspaper print advertising revenues are down,while online advertising revenues have increased. In most cases, the printloss tends to be larger than the online gain. For example, despitesignificant gains in online advertising every year, overall advertisingrevenues in Germany declined by nearly 21 per cent between 2001and 2005 (WAN, 2007: 336). Some countries’ news media are managing thetransition better than others. In Norway, total newspaper advertisingrevenues actually increased by 4 per cent in 2006, bolstered by a 42 percent rise in online advertising (WAN, 2007: 545); likewise, a dramaticincrease in online advertising offset print advertising losses in Canada,keeping overall newspaper revenues virtually steady in 2007 (CNA,2007). Even in the US, a handful of the most-viewed online news sites,such as CNN, have been paying their own way for several years and expecteventually to be the dominant profit-generator for the company. CNNofficials estimated that their website, whose audience already far exceedsthat of its cable channel (and in fact is the world’s number one newswebsite, with an average of 1.7 billion monthly page views), wouldnevertheless not surpass the television channel in revenues for at least ‘10to 20 years from now’ (Stelter, 2009: B-1, 2). Outside the industrializedWest where newspapers remain less reliant on online platforms, overalladvertising revenues have in some cases increased quite dramatically: inIndia, for example, newspaper advertising revenues increased 90 per centbetween 2001 and 2005 (WAN, 2007: 377).
Profitability: Even as offline audiences and advertising revenues havedeclined for newspapers in most industrialized countries, many largenews media companies – at least until the economic crisis of 2008 –continued to be quite profitable. Certainly, this has been the case in theUnited States. Net profit rates (net income as a percentage of totalrevenues) have declined since the beginning of the 1990s when theyoften exceeded 25 per cent, but even in 2007, they ranged from 6.5 percent at the New York Times Company and 6.9 per cent at the Washington
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Post Company to 14.2 per cent at Gannett (owner of 85 US newspapers,including USA Today) and 12.0 per cent at Rupert Murdoch’s NewsCorporation (which now owns the Wall Street Journal, the New York Post,Fox News, as well as, of course, several major British and Australianmedia properties). These respectable profit margins have beenmaintained, in part, by aggressive cost-cutting. But the sense of crisis,among media owners, is driven less by current profit rates than byshareholder expectations that ‘offline’ media, especially newspapers, are adying breed, which has led to a virtual freefall in share prices. Gannettshares which traded at $85.71 in January 2004, near historic highs, hadfallen to $7.59 in early January 2009; likewise, New York Times Companyshares peaking at $51.50 in 2002 were trading at $6.41 by January 2009.Even the Washington Post Company, insulated to a certain extentthrough its ownership of the highly profitable Kaplan educational testingservice, has seen its share price fall from a peak of $983.02 in December2004 to $408.24 in January 2009.3The shift of news to the internet – the specific ways in which it istransforming journalistic practice – cannot be understood solely inrelation to so-called technological ‘imperatives’; rather, the internet hasbecome an ‘iron cage’ for many journalists (see Davis, Chapter 7) becauseowners and advertisers have long favoured such economicrationalization and have sought to develop the internet in ways tomaintain and extend the existing ‘social formation’ of power relations(Williams, 2003). In the United States, the conventional wisdom is thatthe publicly-traded corporation is to blame, since its legal charterrequires profit maximization for shareholders, and virtually all leadingnews organizations are now part of publicly-traded corporations. Whilethe UK also has its publicly-traded media organizations (the Daily Mail,the Independent, and Murdoch’s News Corporation-owned the Sun and
The Times), what strikes me about the British situation is the intensity ofcompetition in a highly-centralized, multi-newspaper nationaljournalistic field, and how this has been amplified by the 24-hourinternet news cycle. The degree to which media outlets are economicallydirectly competitive, or perceive themselves to be, also needs to be takeninto account as a factor contributing to a decline in news quality.
Newswork: Similar to Great Britain, in both Canada and the UnitedStates the full-time journalistic workforce has been decimated in recentyears (PEJ, 2008; Ray, 2009); at the Los Angeles Times, for example,successive layoffs between 2001 and January 2009 have halved theeditorial staff from 1,200 to 600 (Agence France Press, 2008; Bensinger,2009). In the aftermath of such cutbacks, US freelance journalistsworking under incredible pressure are increasingly being used to fill thenews hole, similar to the process described by Phillips, Couldry, andFreedman (Chapter 3). This transformation of journalism into yet
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another form of flexible labour has also occurred in Canada (McKercher,2002), and across Asia and Latin America (IFJ, 2006). Nevertheless, itshould be emphasized that increasing job ‘precarity’ for journalists hadbeen observed in countries such as France (see, e.g., Accardo, 1998) evenbefore the shift to the internet was well under way. Reduced overallstaffing combined with the need to provide content for multiple platforms(online print, audio, and video, as well as the original ‘offline’ print, audio,or video versions) is creating a time-squeeze that stretches well beyondthe Anglo-American (Klinenberg, 2005) world, affecting newsroomworking conditions across Europe and the developed world (Deuze,2008). This ‘multiskilling … leads to increasingly pressurizedarrangements, to higher stress levels and burn-out rates, [and] an ongoingrecasting of specialists into generalist reporters’ (ibid.: 154). In thisvolume, Phillips (Chapter 5) describes how competitive pressures areleading British journalists to spend more time monitoring and even‘cannibalizing’ without attribution news stories written by theircolleagues at other media outlets. Cannibalization hasn’t been adequatelystudied in the US, but if it is perhaps less prevalent, again, it may be due inpart to the more fragmented character of the US journalistic field (withleading media outlets spread across the country) which could mitigate,even online, the kind of intense competitive pressures produced by theUK’s London-based media.Finally, given the PR industry’s own self-conscious expansion acrossEurope (Burton and Drake, 2004) and indeed the world (Sriramesh andVerčič, 2003), coupled with a global trend toward newsroom job cuts andthe use of flexible labour, it is certainly likely that there is also a globalincrease in the predominance of PR-produced ‘news’. Unfortunately,there has been little systematic research on this question in the US orother western democracies to match the impressive UK-based researchin this book as well as previously published studies by Davis (2002) andMiller and Dinan (2007).In sum, New Media, Old News paints a portrait of the press under siegein the age of the internet, but in some ways it seems to be a self-inflictedwound, bound up in its reliance on an advertising-driven model ofmainstream journalism. As Barnhurst and Nerone (2001: 285) observedin their global survey of online news media, ‘the most striking quality ofonline newspapers is the dominance of promotion [and] advertising,much of it self-promotional [which] completely overwhelms the othercontent’. The crisis of the journalism business, offline or online, shouldnot be so quickly equated with the crisis of the journalistic vocation.There is no automatic correlation between a news media industry’seconomic success and its contributions to democratic life. On the otherhand, economic failure can open up a process of reflection and self-questioning that could ultimately make the media more democratic.
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But what, precisely, do we mean by democracy? Before we candetermine the best way forward, it is essential that we acknowledge thecomplexity of the term and its cross-cutting, potentially contradictoryelements (Ferree et al., 2002; Baker, 2002; Schudson, 2008).
Journalism and Models of DemocracyIn democratic theory, three broad schools of thought have emerged:elitist, deliberative, and pluralist.4 How we evaluate journalism in the eraof the internet depends crucially on which of these democratic modelsare emphasized and valued.The elitist democratic model is most often associated with WalterLippmann (1997) and the ideal of a ‘watchdog’ press. The primary dutiesfor the press are to examine the character and behaviour of electedofficials, to monitor closely their activities for corruption orincompetence, to critically analyse policy proposals, and to providereliable, in-depth information about social problems. It is largelyagainst this standard that the contemporary press – both offline andonline – has increasingly been judged inadequate. Of course, some eliteprint-based journalistic organizations continue to provide in-depthreporting and investigations of official wrongdoing. But as Davis, Phillips,and Fenton show in their contributions to this volume, commerciallydriven online news media tend to emphasize the latest breakinginformation and thus operate according to a rhythm fundamentallyantithetical to slower-ripening, depth reporting;5 moreover, as also noted,the pressure to produce news content for multiple platforms shifts timefrom reporting to repackaging.Whereas in the elitist model, the press largely acts on behalf of thepublic, in the deliberative model, the press works alongside the public to‘support reflection and value or policy choice’ (Baker, 2002: 148–9). Inthe deliberative model, mainstream media like the BBC and the
Washington Post are not valued so much for their well-funded capacity toinvestigate as for their status as ‘inclusive, non-segmented media entitiesthat support a search for general societal agreement on “commongoods” ’ (ibid.: 149). The deliberative model, most closely identified withHabermas’s ideal public sphere, provides a benchmark to evaluate bothjournalistically-produced and non-journalistically-produced discourse onthe net, including such aspects as civility, direct engagement of opposingviewpoints, and reasoned argumentation.Increasingly, the major news websites facilitate debate anddialogue. When readers engage with each other, the quality tends tobe lower than when they engage with journalists or other expertcontributors. Unmoderated reader forums on nytimes.com became
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such ‘sewers of profanity’ that the newspaper was forced to closethem down in 2006 (Robinson, 2007: 310). Another detailed contentanalysis of reader postings on the French lemonde.fr and wanadoo.fropen forums found that they tended to be dominated by a few, oftenaggressive readers, some of whom displayed ‘the effects of some formof intoxication or mental illness perhaps’ (Adams, 2007: 193). Thesame study, however, found that in conversations that wereeffectively structured by journalists, as with the reader comments to a
Libération blog, the quality of discussion was significantly higher.NYTimes.com now has a regular feature called ‘Room for Debate’ inwhich ‘knowledgeable outsiders’ are invited ‘to discuss major newsevents and other hot topics’. Reader comments are welcome, but aremoderated. One January 2009 debate concerned ‘bonuses for badperformance’ on Wall Street and featured a novelist, a law professor, aprofessor of labour economics, and responses from 798 readers (oftenoutraged, but all free of profanity!).Finally, the pluralist model emphasizes ideological diversity, popularinclusion, citizen empowerment and mobilization, and full expressionthrough a range of communicative styles. Measured against this pluraliststandard, there are certainly signs that some online news media areenabling greater democracy. For instance, nytimes.com now has a‘TimesExtra’ version that adds links at the bottom of news articles to awide range of other news media (including British) and diverse types ofblogs. On January 23, 2009, there were Extra links to various independentwriter-gatherers (e.g., Brooklyn Vegan) as well as more established blogs(Huffington Post, Politico, etc.). On the ‘Blogrunner’ website linked tonytimes.com (and also owned by The Times), mainstream media articlestended to dominate, but there were also prominent links to blogs by aUniversity of Oregon economist, the liberal filmmaker Michael Moore, andthe obscure blog Sadly No! whose contributors include its founder Seb, aFrench-Canadian financial analyst living in Germany, and variousscattered graduate students, writers, and designers.6 Likewise, LeMonde’swebsite (lemonde.fr) has at various times featured links to a range of blogsproduced by the kind of writer-gatherers described by Couldry – judges,financial experts, amateur art aficionados, ordinary citizens concernedwith the quality of urban life – as well as more occasional ‘chronicles’written by individual Le Monde subscribers and even videotapes ofprofessors’ lectures delivered at the prestigious École normalesupérieure.Certainly, there is an upper-middle class, professional bias to the non-journalistic voices (paralleling the newspapers’ readership) that tend tobe permitted inside the journalistic tent. If writers from the developingworld appear relatively rarely on openDemocracy.net (as Curran andWitschge show in Chapter 6) they are surely all but absent on
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nytimes.com. We need more research to see whether the range of online‘linked’ viewpoints significantly extends the amount of ideologicaldiversity found on print newspapers’ editorial and op/ed pages (in acareful study of the New York Times op/ed articles and letters to theeditor, Benjamin Page (1996) found that these tended to closely straddle
The Times’ official position as represented in its editorials). Building onthe more optimistic observations of Redden and Witschge (Chapter 10)and Couldry (Chapter 8), though, it seems clear that the best onlinenewspapers are moving in the direction of more, rather than less,openness toward civil society. There is reason for techno-optimismhere.7In sum, democratic normative theory helps clarify the problems andpotentials of new media, at least within the industrialized westerndemocracies. How we define the problem crucially shapes theappropriate response. I now turn to the question of solutions.
Policy Solutions: Private and PublicFor the most part, the ‘crisis’ discussion has tended to presume the elitistmodel, which should not be surprising since this is the standard mostclosely associated with journalists’ own self-conception, at least in theUnited States and the United Kingdom. While this is surely a crucial roleof the press, and worthy of serious attention, it is important to keep inmind that it is not the only democratic function it performs.To illustrate this point: the dominant journalistic frame forunderstanding the current crisis is that the ‘old model’ of advertisingsupported media isn’t transferring well to the online environment. AsFreedman reports (Chapter 2), there is a strong journalistic nostalgia forthis ‘arrangement’ that supposedly benefits the public, ‘wherebyadvertisers have been happy to pour money into bulletins and titles thatprovide them with desirable audiences while these audiences are in turnprovided with public affairs-oriented material …’ . While there iscertainly some truth to this claim, it too quickly elides the many ways inwhich the public has also been short-changed by this particulararrangement. For one, critical reporting of the business world, whosepower has increased exponentially over the past half-century, has beenmostly non-existent. For another, advertising funding has led the press toconceive of their readers more as consumers than citizens, and this hasbeen a major obstacle to a press that is more deliberative and pluralist.It’s not even clear that advertising support is the best guarantee of thekind of journalism most valued by the elitist model: investigativereporting of government, foreign reporting, and in-depth examinationsof social problems. Good journalism has sometimes been good business,
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of course, but there is no necessary connection between the two. TheGannett chain headed by USA Today has been spectacularly successful atmaking money and just as spectacularly unsuccessful at producinghigh-quality journalism. The best journalism – again, as defined by elitistdemocracy – has required not only resources but a civic and intellectualvision and the commitment to pursue it even when it is not profitable.One key word that often comes to the fore in this discussion – itcertainly has in this book in several chapters (see especially Phillips,Chapter 5) – is the notion of ‘autonomy’. Autonomy is usually understoodin a negative sense, that is, autonomy ‘from’ something, usually themarket. Yet, such autonomy can’t simply be asserted through the actionsof journalists within the field, it has to be ‘secured’ by something else,that is able to underwrite the accumulation of cultural capital (Benson,2006).At the New York Times, for more than a century, that ‘something else’(or someone) has been the family that owns the newspaper, the Ochs andSulzbergers, that have treated it as a public trust (Tifft and Jones, 1999;McCollam, 2008). On a recent PBS ‘Frontline’ documentary, New York
Times editor Bill Keller exclaimed: ‘I wake up every day grateful for theSulzberger family’ (Talbot, 2007). This kind of family ownership modelhas become the primary guarantee of journalistic excellence in theUnited States. With the Bancroft family’s sale of the Wall Street Journal toMurdoch’s News Corporation in 2007, today only the Grahams at the
Washington Post and the Sulzbergers at the New York Times retainmajority control of their newspapers. But is it wise to place so muchresponsibility on the shoulders of a few supposedly indispensableindividuals? As the time of writing, as the New York Times’ balance sheetcontinues in freefall, Mexican multi-billionaire Carlos Slim Helú moved toincrease his stake in the company to 20 per cent of the common stock,making him the single largest shareholder other than the Sulzbergerfamily. We should not assume that the Sulzbergers will – assuming thatthey even can – forever and always hold the newspaper in trust.The good news is that alternatives to commercial ownership are beingpublicly discussed as never before. In the same PBS documentary thatquoted Keller’s appreciation of the Sulzbergers, (then) Los Angeles Timeseditor Dean Bacquet expressed his enthusiasm for non-profit ownershipmodels (such as the Poynter Institute’s ownership of the St. Petersburg(Florida) Times, which would be similar to the Scott Trust’s ownership ofthe Guardian). And in a recent op/ed essay published by the New York
Times, two Yale investment officers made the case for tax policies thatwould allow endowments similar to those used by universities, tounderwrite quality journalism (Swensen and Schmidt, 2009). In theletters to the editor responding to this article, one writer argued that this
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proposal didn’t go far enough, that what is really needed is the kind of‘public media’ represented by the BBC.What about the BBC? No doubt there has been some erosion in itsquality over the past decade, as Lee-Wright suggests (Chapter 4). Buttruth be told, the BBC and its long, distinguished record of doing‘substantive justice to the main social and political issues of the day’(Blumler and Gurevitch, 2001: 392), embodies an ‘inconvenient truth’that many American journalists would prefer to ignore. In the United States,a BBC-style solution has long been precluded by an absolutist (or whatmight be better termed ‘fundamentalist’) interpretation of the FirstAmendment. For the absolutists, when the First Amendment says ‘Congressshall make no law restricting freedom of speech, or of the press …’, itmeans literally ‘no law’. Scepticism toward the state remains thedominant view among US journalists, even those otherwise critical of thecurrent state of affairs (Nordenson, 2007), and thus it is difficult toimagine US journalists embracing either an expansion in publictelevision or the kind of solution developed recently in France, in whichthe state will provide all 18-year-olds with a free subscription to thenewspaper of their choice (Pfanner, 2009; Leparmentier and Ternisien,2009). Still, in the light of the global financial crisis and the resultingchanged zeitgeist, government-led reforms, even in the United States, arenot inconceivable. Increasingly, the argument is being heard that the USgovernment has and continues to play a positive role in supporting themedia (Cook, 1999; Starr, 2004). Legal scholar C. Edwin Baker (2002),for example, makes the persuasive case that states must intervene whereadvertising-dominated markets fail, such as in supporting reporting oncontroversial or complex social problems, or news about the poor andthe working class – in short, all forms of journalism either offensive ornot of interest to advertisers and the high disposable income audiencesthey seek to reach, yet nevertheless crucial to the functioning of ademocratic society.What’s clear is that simply tinkering with the ‘old’ business modelwill not provide a complete solution. A few elite media organizationswith extremely loyal audiences, such as the Wall Street Journal or the
New York Times, may be able to successfully charge readers for accessto content, thus overcoming the weaknesses of the advertising modelon the internet.8 But this solution, if it is one, will only be available toa few. It’s also clear, as shown by Curran and Witschge’s case study of
openDemocracy (Chapter 6), that relying on the benevolence offoundations and other wealthy benefactors is not a reliable, long-termguarantor of journalistic autonomy. No single solution will suffice. Wethus need to think of autonomy in the plural rather than the singular.Contra Bourdieu, the state is not necessarily allied with the market at
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the heteronomous pole of the field; it may be a crucial support forjournalistic autonomy. Each form of autonomy has its limits directlyrelated to the way in which it is secured. But in a system with multipletypes of ownership and funding – private, government (withguarantees of independence from direct partisan control), non-profit,journalist-owned (as at Le Monde), etc. – there is a greater likelihoodof ensuring that no powerful actors or public problems will be able toelude critical journalistic attention.In all of this discussion, we need to keep in mind that ‘quality’ journalismas represented by the BBC or Le Monde or the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung is only part of the full democratic equation. The question ofjournalistic autonomy seems most urgent in relation to the press’s‘watchdog’ role as envisioned by democratic elitist theory. However, alittle less autonomy might be just fine when it comes to making roomfor greater deliberation and pluralism. Scholars and intellectuals canand are increasingly playing a role in expanding reasoned deliberationon the web. Likewise, a range of social movement groups, blogs, andpartisan media are expanding pluralism. To the extent thatjournalistic-produced news content is increasingly homogenizedacross media outlets (see also Boczkowski and Santos, 2007), links tosuch outside sources (even if they themselves, of course, are oftencommenting on mainstream news) can provide some limited means ofescaping from the echo chamber.In his classic essay, ‘Rethinking Media and Democracy’, James Curran(2000) presents a public sphere ‘wheel’ composed of a public televisionsector in the centre, surrounded by four spokes – a private enterprisesector, a professional sector under the control of journalists, a civicsector that social organizations including political parties support, and aclosely related sector of ideologically or culturally marginal media thatoperate in the market with partial subsidies from the state. In thisworking model of ‘complex democracy’ (Baker, 2002), each sector wouldhelp promote certain kinds of discourses and voices necessary fordemocratic self-deliberation. As part of this mix, I would just add, we alsoshouldn’t discount the positive democratic role that is often performedby so-called ‘entertainment media’ – television talk shows and dramas,music, and films – in placing various social problems on the publicagenda (Delli Carpini and Williams, 2001). In this context, it is temptingeven to think that we could do without journalism altogether, anddistance ourselves from the ‘values’ guiding mainstream journalism, asthat doctor blogger did so memorably in his interview with Nick Couldry(Chapter 8): ‘“Values” ... You have to be joking. Have you ever read the
Daily Mail?’But if New Media, Old News has shown us anything, it is that thepractices of smaller scale media and NGOs often tend to parallel those of
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the leading mainstream media – even on the internet! If indeed, asFenton (Chapter 9) persuasively demonstrates, NGOs engage in ‘newscloning’, that is, ‘giv[e] journalists what they want – ready made copythat fits pre-established news agendas’, then it is crucially important‘what’ precisely journalists want.In sum, the challenge for the future is threefold: first, to maintain andeven strengthen the autonomy of core mainstream media, whether publicor private; second, to maintain and expand diversity at the margins (usingthe state to promote speech that is under-produced by the market, whennecessary); and most of all, third, to figure out ways to connect the two.In many ways, the internet makes it easier to do this than before, but itwon’t just happen ‘naturally’. As Freedman insists in Chapter 2, theproblem of journalism is not one of audiences or advertising, it is one ofunderinvestment. Certainly, this is true. I would just add that when itcomes to deliberative and pluralist democratic goals, an open mind maybe just as important as money. Journalists will need to embrace thesepurposes as their own, and even loosen their monopoly on the publicsphere in order to make more room for other professionals and citizenpublics to contribute. There are encouraging signs that at least some ofthe most respected news media organizations are moving in thisdirection. In the age of the internet, the challenge will be to bring togetherboth private and public economic and cultural capital so that journalismcan fully assume its democratic responsibilities.
Endnotes1. Matthew Powers, an NYU Ph.D student, provided research assistance for thischapter.2. Newspaper readership figures are derived from WAN (World Association ofNewspapers, 2007: i, 2, 27–29), Hallin and Mancini (2004: 23), and Kuhn(1995: 28).3. Net profit margins were obtained from Hoover’s annual income statementsfor each of the aforementioned companies, which are publicly available atwww.Hoovers.com. Historical company share prices were obtained fromhistorical price charts available on finance.yahoo.com.4. Elitist democracy, the term also used by Baker (2002) corresponds to Ferreeet al.’s (2002) ‘representative liberal’ model. ‘Deliberative’ corresponds toBaker’s ‘republican’ and Ferree et al.’s ‘discursive’ model, both of which areclosely aligned with Habermas. My ‘pluralist’ model brings together Baker’s‘interest group pluralist’ with Ferree et al.’s ‘participatory liberal’ and‘constructionist’ models, the latter based in the feminist critique ofHabermas; while there are some differences among these models, allbasically stress broad inclusion and acceptance of diverse discursive styles(not just rational argumentation).
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5. There are some exceptions to this tendency, such as the new non-profitonline investigative reporting website Politico.com, headed by a former Wall
Street Journal editor and generously funded by savings-and-loan billionairesHerb and Marion Sandler (Hirschman, 2008).6. Sadly No! self-reports a focus on ‘finding embarrassing slips or untruestatements by conservatives and linking to a refutation’ and a ‘daily traffic ofbetween 7,000 and 15,000 visits’. Blogrunner uses an automated algorithm‘based on links from blogs or other websites’, but ‘editors can add items tothe list if they find something interesting’ and likewise they can ‘take offitems’ (Hansell, 2007). The Washington Post, long considered an innovator inonline journalism, has a ‘Who’s Blogging’ link attached to individual articles,but the Post’s website does not put blogs and other external media links frontand centre in the way that Times Extra does.7. I have cited here only a few examples of ‘best practices’. Perhaps most mediacome nowhere near this level of democratic performance, but of course thishas long been the case (at least in the US). Even if we can only say that thebest are using the internet to get even better, this still represents somemeasure of progress.8. In an online chat with readers (http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/30/business/media/02askthetimes.html?_r=1&hp=&pagewanted=all, accessed3 February, 2009), executive editor Bill Keller said that a ‘lively, deadlyserious discussion continues within The Times about ways to get consumersto pay for what we make’, including a subscription model, a micro-paymentmodel (similar to Apple’s iTunes), and new reading devices such as theKindle.
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